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Anti-Eottery Law Was Passed
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“Canker in the Stomach
unfited me for work!”
WONDERFULLY SURPRISED
BUT CURED!
Mr. Blouin has long been
AS AN
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Story: Cissie and Carry.
Why the dinner was late.
Smoke stains on a ceiling.
Rapid transit in the country.
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BE ONLY TOO GLAD

TO

TELL YOU WHAT

SARSAPARILLA

DANA’S

has

DONE FOR HIM.

Lewiston, Me., May 15,1891.

Gentlemen:—I have been a continual
sufferer for a long time with Canker
in the Stomach, Throat and

THE KINDS&V>£

my lips have scabbed and swollen very bad.
I had a terrible bad feeling in my stomach.bad taste in mv mouth, causing: a great
deal of spitting—at times I was

ENTIRELY UNFITTED FOR LABOR.

NOTICES.

I consulted a number of Physicians, and
treated by several as good ones as I
could find

—

INSURANCE.

was

DOW & PINKHAM,
35 Exchange St.
for
Leading

Last March, a boy passed me an advertisement of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
I read it and decided to try a bottle. The
first bottle greatly relieved me.

Steeling Dow,
H. N. Pinkham.

another'THATthatCOKES
I had

BUT RECEIVED NO BENEFIT.

Agents

Companies.

bottle and by the time

was taken,
GAINED 13 LBS. IN WEIGHT,

I

and

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL AND
GLOBE INSURANCE CO.,

J. W. BLOUIN.

Lewiston, Me., May 15,1891.

The above J. W. Blouin personally appeared and subscribed r.'nd swore to the
truth of the above statement, before me.
J. W. WALLACE, Notary Public.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

1836.

Commenced Business in Dinted States 1848.
Geo. W. Hoyt,
Hy. W. Eaton,
Deputy Manager.
Resident Manager.
ASSETS, Dec. 31,1801.
Real Estate owned hy the company, unincumbered.$1,5/4,500.00
Loans on bond and mortgage

(firstliens)..

■

2,310,687.50

assets.

He Will

Boston &

Maine

Boston, February 4.—The directors of
the Boston & Maine railroad at a meeting this morning appointed Mr. John W.
Sanborn as acting general manager to
temporarily fill the position left vacant
by the death of General Manager Fur-

21,790.47

Vega te of all the admitted
■Sts of the company at their aeiual value.$7,8G2,847.2(1
as-

_

1

__

Temporarily Bun
Affairs.

770,490.21

LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 1891.
Net amomit of unpaid losses and

HELM.

SANBORN AT THE

Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.. 2,116,037.oO
2o.105.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
CaSli in company’s principal office
1,014,225.96
and in bank.
30,110.6*,
Interest due and accrued.

Sctloil.

to find my-

wonderfully surprised

self well. I know DANA’S SARSAPARILLA lias cured me.

Liverpool, Eng.

incorporated in

known

HONEST, HARD-WORKING MAN.

YOU CAN SEE HIM ANY DAY IN HIS
Blacksmith Shop on Franklin St.,
WORKING AT HIS FORGE ; AND HE WILL

Music and Drama.

of

__

claims..•••$ 7o0,0G7.70 ber.

Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks. 3,583,261.18
332,179.18
Perpetual Policy liability.
311,118.45
All other liabilities.
2,8GG,220.7o
capital.
Surplus beyond

.Air. dOim

gaged

HNKHAN, Kesident Agents,
Portland, Me.
Exchange Street,
sneodtf
feLS

DOW &

WORTH A GUI NBA A BOS.”

vv.

oauuuru

uas

uccu

cn-

the Boston & Maine railroad

on

for more than a quarter of a century,and
his appointment as acting general manager causes no surprise in railroad circles.
For a number of years he was superintendent of the northern part of the Old
Colony route, and since the consolidation of the roads under the Boston <fc
Maine management he has been superintendent of the northern division.
The hoard adopted appropriate resolutions on the death of Manager Furber.

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus.-87,862,847.26
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THE WEATHER.

|

Of all dniergists. Price 25 cents a box. 2
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2
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RAWSON’S SPECIFIC

Today with Rain

Local

AUSTIN BLACK,
Address
Act., 01 Middle St., Rockland, Me.

Gen.

dlw

fel)3

lstp*

or

Snow

head cool” is not difficult at this
good advice
“and your feet warm,” is more of an
are
the posunless
yon
undertaking,
sessor of one of our Hot Water Bottles.
We frequently hear it said: “They have
borrowed mine all over the neighborhood since there has been so much sickness.” Whv not have one of your own,
so as not to borrow; they don’t cost sc
much as they did once, and it is impossible to foresee the exaet moment
when its use will be required to ease
some ache or pain.
The hot flatiron, wrapped in a newspaper, may accomplish the same result, hut there is the delay of heating
it and besides it is out of date.
Don’t yon need another lung protector now that actual winter is with ns.
We have filled in the assortment once
more on account the cold snap that has
arrived.
■

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle Street.
jan30

Stlipdft

on

Hollingsworth & Whitney
plant at Waterville,

May

Still

1

_I

Barometer.129.883 29.940

Thermometer.|2il.O
Dew

Point.32.
90.

24.0
16.
56.

NW

18
Velocity.7
Weather.DtSnw Cloudy
Mean daily ther.. .28.0|Max. vel. wind. 18 NW
Maximum ther.. ,33.0Total precip.T
Minimum ther
24.0|
...
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two

years

has

not

been

entirely

lost.

I/UV

lliuu

XVM

steamer Staudre, from Havre, reports
that otf Tecamp she collided with and
All the
sank the Danish brig Thor.
crew of the Thor were drowned except a

boy who

was

picked up by the Staudre.

will watmuilil wm

Brush

Wrote

Who

“The

Brooklyn, N. Y., February 4.—ChrisChamplin Brush, wife of Rev. Alfred
H. Brush, died at New Utrecht, L. I.,
yesterday. She was well known as the
writer of “The Colonel’s Opera Cloak”

Electors of tlie Young City Doing
Good Deal of Guessing.

a

tine

THE RESULT OF THE BOARD OF

REGISTRATION TANGLE.

Mrs. Brush was born

Providence, R. I., in May, 1841. Prior
to 1867, for several years she taught
drawing in the state normal school at
Framingham, Mass., and subsequently
devoted her time to water color painting,
in which she attained great success. She
in

II

dated in Speeches Around the Banquet
Hon.
Robie,
Board—Ex-Governor
John

B.

Hon.

Henry

Fred

N.

Mayor

Newell,

B.

Cleaves,

Colonel

and

Rev.

Redman,
Bow

Mr. Jolion150 Heard

Speeches—Over

uet Made the

What These Gentlemen Had to

Say.

T_T.
WUiUl

JUUUi

TV

11„ J_

C

married in 1878. Her husband the pastor of the Reformed Dutch church at
New Utrecht, and two children survive
her. One of Mrs. Brush’s grandfathers
was Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Champlin, one of
the founders and first president of Waterville College,

now

Said

Checklist Will

a

Mysteriously

Apppear and After the Election, tlie
Courts Will lie Asked to Judge of Its

Eegality—Some, However, Think There
Will Be No Voting-What Several
Citizens Say.

Colby University.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Waterviele, February 4.—At the
street corners, hotels and usual places of

popular Sunday

gathering the good citizens or vvaterviue
in a somewhat
are found discussing,
heated manner, the probabilities of the
spring election, for today winds up all
chances of a vote if a check list does not
appear. From what information can be
gathered of those prominent in both

Her father was the late Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Champlin, author of many wellknown books. Her mother was the late
Mrs. Jane Dunbar, for many years a
contributor of stories and
constant
sketches to various periodicals and also
the author of numerous

school books.
Isaac L.

It Is

Stanwood,

Mr. Isaac L. Stanwood of North Yarmouth died at his home in that town,
Mr. StanWednesday, aged 63 years.
wood lias been for many years the principal trader in Yarmouth, and he held
the constant respect and esteem of all
his fellow citizens. For three years Mr.
Stanwood was an invalid, and for the
last year he was an extreme sufferer.
He leaves
His wife died last autumn.
Mr. Stanwood was a promno children.
inent Mason, and was foremost in forwarding all public enterprises in his native town and will be a great loss.

parties,

impression

the

is

given

that a

check list will yet appear, posted in the

customary place,

but

as

to its

there seems to be a variance of

legality
opinion,

WILL BE BUSY AGAIN.
Clark’s Island

the time of the House in the reference
of bills has been forever done away
with. This, with the sound expression
as to the folly of the doctrines of the
rights of minorities which fell from the
lips of eminent Democrats during the
debate, shows conclusively how sure
reason and sense is to assert itself in
some measure even after the nicest conflict. I am disposed to thank the Democrats for some progress, and hope during
the session that further wisdom may
In the new regulations
come to them.
the

Wlio

Sold to New York Parties

Will Work the

Quarries.

Deject

Given
a

an

[Special to the Press.]
4.—An

import-

ant real estate transaction was recorded
in the Knox Registry of Deeds today.
The transfer in

tuicc

Opportunity

fVio

Law

4.

—

p./vnsirlnm.'Hnn

In
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and Sentiment Kill the Louisiana Oc-

the

topus.

nf flip

Mr. Enloe of Tenresumed.
nessee offered an amendment that eulogies to the deceased members shall be
delivered on Sundays, and Sundays only,
on which day the ceremonies shall be
opened with a prayer by the chaplain.
Mr. Reed of Maine said that the con-

rules

JCtUa

THE LOTTERY IS DEAD.

to

Better Code.

Washington, February
TTnnoo

New Orlan'S, February 4.—John A.
Morris of the Louisiana Lottery company has issued an address to the people
of Louisiana in reference to the proposed
constitutional amendment granting him
and his associates a lottery privilege for
25 years in consideration of a yearly license tax of $1,250,000, which amendment was ordered by the Legislature to
be submitted to the people. In it he says
that owing to the recent decision affirm-

was

No man ever retired
were well known.
from the Speaker’s chair who had the
confidence of this country, without regard to party, in a greater degree than
had the Hon. J. G. Carlisle. [Democratic applause.
said he meant to make no
Mr.

Taylor

attack upon

Speaker Carlisle,

Ue point-

truly

Forty Drowned.

Berlin-, February 4.—Thirty barges

torn from their mooring by the
drift ice at Breslau today. Several barges sank.
It is reported that 40 persons
were

were
I

drowned, including many

and children.

women

he resigned
ago
T_I__1,

A Band Radiant with Promise

and full of enterprise.
“The City of Lewiston,” was responded to by Mayor Newell. Forty years ago
there was a little namiet on me Danas oi
the Androscoggin with 400 inhabitants.

Today

Rockland, February

for this list
one

m

sumption of time in the first session of
Congress for memorial services
Weather Observations.
was 24 days.
the constitutionality of th e anti-lotThe following are the observations of
The amendment was defeated—yeas, ing law and the
great hostility manitery
155.
the Agricultural Department Weather 91; nays,
fested towards the lottery, he and his asoffered a substitute for rule
Reed
Mr.
Bureau for yesterday, February 4, taksociates do not want the charter renewed
24, relative to the order of business, even should no tax be imposed.
en at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obwhich was lost.
servations for each station being given in
Mr. Cliipman of Michigan offered an
MAY INHERIT IN FRANCE.
this order: Temperature, direction of amendment providing for Friday night
sessions for the consideration of private The
the wind, state of the weather:
Fopc Still a Sovereign in the View of
pension bills, which was agreed to.
amendment
the French Courts.
informal
an
Boston, 28°, NW, cloudless; New York,
to
In speaking
34°, NW, cloudless; Philadelphia, 38°, Mr. J. I>. Taylor of Ohio had read the
NW, cloudless; Washington, 38°, NW, letters sent by Mr. Wise of Virginia, Mr.
Paris, February 4.—Iu the case of the
cloudless; Albany, 2(J°, W, cloudy; Buffa- Henderson of North Carolina, and Mr.
disputed
right of the late Marquise Pleslo, 26°, NW, cloudless; Detroit, 20°, E, Randall of Pennsylvania to Speaker Carpartly cloudy; Chicago, 34°, W, cloudy; lisle asking for recognition to move a sie to make the Pope her universal legaSt. Paul, 30°, NE, partly cloudy; St.
suspension of the rules and the passage tee, the court today decided that, in
Vincent. 20°, W, cloudy;
Huron, So. of a bill for the repeal of internal reve- spite of the events of 1870 and the aboliDak. 16°, N, cloudy; Bismarck, 10°, E, nue taxes upon tobacco.
tion of the temporal power, the Pope is a
cloudless; Jacksonvlle, 50°, NE, cloudMr. Caruth of Kentucky said he did
of
defense
less.
enter
into
sovereign and is entitled to inherit propnot rise to
any
Speaker Carlisle. His name and fame erty in France like other sovereigns.
Antwerp, February 4.—The French

tne

Colonel's Opera Cloak.”

and other stories.

PERITY OF HER CITIES.

xvmuuu

sick. In one crew of 50 hands, 42 are
very sick, and the remaining eight caring for them the best they can.

What used to be called ‘tyranny’ is now
on the road to be called ‘good sense,’ and
has been established in the great and unexampled power conferred on the comThe folly of wasting
mittee on rules.

the last

Boy Escaped.

THE PROS-

MAINE’S GLORY AND

the

UU

ot

w ill undoubtedly be the old
which appeared last year and be
posted by either Chairman Plaisted, the
Republicans member or C. F. Johnson,
Esq., the Democratic member, of
for jointly
the registration board,
they will not work as Mr. Plaisted still
upholds the popular sentiment of the
Deaths In Dockland,
fair minded of both parties, that the
board is not, nor never has, been com[Special to the Press.]
Consequently he will not call the
Rockland, February 4.—Wyman Wal- plete.
board together.
lace Ulmer, assistant deputy collector of
Now the scheme seems to be that a list
customs and inspector for the Port of
year.
Standing Well
of the voters of Waterville posted in tho
stance he said:
of
died
this
consumpmorning
Rockland,
usual manner, and signed by one of the
We are here tonight as one common tion
With regard to the rules just adopted,
MUCH SICKNESS.
aged 53 years. Mr. Ulmer went out
people. The business interests of each in the 4th Maine regiment in ’61, remain- aforesaid parties will open up a path for
Mr. Keed further said the principle of
an election and would be upheld by the
individual are common interests. Years
in active service until 1864. In the
responsible government in the House The Grippe Has Taken a Strong Hold of ago the water powers of Maine were not ing
courts. Mr. Reuben Foster stated today:
battle of Gettysburg, he was seriously
“I consider, if Mr. Johnson should post
was more ruthlessly recognized in that
Oxford County.
utilized, but
a fragment of shell and was
injured
by
a list, there would be a good chance that
Owing to Brains and Capital
part of the new regulations relating to
honorably discharged on account of disa- the
courts would sustain it.
[Special to the Press.]
the power of the committee on rules than
they have been utilized and Lewiston is bility. The deceased was a member and
Councilman G. F. Giles, a Democrat,
was ever dreamed of in the 51st ConNorway, February 4.—Sickness still a city we are all proud of. We have a at one time commander of Edwin Libby stated:
ii: we would
rs
“It looks
Mrs. Ulmer survives
gress. The power to enforce the will of continues, mostly the grippe, and no glorious
Wherever you find Post, G. A. R.
state.
but
I
an
not
have
election,
him.
the House is lodged, in important measof a general improvement as yet.
think the action of the city government
find
a good business loMaine
signs
men,
you
of
John
widow
Mrs.
Clarissa
Bird,
that
party
ures, in that committee so
last evening in issuing those warrants
with might and
cality. In Western cities, barefooted Bird, Sr., and the mother of the late A. for the
legislation could have full swing, while Our doctors are working
several ward meetings and electhe bill of an individual member, even main; none are neglected. The poor and boys from Maine have become million- ,1. Bird died this morning at the adtions is simply the first step of many
of
65
vanced
if approved by the House, is left to rich receive
the
honored
Union
years.
has
nearly
state
age
which they propose taking in this matprompt attention, but diffi- aires. No
the mercy of the filibusterer.The right of
than Maine.
E. Everett Robbins.
ter.
to procure nurses is where the more
My idea is that that Haines bill
the present quorum has been denied and culty
Hon. John B. Redman of Ellsworth
and before
Gardiner, February 5.—E. Everett will be entirely a overlooked,
the farce of members present for the trouble comes. Whole families are often responded to “The Great Down East.”
check-list will be duly
tomorrow' night
a well known and rewith no one to care He said:
Mr. President and gentlemen Robbins, age 57,
purpose of being absent has been re- prostrated at once,
and then we shall be already for
Doctors, at times, ride for of the Board of Trade: In 1884 you asked spected citizen, died at his residence in posted,
vived. This question of a quorum is for them.
after a an election.' As for this registration busnow before the Supreme
Court, but miles to obtain nurses for their neglected me to follow Gov. Robie, but I failed. this city this morning of dropsy
The deceased was iness, I don’t believe any body of men’s
illness.
The number of I am
and suffering patients.
meanwhile it will be a source of re
glad to have travelled 150 miles to protracted
of
the lirm of C. A. actions will legally disfranchise 1500 votmember
corresthe
senior
the
deaths
for
that
more
liberal
past
week,
your
The
the
meet such distinguished guests.
country
gret to
which will be proved by Judge Libmeasures for the promotion of innocent,
pondent is unable to give, but Tuesday welcome here tonight has left an impres- Robbins & Sons, and a prominent mem- ers, of
Augusta, w'ho has a first-class
ber of the Methodist church. He was a bey
were seen
last
three
funeral
and
In
processions
effaced.
not
be
that
will
sion
18(50,
useful, non-partisan,
necessary legchance for a test case.”
a numislation had not been adopted. It might wending their way to :.he cemetery at the total population of Maine was 628,- member of the city government
Alderman G. A. Phillips, Republican,
ber of years, and at the time of his death
1im<i 1-»aa?i rlnnA lm.H t.ViA TTmiKA taji.Hv
about the same time. And not this town
000; in 1890 the population is 6(51,000, an was director
of the high school. He when asked for his opinion, gave it in a
In 1860,
wanted to do it, but the majority, having only, but all those adjoining are alike increase in 30 years of 32,000.
“I
and three sons.
very decided manner, and stated:
*
the population of Lewiston and Auburn leaves a widow
fought the campaign somewhat on abuse afflicted.
think we shall be disfranchised and owand
of
the
number
A
leading
of the rules of the 51st Congress, it was
large
was 12,768; in 1890 the total is 32,951, a
Bev. Tliomas B. Lambert, D. D.
ing to Mayor Jones not fulfilling his dumost influential citizens of Paris have
The
new
too much to expect of
gain in 30 years of 21,505,.
4.—Rev. Thomas R. ties. The registration board never has
Boston,
February
a
VIWJ
which
UtTUIJ
opens up
railroad in Aroostook
been full and lie knows it. As for Mr.
a well known clergyPoor, Fallen Human Nature
Throughout the country, as far as territory 750 square miles greater than Lambert, D. D.,
a checklist, I do not
heard from, it is a perfect reign of ter- Rhode Island and Connecticut, will give man, died at Hotel Oxford this morning. Johnson’s posting
to make such a confession of error.
He has been ill for some weeks. Dr. believe he will do so, and in fact know
the logging camps, a stimulus to our
adbesides
ror,
among
especially
has
“The
debate
Reed
continued:
Mr.
population
Lambert was the oldest Episcopal cler- he so informed Chairman Plaisted Monwhere business is at a standstill, and
ding millions to our valuation. Maine is gyman in the state, though some years day.”
shown that the good example of the last
hardly well ones enough to care for the

T—Denotes trace.

the

Death of Mrs.

Entertained at Lewiston by That
City’s Board of Trade.

TV

Will

Henry Lord of Bangor, president
Board, and others.

State

DAUGHTER OF A MAINE FAMILY.

Washington, February 4.—After the
[Special to the Press.]
given out, Bushey & Bo we being the sucHouse today had agreed to the new code cessful bidders for the excavation of 25,Lewiston, February 4.—The annual
rate
the
of
about 25
of rules, ex-Speaker Keed was asked by 000 feet of earth, at
banquet of the Lewiston Board of Trade
cents a cubic yard.
an Associated Press representative to
was held at Hotel Atwood this
a
in
measure
evening.
This work consists'
great
Mr. Keed said:
talk upon the subject.
of removing the earth along the bed for Over 150 guests were at the table's,
“The withdrawal by the Louisiana lot- the
to
be
is
threewhich
fully
canal,
among whom were Hon. H. B. Cleaves,
P. F.
tery of its demand for a new charter is quarters of a mile in length.
Colonel Fred N. How and Judge Haskell
and
for
the
manager
O’Brien,
engineer
one of the triumphs of the 51st Congress.
Mallet of Freethe company, states that about .‘i>50,000 of Portland, Hon. E. B.
The country will remember the promptJIUi U,
CApCUUCU
ness with which the House committee
of the debris preparatory for the stone worth, Dr. A. J. Fuller of Bath, Lewis
work work, for which about $100,000
on post offices and post roads, under the
Anderson of Skowhegan, E. S. Heald of
be paid out, thus making the canal
chairmanship of Gen. Bingham, even will
at
the
least
of
at an
$150,000
iig- Wat,orville, E. Plummer of Lisbon, Maybefore the President’s message on the ure. expense
At the head of the island an im- or Savage of Auburn, ex-Governor Robie
subject, considered and, on the 28th of mense bulkhead will be erected, as the of Gorham, Wainwright Cushing of FoxJuly reported, a bill to deprive the lot- gates will be placed there, where there is croft, ex-Mayor Lane of Augusta, Mayor
an exceptionally good chance.
tery of the use of the United States mails.
Edwin A. Buss of Boston, who makes Newell, ex-Governor Garcelon, President
The'committee on rules, very soon after, a
specialty of designing mills, is at work C. I. Barker of the Lewiston Board of
set apart the 16tli of August for its con- on the
plans for those to be located here. Trade and many other prominent men.
sideration by the House and the bill He also
decorated
designed those for Bum ford
The tables were
passed that body that day. Now that Falls, which are so highly spoken of. and the menu wasbeautifully
rare and elegantly
the Supremo Court has sustained the Mr. A. E. Bone is also at work on some
Harry E. Andrews, associate
constitutionality of the act, even the lot- of the plans for the tenement houses, served.
editor of the Lewiston Journal, was
tery company recognizes the futility of which will undoubtedly be erected by toastmaster for the
evening.
its future existence.
The acts of the
him, and with the work already laid out
Ex-Governor Robie responded to the
51st Congress are
a total of over $400,000 will be put in cirIn subtoast, “The State of Maine.”
All
the Test of Time.”
culation here this

Democrats First

Isa. m.'8 r. m.

Only
The Policv plans of tile UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Pay,
meat Lite and Endowments.

to Pol-

Weather Report.

Wind.NT

season, but the rest of that

of the

tlie Filibuster Still Exists.

Portland Me, February 4,1892.

Humidity.

fO“KEEPYOUR

Congress—But

Anything

Members

BUSINESS MEN AT DINNER.

_

[Special to the Press.]
Waterville, February 4.—A visit to
the scene of the operations of the Hollingsworth, Whitney Paper Company has
been made by the Press representatives
and much bustle vvas found, though the
information was given that the next day
would find a much larger crew at work
on the first contract which lias been

THE RULES ADOPTED-

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation,

free.

Work

PRICE THREE CLASTS.

_{gLlaarMAxt9MSATTKn.l

to.

question was a mortgage
deed, by the terms of which Mrs. Mary
low Tomorrow.
A. St. John, of New York, for the consideration of $15,000, conveys to John
Pierce of New York, Clark’s Island, in
Washington, February 4.—[8 p. m.]—
St. George. The transfer includes all of
Knows
Who
the
Member
Old
Hopes
The following is the forecast of the weathe property, real and personal, of the
Northwest has preserved much of his obstructive Clark’s Island granite cutting business,
ther for New
England:
and other quarries, derricks,
the
winds, becoming variable; slightly warm- power. The veto power has been con- fixedgranite
machinery and tools of all descripon each member who knows how,
er; fair Friday; increasing cloudiness ferred
tion; also all of the buildings thereon
except where the committee on rules excepting four small dwelling houses. It
and probably rain Saturday.
will
do
less
But
this
is understood that Mr. Pierce in turn
Boston, February 4.—Local forecast ■shall intervene.
lease of the properFair until Friday harm than formerly. Thanks to the ex- has given a 10 years’
for New England:
set by the last Congress, the coun- ty to John Snow of New York, who will
ample
cloudiness
night, followed by increasing
the
paving cutting business
try knows that the House can do all it start up
and snow or rain until Saturday night; wants to, and that what it doesn’t do again. A small crew was put on this
The ostrich morning. It w ill prove welcome news to
slightly colder Friday morning, followed now, it is responsible for.
left off concealing himself by putting the people of the island where nearly a
by slowly rising temperature; winds be- has
thousand workmen once found employliis head in the sand.”
tween north and west.
ment, but where for the past two or
Pleasant

CTTR.BS

Soar Stomach and Sick Headache.
Contains no opium, Morphine or other dangerEach box contains 30 powders.
ous drugs.
Price *1.00 per box, (post paid.) Sample boxes

been concluded, Mr. heed or Maine, on
behalf of the Republicans, offered as a
substitute therefor the rules of the 51st
Congress. The motion vi as lost without
division. The code of rules was then

agreed

How the

Special city government meeting.

[SPECIAL

as an

UMPH OF LAST CONGRESS.

/act-

|

Show

LOTTERY’S DEATH ANOTHER TRI-

Ponce and the Masons.
Probate Court business.

other

Adopted Yesterday
Republican Teachings.

House Rules

illustration
ed to these letters only
of the great power the rules conferred
upon the Speaker.
the rules
The consideration of
reported by the committee on rules having

1892.

we

have

23,000 inhabitants. Then

the valuation was less than half a million. Today it is more than twelve millions. Then we had no manufacturing,
cotton mill alone employs
more than 600 men and women.
The toast responded to by Hon. Henry
He
B. Cleaves was “Our Country.”
said: This means 65,000,000 people at
with all the world, because of

today,

one

peace
your great strength, and your great power, and the power of your country. You
stand out today as a guiding star for all
the republics of the world, the greatest,
noblest, grandest country which the set-

ting

sun ever

shown

upon.

It. means a

happy people under one constitution, one system and one flag. Wherever the American citizen is, it is only
necessary for him to secure his rights, to
free and

declare “I

am an

When Our

American citizen.”
Is Assaulted,

Flag

all party lines cease, all stand together
and

protect

the American

flag.

Col. Dow spoke on “The City of Portland—We admit she passes us all but we
lift our hats to her as she passes by.”
While we look towards
Col. Dow said:
Lewiston, we are alarmed because AuBut all feeling of
burn is so near.
jealousy, if it may be so called, has Tong
learned long
Portland
been abandoned.
ago that other parts of the State oi
Maine grew in population and wealth so

that Portland would grow and prosper.
the phenomenal growth of
Even in
Lewisten and Auburn, in this age when
cities grow up in a night, I have seen
nothing tnat startles me as to the future
growth of Portland.
The Business of

Portland,

irom a commercial

point oi view, is 01
importance to this country.

very great
Over §2,500,000 have been collected on
commercial goods at the port ofPortland

•within

a

year.

Let him doubt who may,

twice
destroyed by war,
will go on in prosperity.
Compared
with the great cities, we are small in
population but we have more people to
the acre than almost any city on this continent. On three square miles, we have
07,000 people. I am looking forward to
the time when one of the most densely
populated parts of this country will be
between these shores of the Androscoggin and the coast and Portland will be
the metropolis of Maine.
Rev. Rodney F. Jolionnet, pastor of the
Bates Street Universalist Church, responded to the last toast of the evening,
"To all good fellows—those here, those
who could not come here, and those whc
go where all good fellows go.” Mr. Jo

Portland,

bonnet’s remarks

were

both apt

anc

witty.

Letters of regret were read from Hon
James G. Blaine, Gov. Burleigh, Senators

Hale and Frye, Representatives Reed
Miliken, Boutellc and Dingley, President
Cushman of the Auburn Board of Trade
Hon. A. P. Wiswell of Ellsworth, tin
ores blent of the lioultou Board of Trade

the

of
rectorship
TirLinK

St.
llU

had held for over thirty years, that being
his last active work in the ministry. He
was born in Berwick, Me., in 1809.

Obituary

Notes.

Russell Sage, Jr., nephew and heir of
the financier^ Russell Sage, died in New
York yesterday.
Sidney F. Whitehouse, an old and well
known citizea of East Boston, died WedThe
nesday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
deceased was a native of Auburn.
Rev. Seth Sawyer died yesterday at
Alton, N. H. He was once pastor of
Free Baptist churches in Union and acton, Me.

G.

Dorr,

W.

a

prominent

Repub-

to think there is no doubt
but what there will be a checklist and
election.
Judge H. W. Stewart’s views seem to
be that Democrats as a whole do not want
an election, and this sentiment to be confined more especially to Mayor Jones

lican,

seems

and those holding office.

THE NEW NAVY.
Baltimore

Pleased

With

Captain

Bou-

telle's Plea for It.

Baxtimobe, February 4.—The annual
banquet of the Merchants’ and Manufac"
turers’ Association of this city was givThere was a large attenden tonight.
THEY OBJECT TO PACERS.
ance.
Representative Boutelle of Maine
responded to the toast; “The New NaSo Eastern Owners Will Have a New Regisvy.” and Representative Durborrow to
try for Trotters.
“Chicago and the Columbian Exposition.” These two speeches commanded
attention and won the heartiNew York, February 4.—At a meeting the closest
est applause. If the “new navy,” when
the
Naof the executive committee of
constructed, can make as good a report
tional Association of Trotting Horse of itself as did its advocate tonight, iu
Breeders here to-day it was unanimously his off-hand address, it will be well worth
Mr. Boutelle, at the close of
decided to established a new stud book building.
his remarks, proposed three cheers for
for the registration of high class trotters
Captain Schley. The cheers were given
exclusively. This movement is the se- with a will.
Captain Schley made a
emphasizing all that
quel to the recent action of the American graceful response,
Mr. Boutelle had said.
Register Company in Chicago in admitting pacers to their register on an equaliThe Senate committee on commerce
ty with trotters. The sentiment among has unanimously decided to make an adEastern

the

breeders

is

almost a unit

against the admission of pacers to the
trotting standard. Headquarters will be
located in New York with G. C. Gue of
Des Moines, Iowa, as recording secretary.

renort on the bill for a bridge between New York and New Jersey.
Daniel W. Thomas of Belfast, Me., reported at Station 3, in Boston, Wednes-

verse

day evening that lie liad been buncoed
out of $100 by a plausible strauger in the
Eastern depot.
Dmt.PL-Y IULU.
Charles A. Waterbury, the abductor of
his cousin, little Ward Waterbury, and
the two men, McCann and Sunderland,
All hope of floating the steamer Eider arrested as accomplices, were arraigned
Waterin Greenwich, Ct., yesterday.
has been abandoned.
to
J. W. Oxton has been appointed post- bury and McCann were committed
await trial and Sutherland was given time
master at West Camden, Me.
to procure counsel.
S. V. White, the grain operator who
failed recently, has been reinstated in the
New York Stock Exchange.
The trial of M. B. Curtis, the actor,
for the murder of Policeman Grant has
begun in San Francisco.
News has been received that the crew
of
are

the derelict Norwegian ship Florida
safe on board the British steamer Vic-

toria.

The State Department has no knowof the reported intention of Italy tc
send a minister to this country.
Advices from St. Petersburg say the

ledge

price of grain in the distressed provincef
falling owing to increase in the railroad

is

facilities.
The New York Chamber of Commerce
a committee of 50 tc
yesterday appointed in
behalf of the Russolicit contributions
sian famine sufferers.
The President has sent the follow
names of postmasters
ate for Maine: E. M. Stacy,
F. Warren, Kennebunk.

ing

to the Sen-

Oakland; C.

The Senate yesterday adopted tlie reof the committee on elections ii:
the case of the Florida Senators declaring
Mr. Call entitled to the seat..

port

Absolutely Pure,
A cream of tartar baking powder.

Highest

o

all in leavening strength.--/.afest V. S. Govc?»
meat i'e«U JiiMWfc

SILVER ANNIVERSARY.

IN SOLDIERS' HOMES.

membership in this department is small.
be
The limited number of recruits must

—

Patent Washes that

There.

Veterans at Auburn.
WHAT COMMANDER MILLER SAID

LIC HOSPITALS.

TO HIS COMRADES.

mation of the

Bell

the

Surest

Bungs—The

A Glance Back

Relief

of

Distinctive Sign—Reaches

as a

Through

the

the Order

in

Growth

Maine—The

Past

Twelve Months Prog perous—The Wom-

Right Spot.

an’s Relief

plaster recommended and universally prescribed by physicians is Dr.
Crosvenor’s Bell-cap-sic.
It is in general use in hospitals and
public institutions.
In the Soldiers’ Home at Washington
nothing gives better results or is more
highly prized. Frequent orders from the
.Soldiers’ Homes at Dayton and Milwaukee, and hundreds of testimonials from
the old soldiers, stating the immediate
relief from aches and pains that these

Corps—Sons

For a detailed statement of the receipts
and disbursements of the department
of the asyou are referred to the report
finsistant quarter-master general. The
of the deancial condition of the

posts

Twenty-five

Years—They Have Seen Great

Aches and Pains—The Picture of

from
a

and Reduce Inflam-

Consequent Failure of Interest,
accountable for the inevitable

largely
suspensions.
are

GENERAL USE OF FAMOUS PLASTERS IN PUB-

How Beet to Prevent

by

by
infirmities of age, preventing regular attendance upon post meetings, and
losses

Spoil Are Never Used The Gathering of the Grand Army

of Veterans.

The

partment is indicted by the consolidated,
°t post
reports which show casli balance
fund, $15,119.13, cash balance relief fund,
$9,044.48, real estate, $33,205.79, furniture etc., $22,867.00, total value ot post
exproperty, $80,337.00. The amount
relief
pended for charity from post and
funds has been $4,318.89.
The work Of the several branches ot
4l,n

Ilf'S been COU-

Wnman’tl Rplinf t 'Ill'll-*

Auburn, February 4.—The Grand tinned with unabated interest and devoArmy encampment opened here today ti°n.
Mrs. Hebron Mayliew, president of the
with a large attendance and under the
The day was
most favorable auspices.
Woman’s State Kelief Corps
largely devoted to the reading of reports. of Maine, reports to me for the organizaAdjutant General Milliken in his report, tion over which she presides, as follows:
63
says that 76 posts have made a net gain Number of subordinate corps.......
in good standing
of 423; 66 posts report a net loss of 393. Number of members
3,119
1880..
December 1.
The largest net gain was made by Sheri- Number of biembers in good standing
3,40o
December 1, 1891.
members.
dan Post of Biddeford, 18
Number of corps gained.
of
lost.
corps
plasters effect, are indications of their The largest new post is Hannibal Ham- Number
Iteeeipts for the year. 84,562.o7
unexcelled worth.
lin Post, with 62 members.
Deputy Expenditures. 3,350.87
betFor rheumatism there is nothing
Of this amount was expended for
Chaplain Southard's report gives interbet.
charity. 1
subordinate corps... 6,720.71
To prevent and reduce inflammations esting details of the work of the order Cash on hand in
434.09
oil hand in State treasury corps.
Cash
One hundred andsixty-five memorial serBell-cap-sic plasters fire used.
Mrs. Clara B. Leavitt, president DeThe peculiar medicinal agents of this vices were held and 1290 cemeteries vispartment of Maine, Woman’s National
plaster, acting by absorption, effect ited. There were
14,060 graves deco- Kelief Corps, reports as follows:
many cures where everything else fails.
55
Seven thousand nine hundred Number of corps..
And every druggist sells them for 25 rated.
Members in
standing.1,694
cents apiece.
and twenty-one comrades were in the General fundgood
on hand.$1,326.86
But be sure you get a plaster with the processions; 194 relief corps took part in Kelief fund on hand.$711.29
picture of a bell on the back cloth. A the exercises and 40 camps of Sons of Amount expended for relief.$752.73
Bell-cap-sic is easily distinguished in this
Besides these organizations there are a
way from the hundred and one worthnumber of independent corps in the
names
••

under various
less imitations
that are put upon the market every little
while to try to catch “suckers,” as the
druggists term those unsuspecting

people

on

whom

they

can

stitute.
The advice is worth
tion: Don’t dose your

impose

a

valuable auxiliaries to
where they are located. The

state which

frequent repeti-

stomach with
syrups and cough cures or any other
patent “wash” to cure a pain in the lungs.
If /on want to break up a hard cold put
a liell-cap-sio plaster high
up on the
chest, and another between the shoulders, and you will be easily relieved.
A
Bell-cap-sic plaster reaches the
right spot every time.

jutant of

stick at.”

Buy

one

and try it. You’ll be satisfied.

COMMANBER-IX-CHIEF MILLER.
Five hunVeterans were represented.
dred and sixty-seven new graves were
found and decorated.
The reports of the quartermaster and
inspector, give the usual details of the
their
business of
departments. Of
course the chief interest of the day centered in the annual report of Commandcr-in-Ohief Miller. In it,
The

Commander Says:

Comrades—Twenty-five years ago last
April the Grand Army of tlio Republic
had its birth, and the present year will
complete a record of a quarter of a cenThe
tury for the department of Maine.
assembling of the twenty-fifth annual encampment seems to be a proper occasion
for taking a retrospective view of the
department. The first post in Maine
was organized at Bath, June 28,
J8ti7,
under a charter from national headquarters. The provisional
department of
Maine was authorized by an order from
national headquarters in December, 1867.

TWO YEARS I SUFFERED
AND AT LAST "WAS

Charles W. Mower, Wholesale Meat Dealer,
East Vassalboro, Maine.
suffered everything but
Headache, distress after eating.

For two

death.

years I

At no time was I free from pain, until
I commenced to use Groder’s Botanic
Dyspepsia Syrup, and I at once commenced to gain. My head felt as though
the bandage had been loosened, and the

less frequent.
distress in my stomach
Today I am a well man, free from pain,
of
food
and can eat any kind
at any time.
was

I have been free from
Dyspepsia, so you see it is a permanent cure.
The curative power of this medicine is
phenomenal. 1 recommend it for any
kina of stomach trouble.
Charles W. Mower,
East Vassalboro, Me.
For two

years

truly

Tft DDMIC
g Ku f r

IU

ovn FAITH IN
THE MEDICINE,

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
gelling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,

Wind

on

the

Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
AUU

nuj

mu

iu

ouio

"v-

is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
It is harmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.
cause

it

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATEKVIIXE, MAINE.

have been notified iu writing,

as

order.

During the past year four posts have
been mustered, viz: Wm. Brannen post,
No. 162, Weston: John H. Morgan post,
No. 163, Guilford; Wm. Reed post, No.
164, Sanford; Hannibal Hamlin post, No.
165, Bangor.
No post having surrendered its charter
during that time, I have the pleasure of
reporting 165 posts in good standing at
the close of the year.
The increase in membership

required

47. Section
WE by Revised Statutes, Chapter
Estate Geo. H.

112, by Jonathan Hamor, Admr.
Bracy, that his Deposit Book No. 35,703 is lost
and that lie desires a duplicate book issued to
MAINE SAVINGS BANK.

By Alpheus G. Rogers. Treas.
Portland, Me., Jan. 20,1892. Jan30dlaw3wS

Total gain.

Membership previously reported..

308 Tremont St. Boston, Mass.
the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, brain and nervous diseases ill all their
forms. The onlv paralytic institute in the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes in
Circulars mailed to auy
Boston if desired.
addles:. Institute open daily from6a. m.
*o o p. in.
augsdiawSly

439
161
104
704

9,670

10,440
The losses, however, have been:
By death.123
By honorable discharge. 24
By transfer.176
By suspension.400
By dishonorable discharge1

734

Members in good standing. 9,706
Net gain 30.
The number of comrades borne on our
but
not
rolls as “suspended”
923
“dropped,” is.

Total.10,629
The number of deaths reported last
vp.ar was
164. and while I am glad to
state that a less number has been called
by the celestial bugler to

The commander-in-chief says that the
affairs of the

Bath Home

tor

ooicuers

Orphans are in good condition. He congratulates the order upon the harmony
which has prevailed in the department
during the year; urges a large attendance
at the next national
encampment in
Washington and expresses his appreciation of the honor conferred upon him
one

year ago.
Corps.

The Women’s Relief

Lewiston, February 4.—The
meeting of the Maine Branch

annual
of the

Women’s Relief Association met today.
a good
President Leavitt reported
growth in the order during the year.
The secretary’s report shows a net gain

called from time to eternity,
trusted and honored

more

countrymen,
by their comrades,
none

partment commanders, juo post, commanders, 80S past post commanders and
231 representatives were entitled to seats
in the encampment.
E. C. Milliken, liuel Field, Benj. Cribben, H. S. Thrasher, E. U. Berry, A. M.
Sawyer, Whitman Sawyer, George H.

Abbott, C. C. Douglass, G. H. Poor, H.
P. Ingalls, E. H. Hanson, J. M. Safford,
S. H. Gammon, G. E. Brown, B. K. Gatley, Benj. Norton, C. H. Mitchell, W. S.
Dunn, W. H. Greene and I. W. Webb are
among the Portland Grand Army men In

Interest

Captain E. K. Park, a prominent citi42 years. CapJanuary 30, aged
tain Park has been in failing health for

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

small wine
fore meals
relief and good

glassful bebrings quick
sound health-

Sold

by Druggists everywhere.

lebo__dlycd
THE TRUE GENUINE

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
IS THE

CELEBRATED

LIBBY’S

R.

J.

Searsport.
zen, died

several months.

Captain James G. Pendleton and C. E.
Adams have purchased the Leach building, corner of Main and Mt. Ephraim
streets, with the intention of removing
it and
erecting a four story block on the
lot.
A

considerable quantity of hay

is

being

hauled here for shipment, notwithstanding tlie bad travelling.
La grippe has prevailed here for the
past month, to an extent heretofore unknown, and the death rate has been unusually large in consequence.
Mrs. Daniel Sullivan died February 1st,

Opening Display
SPRING" GOODS.

aged

Buxton.
WEST

harmed.

PORTLAND

POST

Please read the description of
things in Silks.

some new

FIGURED TWILLED SILKS,

shall sell at
Fall

Winter

and

Arrangement

—

Com-

mencing October 4, 1891.
DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a.m.,
5.05 and 11.30 p.m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 m.,
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. in.
Boston. intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. ill. and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; close 12.20 find 9.15 p. ni,
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a, m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.; close at G.15 a.
in., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m., and
12.20 p. in.
Rockland. intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. m.
Skoichcgan. intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
a. in., and 1.00 p. ill.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn (end Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
а. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m.. 1.00’and 6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeforcl and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
in.. 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections

via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. in.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham, A'. //., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. in. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. in.

Svianton, Vf., Intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. It.—
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, If. //., intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. It.—
Arrive at, 10.00 a. in. and 8.20 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. in. and 2.45 p. mi
Bochester, Ar. H., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &ltociiesterrailroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.45

a*

a. ill.

City Westbrook—Anise at S.40 a. m. 1.45 and
б. 00 p. m.
Cumberland, Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. in.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
a.

m., and 5.30 p.

Styles, w hich we
McCreery’s Retail

It is one of the

Price

m.

Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers InternaSteamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. in.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
tional

Silk

best

The

colorings
exceedingly

fabrics known.

ARRIVAL AND

Me-

Jas.

Creery & Co., of New York. We
control the sale for Portland of
40 of the Best

OFFICE-

for

manufactured

are
and designs
line; 24 inches wide.

Price

$1.00.

Chenery Bros.’ Figured Pongee Silks,
which the manufacturers declare to be the Best Silk fabric
they ever made. They will wear
for years. We control for this
market a large number of the
most approved styles, which are
now on sale at the Lowest Mar-

French, English, Scotch and
German Novelties in tine Suitings, including our own importation of exclusive designs not
to be found elsewhere.

$13.50

UU^IAKLt &

Price

$1.50.

Changeable, Plain

and

Silks

Figured

bid fair to rival all other styles.
We shall carry a tine line of
these Silks this season.
They
for Fancy
arc very desirable
Waists.
We have also opened a large
assortment of

Plain and Fancy

Silks

Figured

Combina-

for Trimming and
tions.

The Silk Department will receive our very special attention
this season.

$16.00.

in other
75 different styles
variety of choice designs, lines of Real Scotch Ginghams,
entirely new, beautiful texture in
Plaid,
Plain,
Checked,
and colorings, prices $13.50 to
Striped, Silk Stripe and Face
$16.50.
Stripe, Prices ranging fr om 25c

in a

CHEVIOT SUITINGS

to 45c

in silk mixture, checked and
striped and fancy weave. Are
sure to be exceedingly desirable
and the assortment will soon be
broken.
cine
a

FRENCH SROCHE

Black ground with black Satin
brocaded figures, and also with
The finest efcolored figures.
fect we have ever seen in Satins.

ramne

fine line of

fancy

weaves,

Tlioir nincf Itn

ciatcd.

elsewhere, and as they cannot
be duplicated again this season,
an early selection is desirable.
FANCY BEDFORD CORDS,
BEAUTIFUL PLAIDS,

PLAIN AND FANCY WOVEN
And

a

DRESS
arc

now

and

ready

One

30,000 yards Superior Quality
Select
and Choice
Styles
Printed Challies at 4c per

more

none were

Bottled to order at tlie Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents, CUTLER BROS. A CO.,
Importing Jobbing Driiggiftts, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the Justly celebrated

BETHEsD.4 WATER.

efficacious in troubles of the Kidby their Wonderfully
and Bladder, ns testified by our best
respected and neys
Physicians anti many well-known citizens. See

than ex-Viee ! Descriptive Pamphlet.
feb4eod4m
He testiPresident Hannibal Hamlin.
fied his appreciation of the comradeship
of the Grand Army by his presence in
the department and national encampSemi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullments. I suggest that a page in the pubE. H.
man sleeping cars.
Gallon or
the
lished proceedings of
encampment CURRIER, New England Agent address
Southern Pabe devoted to his memory, to be accom- cific Co., lya Washington St., Boston, Mass,
eodtia j
jauid
portrait,
panied by a suitably

engraved

t

in

ya^d.

One case best 35c
13 1-3 cts. per yard.

and most approved styles and in
the different widths and qualities, at popular prices.
to

CaseShontang Pongee

designs and
Coloriugs fully equal in appearWe predict a great
ance to Silk.
for
sale of these goods at 13 l-3c.

We wish to call special attention to our line assortment of
new Silk Gimps, Beaded Gimps,
Beaded Fringes and Laces for
Dress Trimmings, in the newest

Always pleased

Muslin.

Organda

warranted Past Colors, at 37 1-3
cts., regular price »Oc.

Laces.

and

Trimmings

41 RflTPa

India Silk finish,

inspection.

Dress

hp

tn

Twenty of tlic most beautiful
styles of Koeclilin's best goods,

MIXTURES,

GOODS,

opeu

unnii

Price 37 l-3c.

French

Great Variety of Plain
Colored

SATINS,

(Entirely New.)

V

direct from the Lonfound
don house, cannot
he

Congress

Congress Street.

at 9.15 a! m.’; close at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45
p. m.
Duck Pond. Westbrook, Windham,. Itaipnond
and South Casco—Arrive at 12 in.; close at 1.45
p. in.
Cape EUzabrtha.nd Bowery Beach. Knightvilto
—Arrive at 10.00 a. in.; close at 2.45 p. in.
South, Portland (Perry Village) and, Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., anti 2.15 p. in.; close at 8 a,
m. and 2.15 p. m:
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. in.; close at
C.30 p. in.

the most famous Scotch Ginghams in the world, and in the
the most beautiful Styles, at 40c.

Store closed every

show goods.

eluding Saturday at

Satiiu*

>j |
in

evening
G

o'clock,

IBBY, J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

R.

J.

to

UU. 5 purchased

Famous Cotele Silks in 14 of tlie
best Sew Shades.
They are
very Beautiful and attractive
4Ve have the sale of
Goods.
these for Portland—28 inch.

GENUINE ANDERSON GINGHAMS,

in

ROBE PATTERNS.

and

AnrSULU,

One lot 30 inch French Challles,
45c.
One lot 31 inch best French Challies, 60c.

French and Scotch
Dress Patterns
in
single
Suitings
two
no
costing from
alike,

Price, $1.00.

ket

manufactured by Frcres Koecha greater variety of styles
than we have shown thus far.

We invite your particular attention to the Silk mixed, fancy
weaves

Challles

lin, in

PATTERNS.

DRESS

SINGLE

French

All Wool

FINE DRESS GOODS.

SILKS.

NEW

BUXTOX.

As Mrs. Jolm O. Anderson of Limington was driving down Tancap Hill, Wednesday, her horse became unmanageable
and ran down the long hill, through the
bridge; and as the team passed Lord’s
stoi c Howard Davis of Boston jumped
into the sleigh, gathered up the reins
Mrs. Anaerson
ana stopped the horse.
remained in the sleiglr and was un-

Street.

Congress

Street.

«

OFFICE HOUIIS.

Cashier's Office. (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a.
til. to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a.
m. to 5.00 p. in.
Hegistry departmont, 9.00

to (1.00 p. m,
General Delivery. (Sundays excepted) 7.30
a. ni. to 7.00 p. ni.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.
a. m.

!

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. in., 12.30,1.30,
and 5.15 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m..
1.30 and 5.15 p. in. Sunday delivery at Post
Office window, 9.00 to i 0.00 a. m. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. nr., 4.00
and 8.00 p. ni.

Sunday, 6.00

p.

m.

—— ■

OOMPAKTY,

Manufacturing
Stationers.
LITHOGRAPHING,

PRINTING ID BINDING

Cents

m. $.

Specialty.
Orders for BLANK BOOKS and

BOOKSjwmptly attended to.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
jan27

——
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Insurance Company and as a
the
UNION
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM.
FANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As an
Home

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

A

CHECK

j&jjst jl>

only.

STEVENS & JONES

attendance.

is especially recommended to patients
from nervous
suffering
feebleness
exhaustion,
ious evils
and the var
caused by in
digestion. A

Gathered by Corres-

Press.
pondents of the

181

days

A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS
ERRORS Or
PHYSICAL DEBILITY*
YOUTH EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, cloth,
Only $1.00
cilt" 125 invaluable prescriptions.
By man, donble scaled. Descriptive Prospectendorsements
with
us
SEND
cf the Press and voluntary P*
£ r I* kinui
non.
(eatiinomnls of tho cored. I •!■■■»
n person or by mall. Expert treatand CEKT-rnt. INVIOLABLE SECRECY
Or

Street.

aug22_dlawSIy

Dr. W. H. Parker or
CURfiTAddress
Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch St.,

TAIN
The Peabody

BTh°en,P^abody Medical Institute

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURA NOE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts aud
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

MI3313LS

STR.BBT.

—

MANSON
janiifl

G.

LARRABEE,
“U

eod&wly

SECOND HAND

PIAN08AND0RGANS

We have a large stock of the above which we
have token in exchange and /'Moll have been
put in good order at our repair department. We
will sell them at the following very low prices
them:
I Wm.
as we haven’t room to store
Bourne. $185; l McPhtril, $150; 1 H. Matt &
Co.. $75; l Hallett & Davis, $40: 1 Brackett.
*40; 1 Hallett X: Davis, $30; 1 Wilkins & Newi hall. $35: New England, Mason & Hamlin,
Small & Knight. Hastings, and Estey organs at
$75, $85, $40, $30, $50, $30 aiul $25.

able

ality.

has many imi-

Herald.
tators. but no equal.
is a
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,
Read it now,
treasure morn valuable than gold.
and loam to
man,
NERVOUS
and
avenr WEAK
STRONG«— Medical Review. (Copyrighted.)
be
dec3

246

anj

ConsuTtatlon

—-

A REWARD OF $25 ODD LOTS.
Great Bargain Week.

is nereby offered by the Megantic Fish and
Game Corporation for information leading to
conviction of any party taking fish or game on
the Megantic preserve in the close season.
J O WOODRUFF, President.
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.

SELF-PRESERVATION.

|f

CLEARING up sale
OH?*

*?

MAW

dim

—

V It A I itlf t
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raffi & co„
Middle
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“Tattoo/*

during the year just closed, we cannot
put aside the sad thought, my comrades,
that from this time forward the grim
an
reaper, Death, will annually gather
increasing harvest from our ranks.
In the list of distinguished comrades

loved

For

during the

year has been:
By muster.
By transfer.
By reinstatement.

The Final

_TTS&w
SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.

Every post
upon our sons.
needs their assistance now, and wherever
a post exists there should be a camp of
the Sons of Veterans. Comrades should
encourage the order by frequent visits to
the camps, and by sliowingan interest in
the success and prosperity of this branch
of our auxiliaries.
entirely

department assembled in Portland, of 208 members, making an aggregate of
January 10, 1868, fourteen posts hav- 2099. The banner corps is Willard of
ing been mustered. At the ninth annual Springvalc, which gained 52.
encampment,, which was convened in
this city, seventeen posts were repreNotes.
sented, and at the tenth encampment
Bosworth Post of Portland lias cxheld in 1877, there were twenty-one posts
in the department, with a membership pended $509.04 for relief, the largest
of 1,198, and forty-three posts were re- amount reported.
The commander appointed the followported “defunct.” In 1879 a new interest appears, twenty-two posts being re- ing committee on credentials: Assistant
General E. C. Milliken of Bosworth
ported, with a membership of 1,447. The Adj.
T’ost No. 2, Portland, G. F. Jones of
for
Existence
Struggle
Russell Post No. 90, Bkowhegan, Alexander B. Hkinner of Lubec Post 148, Deof the Grand Army in Maine at this time
laneo Young of Burnside Post No. 47,
was apparently over, and succeeding
Auburn, .1. E. Parsons, W. H. II. Rice
years show a gradual increase in the Post No. 55, Ellsworth.
The committee
number of posts and comrades, and in
reported through the adjutant general
that
15
exerted
the
department officers, 15 past dethe power and influence
by
the

CHARLES W. MOWER.

Division, Sons of Veterans,
the following division statis-

tics:
Number of camps in good standing Sep24
tember 30, 1890.
Number of members In good standing Sep856
tember 30,1890.
Number of camps in good standing Sep36
tember 30,1891.
Number of members in good standing
September 30, 1891.1,125
■Since Sept. 30, 1891, four additional
camps have been mustered with the conOn
sequent increase of membership.
Memorial day 550 brothers were in line,
360 being in uniform and 227 armed; 389
brothers attended the Sunday service
and four camps furnished firing squads.
Comrades, in a few short, fleeting
years the work we have begun must fall

Bell-cap-sic plaster is as easily
removed as it is put on.
It does not merely scatter pain, and

Every well regulated family keeps a Bellcap-sic plaster in the house.
For the aches and pains that afflict so
many women, more Bell-cap-sic-plasters
are prescribed than “one can shake a

the

Maine

U. S. A.,

And a

leave it to reappear worse than ever in
some other part of the body; it acts directly on the circulation, absorbing and
removing the disturbing cause. There
is no swallowing of unpleasant doses at
stated intervals, no change of diet or
habit that the nature of the disease does
not make necessary—in fact, all you
have to do is to apply the plaster and
let it do its good work unwatched.
It doesn’t require a time-table at hand.
It. is not annoying and it gives relief!

are

the posts
comrades of the Department of Maine
acknowledge with gratitude their appreciation of the noble work of these womGod bless them.
en.
I have received from A. M. Miller, Ad-

sub-

Items of

the ever-increasing
1 no
death and suspensions,

overbalanced

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

MAINE TOWNS.

Tlie prospect for further increase of

CRESSEY & JONES,
i

394 Congress St.,
CJXY HALL, PORTLAND, ME,
apr2i
eodiyi

OPPOSITE

'

MISCELLANEOUS.

those freebooters
the Mediterranean, for

MKEE SAILOR.

Co!ds and Coughs
croup,

For a Century He’s Been the Type
of Honor and Heroism.

throat,
bronchitis, asthma,

sore

and hoarseness
cured by

Ayers CherryP&ctoral

Captain Schley’s Tribute to the Worth
of Charles Riggin, Who Was Slain in

the safest
emergency medicine.
It should be in every

family.
Dr. J. C.
Lowell,

Ayer

& Co

at

Riot

the

of Other

and most effective

Valparaiso—Gallant Tars

Days.

ICopyright, 18Ki. by American Press Association.]
EN THOUSAND
miles away from
home,in a foreign
land and among
the dead of a

strange

Mass»

X.YDXA

people,

there is a double
grave. In its cold
embrace it clasps
the bodies of two
American sailors.

eT

Ucr

ft

flko

officers and crew of the United States
cruiser Baltimore, marks the spot where
Boatswain Charles W. Riggin and Sea-

William Turnbull sleep the sleep
Of death.
in my whole career as a sailor I cannot recall to memory a story so dramatic
and so sad. a fate so cruel as that of
To be sure, the vocathose two men.
tion of a sailor is a glorious one, and
from the times of the old Phoenicians
down to the present day Jack has been
the most constant messenger of civilization
On nearly every page of history
we find written, in golden letters, deeds
of gallantry and devotion which, for
their simple, stoic heroism touch the
And among the sailors
hearts of men.
of the world the American stands near
the top.
The Riggin and Turnbull episode goes
Cases in which the comto prove this.
mander of a vessel pays such a touching
tribute to one of his crew as Captain
Schley has paid in his letter to the
brother of the murdered boatswain’s
man

IS A POSITIVE CURE
For all those Painful

Complaints and Weak-

nesses so common

among the

Ladies of the World.
It will

entirely the

worst form of Female
Complaints, all Ovarian troubles. Inflammation
and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements, alsc
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to
the Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel
tumors from the uterus in an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors
there is checked very speedily by its use. Correspondence freely answered. Address in confidence
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO., Lynn, Mass.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s LIVER PILLS cure constipation, biliousness, and torpidity of the L? ver.
$5 cts. per box. Sold by all Druggists.
cure

mate, living at Philadelphia, are very
in the naval annals of any nation.
‘It is with feelings of the greatest sorrow’.’' writes the gallant commander
from Valparaiso, “that 1 have to communicate to you the death of your
rare

branded as outlaws
were internationally
of the merand they were the terror
chant vessels of every nation. Decatur’s
feat was a splendid one, as his vessel was
small and both French and English
ships had experienced many a check on
the same spot before.
During the civil war the ram Merri
mac was much feared, and more than
once did she play havoc among the vessels of the north. There is hardly an
American who does not know one tale
or another of the fight between that
ironclad and the two United States
frigates Cumberland and Congress on
March 8, 1862. To and fro swayed the
chances of victory, but the wooden vessels proved no match for the mailclad
destroyer. Her decks and sides torn
open, half her crew killed, the Cumberland finally went down with her flag still
flying, but before the waters closed over
her forever she sent one more shell growling through the air as a last farewell.
It struck the big bow chaser of the
Merrimac and carried away the muzzle
f

flio hoQvioct and

mnst

Affpp.tivA

After such

it

iq

h,i rd1v

a

eulogy of the dead

nec.essarv

to

add

offered assistance cried out: “Back to
your guns, boys! Give ’em fits! Hurrah for the flag!” The defense of the
Cumberland deserves place among the
bravest and most daring exploits on record in the annals of the naval history of
the world. The same fate that swept
the Cumberland from the surface of the
seas also struck the Congress, which after
a gallant struggle went up in flames.
The details of the blowing up of the
Confederate vessel Albemarle by Lieutenant Cushing are well known. Of the
six men who were on board the little
steam launch only Paymaster Francis
Three of the
A. Swan is now alive.
crew were killed, and among them two
who helped to fire the spar torpedo
which proved so fatal to the Confederate
vessel.
On board all these ships there were
American sailors whom neither the gales
of the seas nor the storms of battles could
cause

to swerve.

They

were

“on

duty”

and that sufficed.

to send you

sailor at heart.

He loved the sba above everything.
the shores of the Atlantic, he had
heard the mysterious voices of the deep
call to him from his earliest youth. He
was filled with an indefinable longing to
roam the ocean beneath the shelter of
the stars and stripes. From the day he
entered the navy to the day a Chilian
mob robbed him of his life he did his
duty. All his actions show that his
mind was animated with that sturdy determination to excel, which is one of the
most glorious and characteristic qualiWho can ever
ties of the American tar.
tell what dreams of a great future lay in
his sturdy heart and what manly ambitions are buried in the grave where he
now rests?
On his breast he wore the
medal for “Fidelity, Zeal and Obedience.” Nay, more; with these qualities he even tried to inspire all around
him, and especially his youthful nephew.
Always after his return from distant
shores he took the child upon his lap
and told him tales of the ocean and the
foreign countries he had visited and the
strange peoples he had met, and urged
him to revere and be loyal to the flag of
the great and reunited republic.
Ever since the Declaration of Independence there is not a single incident
on record of which 1 am aware when
the American Jack Tar has failed to do
his duty.
Who can forget Captain

circulars,

\
CAPTAIN SCHLEY.
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For He'artburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea, jfWater Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress 3dor Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,
jr
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough,!
Offensive Breath and

£
ASI Stomach Troubles
J-k For
Dr. Bronson’s
Troches, made from
+C
i

Pepsin

Roots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are re-#
liable and effective. 25c. and 50c. a box. #
Of ail druggists or by mail.
jj.

* BRONSON CHEMICAL C0.f Providence
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Embalmed

Been

Printed

for

Many

of

His

on

the

CHAPPED HANDS, FACE, LIPS, SUNBURN, TAN, WRINKLES,

Imperishable

Ladies in all classes of society regard the prepararefreshing and efficacious applicant, cooling and healing to the
skin when irritated, softening when dry anil rough.

and all abraded surfaces.

Page.

tion as a most

Charles Haddon Spurgeon’s fame is sekind of fame is so
cure; but no other
evanescent as that of the merely popular

From LILLIAN NORDICA.
I have received the Bottles of Amandine yon were so kind
to send me, and after using the same, take pleasure in
recommending it as a most refreshing preparation for the
face and neck.
Very truly yours,

LILLIAN NORDICA.

I have used yonr Amandine for more than a year in my
business, and I wish to say that I consider it not one of the
best bnt the best toilet preparation in the market, and 1
shall recommend it to my many patrons.

For the Skin and

CHARLES W. RIGGIN.

Stephen Decatur and his crew? It was
on the 3d of August, 1804, that that gallant sailor boarded and captured two
Tripolitan gunboats in succession. The
enemy had nearly double the men and
double the ordnance on board of his
ships, but he could not resist the onslaught of those who fought under the
stars and stripes. There are now two
guns at the Washington navy yard which
were taken in that encounter.
They are line specimens of workmanship. and their flowing designs and the
crowned monograms of some Castilian
monarch bear testimony to their origin,
but they do not inform us that Ablebodied Seamen Sears and Whitridgo
paid with their hearts’ blood for those two
trophies. Those sailors were the first to
jump on the deck of the enemy’s vessel
and lead their comrades to victory. At
that time all civilized governments
chased the Moorish and Arab pirates in

"greenback” money gave
in a measure, some years ago to

The old

place,

“brownbacks.” The change was made
because of the alleged discovery that
the brown ink is indelible, whereas the
green ink is not. A five dollar note recently returned to the National Bank of
Rhode Island, however, seems to disprove this theory, as it was a brownback, the back of which had been
washed perfectly white. The counterfeiters evidently took this method of
delicately suggesting to the government
officials that it is an exceedingly difficult
matter to outwit them.
Loss

by Fire Last Year.

The loss by fire in the United States
and Canada in 1891 was larger than any
year since 1872, the year of the disastrous fire in Boston, when $80,000,000 of
property was burned up in that single
conflagration. The Chicago fire loss in
Last
1871 was upward of $200,000,000.
year the total loss aggregated $187 716,-

150,

cwrop^bt and
manufactured

Complexion.
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WM. M. MARKS,

came

j

MISS E.w; THURSTON,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Organization

a

1X3

EDUCATIONAL.

HOPKINS,
at Caw,

Counsellor

of his per-

suddenly before the world as
“youthful prodigy.” At seventeen he
was a recognized preacher; at nineteen
he was settled pastor of a London congregation; at twenty-one Exeter hall
was by far too small to hold the vast
crowds which flocked to hear him, and
by the time his beard was fully grown
his name was known throughout the
English speaking world. Since the lamented and eloquent John Summerfield
no preacher so young has united such
eloquence and logical power.
He was born June 19, 1834, at Kelvedon, Essex, of a family of preachers, so
His grandfather, Rev. James
to speak.
Spurgeon, and his father, Rev. John
Spurgeon, were Congregational minisHo

C.

CEORCE

Fair Shake.

therefore in the published
works of the great preacher that one
It is

Card

Book,

Teacher of the Violin
PITH OF EICHBERO,
will receive pupils September 1st,
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’
*

Traveler—Say, my friend, there’s

no

meat in this sandwich.
Waitress—No?
Traveler—Don’t yon think yon’d better give that pack another shuffle and
let me draw again?—Life.
The verdict of the people is that Hall’s Hair
Renewer cures grayuess and baldness.
Declarations of Love.
The Ancient Beauty—Think of it, Cecilia, last
night at the ball I listened to five declarations
of love.
Her Friend—You must have been sitting behind a very pretty girl.—Fliegende Blaetter.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Castoria!

nf n,nll

EXCHANGE,

Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free
Street Block, Portland.
dBm
aug27

1M1TCQC

ayd

question, “What doest thou here, Eli-

or

telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

N. E. REOLON,

lason and Builder,
255 EEDEKAJj

Portland,

ST.,

OF NEW YORK. (Established 1872.)
Capital.SI ,000,000.00

Assets.
Net surplns over all liabilities.

5,821,199.00
2,255,389.43

It stands easily among the leaders In solid
financial strength and all other desirable
features.

PORTLAND DEPARTMENT,

No. 13 Exchange

Street, First

Floor.

TURNER, Manager.

Telephone Call 314-4.

janlf)
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Real Estate

German American Insurance Co.,

Me.

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. K, Eedlon was admitted to the firm
Jan. 1,1892. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
F. B. KEDLON.
N. E. KEDLON.

A. R. & E. A.

INSURANCE.

PHILIP F.

(While repairs are in progress at No. 13. temporarily located on second floor, Room No. 5,
entrance at No. 11, one door below.)
Twenty years experience. Honorable and
fnlthfnl ottantinn tr. tha \irieoao r\f oil wlm lianax
me

with their patronage.

DOTEN,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral cures colds and coughs;
an unequaled anodyne expectorant.
His education extended over a wide
Besides an unusually good
range.
A group of well-known politicians were trying
knowledge of Latin, Greek and French, to solve the important problem, ’Who is the
to Loan
he attended special schools in agriculgreatest lawyer in Illinois? No harmonious deture and studied many such things as cision seemed possible until one of the disputiii large or small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.
pedagogy, oratory and the science of ants observed:
The popcdmmon life and machinery.
‘•Here comes Tom Merritt; he’s the oracle—
PAPER.
ular religious works, such as “Pilgrim’s let’s leave it to him. Tom, we want to know COMEM R CIA L
who is the greatest lawyer in Illinois?”
Rooms 3 and 4, Jose Bnildlng,
Progress,” he almost memorized.
Mer“D-d-d-do you ieave it to me?” stuttered
NO. 98 EXCHANGE
STREET,
Except as an advocate of open com- ritt. with becoming gravity.
jul
eodly
“Yes.”
munion he seemed to grow stricter in
“Want me to d-d-decide it?”
his views with increasing popularity,
“That’s it,”
and his sermons on the future judgment
“Wuh-wuh-well, then. I am.”
“There was a chorus of derisive guffaws, and
are often quoted as examples of the most
some one remarked:
sublime orthodoxy. They were intensely
“You can’t prove that, Tom.”
“D-tl-don’t need to prove it,” retorted Tom,
Oalvinistic, intensely practical and fer- sternly.
“I adin-m-mit it.”—Chicago Mail.
vent to a degree that often melted his
All Hemorrhages, are quickly controlled by
hearers to tears. The actual member1’ond’s Extract.
ship of Ms church was about 5,000, and that Household Remedy,
STEPHEN
in regular pastoral work he was assisted
was a sad thing about BilderBeaver—That
by his brother, Rev. James Archer Spurw'iek. He ordered a $75 overcoat, and the day
geon. His church has also forty-five elders
it was delivered he was taken down with
and deacons, besides the secretaries and after
NO. 37PLUM STREET.
and won’t be able to wear it for a
other officers made necessary by the typhoid,
year.
democratic constitution of the Baptist
Melton—Will he be able to wear it next
ANNUAL MEETINGS.
church. Since 1855 one sermon per week year?
But think of having to
Beaver—Oh, yes!
by Mr. Spurgeon has been published, the wear a new overcoat the same year you pay for
total now amounting to thirty-six vol- it. —Clothier and Furnisher.
umes.
His “Treasury of David,” seven
Constitutional or scrofulous catarrh, sore eyes
No. 198 Middle Street.
volumes, is his next large work and next etc., surely cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
in rank are “The Interpreter,” “MornAnnual Meeting of the Corporation will
be held at their
Banking Rooms on
Irish Wit and Urbanity.
ing by Morning,” “Evening by Evening”
WEDNESDAY, the 10th inst.. at 3 o’clock p. m.
in
the
west
of
a
tour
Ireland, SAMUEL
During viceregal
and many minor columns and pamphlets.
G. ROGERS,
ALPHEUS
ROLFE,
tlie suite, who had been told that the
one oi
President.
See'y and Treas.
feb3
be
to
with
dtd
would
sure
natives
agree
anything
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FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
tended to,

ST.,

or

97 1-9 Exchange St., Portland.

W'iS-

|j

by

J-*.

BUSINESS CARDS.

WIT AND WISDOM.

T

CHARLES HADDON SPURGEON,
orator.

company

I recall the fact that when I was a
French sailor lad at the time, just before
the outbreak of the civil war, that American Jack Tars were considered the pluckiest and most cool headed men that
walked the decks of any ships afloat.
They stood high in the esteem of both
the French and English, and it was a
common saying that if the “Yankee”
coulde not go through a gale no one else
could. In some respects conditions have
changed, for the United States merchant
marine is not as large now as it was
then. But though the deep sea ships
have gone, the sailors have not. They
will remain as long as the breakers of
the Pacific and the Atlantic tumble
thundering on the mighty shores of the
Union. At present the navy and merchant marines do not offer wide opportunity to American mariners. They
much prefer to brave the sea on their
own account, either in fishing smacks,
in whalers or sealers. But when the
country needs them it will find that they
are all there, ready to respond to the
call. Few nations have such fine material to draw sailors from as the United
States. The type of American fisherman
who was able to earn his commission
in the naval wars of the Union has not
yet died out.
The terrible disaster that overtook
American and German war vessels before Samoa three years ago is still fresh
in the memory of all. On that occasion
the seamanship of Yankee sailors received a test which proved them equal
to any emergency. It can only be surmised how many more lives would have
been lost in that catastrophe but for the
courage and pluck displayed in battling

SS Me.

THE IDEAL TOILET PREPARATION

questions, and as too often happens was
so highly praised for his proficiency in
study that ho became, it is to be feared,
Baron—I should iike to present my wife with
somewhat of a youthful prig. On one a few kuicknacks for her boudoir; is there anyoccasion he saw a professed Christian of thing you can recommend?
flllad
some prominence in rather doubtful
Blaetter.
startled Mm with the on her chiffonier.—Humoristische

A Hint from Counterfeiters.

your business,
COEEV, MILLIKEJf & CO.,
(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and

Secure,

and Spoken Utterances Have

The great preacher was early spoken
of as “an odd child.” He learned rapidly, read a great deal and resolutely
studied every problem he met with in
reading till he had arrived at some sort
of conclusion. He often puzzled his
father, grandfather and the members of
their congregations by his searching

against the furious waters ana a nurncane the like of which is almost unknown
in marine history. How the Nipsic was
run ashore by Captain Mullen and thus
saved will never be forgotten, nor can
time ever efface the memory of the
deeds of Lieutenant R. M. G. Brown, of
the Trenton, on that occasion.
F. de Thummel Cloth,
Lieutenant French Naval Reserve.

pleased

Is

Fame

Written

lias won its distinctive favor on its merits alone, and we have the highest
.Testimonials from our many patrons who recommend AMANDINE a.; an
invaluable toilet article, and we feel confident in saying it has no equal in
correcting all conditions of the skin, such as

m..

was a

MW&Fnrraly

We should be
and solicit a portion of

His

■

THIS ELEGANT TOILET PREPARATION

is Done.

lOlUIiXJ

another

on

jeS

Charles Haddon Spurgeon’s Life Work

ters, and his own sons, Charles and
Thomas, twins, are also in the ministry,
the former already rivaling the fame of
his father in pulpit power. Thomas is
The
an evangelist in New Zealand.

man

A3Vg-A-3XT J3I3>JES

E’H'SrEPiS

Emerson, who coolly fired his gun,
although he had a smashed shoulder and
arm and the vessel was sinking.
Another instance of recorded bravery
is the act of Quarter Gunner Wood, who
lost both arms and legs, and on being

Bom

Sq'4 Everywhere.

_^

rrnn

word of praise.

Higgin evidently

PREAOIEIi.

of the Confederates. The credit for this
act of bravery is given to a sailor named

brother, Charles W. Riggin. while on his
liberty at this place. His tragic death
mob embittered
at the hands of a
against all Americans has left a wound
in the hearts of his shipmates that may
not soon heal, and the time will soon
come when it will be avenged by all who
remember his worth and his genial good
1 feel more than ordinary
manners.
sorrow as the commanding officer in
being the messenger of such sad intelligence to yon, but 1 can assure you
that his name and his worth will not be
forgotten so long as honor her record

keeps.”

A WED

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(Trade-Mark)

and Loans.

$50,000

leblcltf

&

.

r.

KID GLOVES
PERFECT FITTINQ
THE NEWEST SHADES
THE LATEST STYLES
THE HOST DURABLE
THE BEST W0RKHAN5HIP.

]

THEREFORE

ALWAYS

BERRY,

Rook, Job and Card Printer, SATISFACTORY

_

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

THE

....A

ATrAwnflilTwr tin ooirl

tlinm

Hot-ormiiioil

test the truth of the assertion. Accordingly in
one of the coast trips with which the tour was
interspersed, and in which the wind was blowing half a gale, he shouted to the. Irish pilot:
■•There's very little wind.” The answer came
back at once:
‘•Thrue for you. sir. But what little there is
is very sthrong.”—London Tit-Bits.
As a specific for rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, etc., Ath-lo-pho-ros is a strictly scientific,
rational and successful preparation. It is not a
nostrum made to humbug the sufferer.

SPURGEON'S TABERNACLE.
As an educator and philanthropist
also his work has been great, and in the
private circle he was known as a quiet humorist. Though “luridly orthodox,” as
one critic says, there was nothing gloomy
in his nature. The Stockwell orphanage,
of which he was virtually the founder,
educates and cares for 500 boys and girls
at a cost of $50,000 per year. Many other
missionary and charitable institutions
have flourished by his support. A rather
censorious critic once took him to task
for driving to these various institutions
on Sunday, alleging the duty to let the
horses rest on that day.
“Ah,” was the happy reply, “I am
under grace but my horses are under the
law, so I give them their Sabbath on
Saturday.” He often confessed his fondness for tobacco and maintained that a
good cigar rested and refreshed him.
He recently presented an estimate of his
work, from which it appeared that he
had then delivered over 1,800 sermons
which had been printed, besides many
J- H. Beadle.
minor discourses.

Thousands of men, women and children in the mountains of Spain and Portugal aro busied in cutting cork. It is a
domestic trade and it occupies whole

village*

Brownleigh—I should think you’d he ashamed
of yourself flirting with the girls as you do.
Blackbury—Why, (man, I do it with the best
intentions. It makes my wife jealous, you
know, and it gives her so much pleasure to twit
me about my flirtations that. I endeavor, as an
indulgent husband, to give her all the opportunities for pleasure that Pfean.—Boston Transcript.

PIANOS.
I Sleiiert J Sons Co.
STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN,
GABLER,

HENNING,

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand 1‘ianos for the
Holiday trade.
All of our instruments are carefully selected
by an expert.
TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

540 CONGRESS ST.
lager.

eodtf
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WRECK
NOWELL,

-i-iie umwiu r»uiw?»
p»gu -±a-±, ouuulcs iit Fitiigc.
reserves the right to reject any or all
Full informaand to waive any informalities.

praposals

tion furnished on application. By authority of
the Secretary of War:
W. H. BIXBY, Captain of Engineers.

jan7,8,9,ll&teb5,G

Notice.
firm of Emery, Waterhouse & Co. having
been dissolved by the death of the Senior

THE

partner Mr. Dan’l F. Emery, lias disposed of its
stock of merchandise to The Emery-Water-

Company.

house

eodtf

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make

fighs *>ai!Lan&
Trombles*
c

35c. and $1

at all

E. MORGAN &,

SONS, Prop’s

PKOVIDENCK,
aplo

Druggists.
It.

I.

jod&wly

Corporation

a

formed

under the law's of the State of Maine, for the
purpose of manufacturing and selling 1IARDWAItE in its several branches.
Prompt presentation of all claims against, and payment of
debts due us is earnestly requested.
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO..

liquidation.

DANIEL F. EMERY, JR., ( Surviving
JOHN T. EUSTIS,
i Partners.
febleodlw
Portland, February 1,1892.

FIRST_CLASS—

IDr 3ES. H. 3FLeeci.

IS INVALUABLE FOR

SCHOONER FLORENCE

Engineers’ Office, U. S. Army, Newport, R. I., January 6th, 1893. To
whom it may concern.
Whereas, navigation
is obstructed and endangered by the wreck of
the schooner Florence Nowell, lying about one
mile W. S. W. from Pollock Rip Lightship: Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
in said vessel, her cargo and all other property
therein, that if within thirty (30) days from the
date of this advertisement, they shall not have
signified to me their intention and taken preliminary steps to remove said wreck, etc as
soon as practicable, the same will be considered
as abandoned and derelict, and it will be removed by tlie United States under authority of
law'. Sealed proposals, in triplicate, for the removal of said wreck, will be received at this
office until 13 o’clock noon on Monday, the 8th
day of February, 1893, and then opened. The
attention of bidders is invited to the acts of
Congress approved February 36.1S85, and February 33, 1887, Vol. 33. page 333, and Vol. 34,

in

T. O. Mc&OTTXjDXIIC,
dec2

Abne genuine unless stamped ‘P. &P-*

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

a cure.

Dr. Beed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a Hue examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can lie cured. Ur. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
eaeii case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a

becoming an entranced medium. There
lias been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the. above mistake. Examinations at my ofnee every day including Sunday from 9 a. in., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, S3 -99.
my22d9m

Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 8-2 EXCHANGE ST.

person

—

W.

Uecl7

AT

—

R. HASTINGS’.
-s*

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

its business cannot in future
be made to pay. The last lingering hope
of the concern expired with tho decision

A Republican State Convention

Supreme Court that
Congress had complete supervision of
the mails which carried with it the right

Will be belt! in

against it,

AND

of the United States

MAINE STATE PKESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) so per year; $3 for six
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rati of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $3 per year;$l for six mouths;
50 cents a quarter; 35 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishingito leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press 81.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, 81-00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these

them whatever it saw
tit. With this decision expired all hope
that the law of Congress excluding its
circulars from tho mails would bo declared unconstitutional and void. It is
that

probable

by

the wholesale

use

of

money the company could got a renewal
of its charter from the state of Louisiana
but men do not spend money without
they believo there is a fair prospect of

back, and the closing of the
mails to their circulars, has destroyed
that prospect. The driving of the concern out of business is a great triumph of
getting

it

law and no state will derive more benefit
in

ID

Cllv

lUUg

1UU

lllOlU

llio

OUlllo

Vi

Louisiana whose people have been thoroughly debauched by the glittering bribes
the company lias held out.

column and one inch long.
IFaut, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements. 25 cents per week, ib advance,
Displayed adfor 4o Words or less, no display.
vertisements under these, headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will he charged

Representatives is more com plete than
that enjoyed by any party since the war
at least. They have two thirds of the
members and any legislation which they
may propose they can put through in
spite of all the opposition the Republicans
can bring to bear. But though the House

Piti:s*.

•m i',

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

a.

esteemed contemporary, the
Argus, presents to us any trustworthy
statistics showing that high license has
decreased drinking and drunkenness we
will consider them. It has not presented
any yet. All that it lias done is to assert
on the authority of nameless newspapers
that such has been its effect somewhere.
All that we can do in regard to those assertions is to deny them and call for
When

proof.

our

Now let

us see

your proof.

What is the object of the Argus’s disDemocratic victory in
Iowa? Is it to show the Democratic
brethren in Maine that the path to sucthe advocacy of a
cess lies through
license policy? If that is its purpose
some of its brethren, the Biddeford Standard for instance, may take occasion to
point out that the Maine Democrats have
sertation on the

and been beaten worse
than they ever were before in an off
year. Two years ago the Maine Democarats adopted a plank in favor of the
resubmission of the constitutional amendtried that

once

THE DISAGREEING DEMOCRACY.

The Democrats are finding out that
there is such a thing as too big a majority. Their control of the present House
of

beeu in session more than two
months not a single measure of any importance has been passed. The huge
majority can agree upon nothing. Had
the Democrats but a slight numerical
superiority there would exist a fear of
the minority which would lead them to
compromise their differences of opinion,
but their excess of strength has created
factional quarrels in their own ranks, until they are completely paralyzed by thenOn every important
own dissensions.
question they are at sixes and sevens.
One faction wants the tariff attacked in
detail by separate bills; another wants
an advance all along the line in the shape
of a general tariff measure; while a third
wants the whole subject let severely
alone. On silver the situation is the
same.
Bland and his followers want to
pass an unconditional free coinage measure.
The Massachusetts members want
the present law repealed and the silver
Springer
coinage further restricted.
wants the whole subject kept in abeyance
has

either of

Reconcilement on

nigh impossible.
been given up
promised nothing but

caucus

has

simply because it
wrangling without any definite result.
Though the ways and means committee
have apparently come to some sort of a
decision in regard to tariff procedure
there is so much opposition to their ar-

rangement that it will be attacked in the
House and an attempt made to upset it.
ment, with the avowed purpose, if that
The two months session has served to
was
repealed, of substituting a license disclose that the Democratic party is
law for the present statute. They nomihopelessly divided on the prominent
nated an avowed license man for gover- issues of the
day, that it has no definite
me ivepiumuciiis uumiuatcu
nor.
policy, and that it is efficient in nothing
believer in the prohibitory law and declar- except in obstructing the wheels of proed against resubmission and in favor of
gress.
Has the Argus
the existing statute.
forgotten the result? Has the Argus forSTATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
gotten that a cohsiderable percent, of the
Democrats staid at home out of disgust
with the liquor plank? Has the Argus
forgotten that the Republican candidate
elected by the biggest majority
received in an off year?
was

ever

City Council deems it for the
interest of the city to dispose of the Market lot, the best way would seem to be to
fix a fair price for it and put it in the
market. That is the way a private individual would proceed with property he
wanted to dispose of. The objection to
selling the lot without competition, to a
If the

syndicate for a low figure, is just this,
namely, that it will enable the syndicate
to offer morefavorable terms

to tenants

of any building which may be constructed
upau it than can be offered by
of
real
estate
of
holders
other
it
were
If
like
value.
proposed to relieve from taxation any
building that might be erected upon it,

occupied for manufacturing, everybody would seo that an injustice was being done to every citizen
who owned a building which was occupied by a manufacturing establishment.
But by selling this property at a figure
way down below its value the same thing

provided

is

it was

anontrmlished indirectlv.

Perhaps if a

guarantee could be bad that the proposed building should not be let for any
manufacturing business which exists in
the city that difficulty would be avoided.
The true policy for the city government,
if it has property it wants to sell, is to
sell it when in open market it can get a
fair price for it. But to give it away or
sell it at a ridiculously low figure with a
of
view
promoting manufactures is
wrong in principle and hurtful in policy. The less the city as a corporation
interferes directly or indirectly with the
It is
business of the citizen the better.
practically impossible to do it without

The Kennebec Journal has this: A
good story is told of an enterprising adHe desired to sell a
vertiser of Bath.

prominent, physician of that place a dog
cart.
“Can’t afford it,” said the doctor.
“Well,” said the agent, “I’ll tell you
what I’ll do; you doctor my family for a
year and

you may have the cart.”

It

was

that his company will
renewal of its charter by the state of
Louisiana but will wind up its affairs
and go out of business. The decision
appears to be the result, not of an awakening to the iniquity of the business
which the concern is engaged in, but to
the conclusion that witli its circulars exceeded from the mails and with all the

principal

express

companies

arrayed

There is

TRADE MARK
S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
febl

A.

Even the Boston

Let

Emulsion

only

a

little

eodlw

The very best for
domestic use.

feb3__

Furnishing Undertakers and Funeral Directors,
and

shop in Cornish, Maine,
furnish Caskets and all appurreasonable
tenances at prompt notice and
Have opened

are

prepared

Goods delivered free of charge, full management taken when desired, orders by telephone
promptly attended to, special care in preparing
bodies for trauspdrtation.
T he experience of the senior partner is a guarantee that the business will be skillfully conFRANKLIN WILLIS NORTON,
ducted.
JAMES M. HALEY.
d3t
feb4
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difficult

Myrtle Street, Near City

WE

with
many people because but
few articles of food agree
with them. The doctor says

General Fund Bonds.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
the National Bank. New York City.
Keal value of Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxableProperty
6,126,000
Total indebtedness uueiuamg

mis

145,000

MEN’S
liitr M i HI).

1

any oiiapc

io

uii-

healthy and indigestible.
Every one interested in

Stylish Overshoes

.»

For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut, Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,

pure and healthful food
hails with joy the new product

CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
se

pS

STT&WnrmlycT

Insurance
State of
MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
explanatory of its plans, and
pamphlets
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.
Before placing

your Life
in Companies outside tlie
Maine, send to the UNION

Leeds & Farmington It. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 5’s,

1905,

Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s, due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.

Hff

Varnon

Till!..

lViltoP

('A.

First

Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, 8. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due
1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
BANKERS,
32

Exchange Street.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME.

Men’s

$2.00, $3.00,

YOUNG

and

$4.00

MIDDLETOWIf, CONN.

Paid up Capital $600,000.
annually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250,
$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are, a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

report.

BONDS”
We Offer,

Round the
|

UNION

Corner, i 461 Congress St.

STATION.

dec31

Sign of Gold Boot.
eodtf

Both the public and the medical
3
profession are suspicious of a
Cure-All. remedy that promises to cure everything. Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Sciatica are diseases of a distinct class. Cure of
either of these terrors is work and glory enough for
one medicine.
Ath-lo-pho-ros does relieve and cure
Rheumatism, etc., but it attempts nothing more. It
is, in itself, absolutely harmless. Yet, in a sure and
scientific way it expels the acids which produce rheumatic and neuralgic troubles. In many instances it has
almost worked miracles.-Mary S.Wert,Kenoza
know a man 80
Ave., Haverhill, Mass., writes:
Masswho from
years ohf, Mr. Pickett, Georgetown,
being entirely unable to work because of Rheumatism
ienow comfortable and able to take care of his garden
—all from Ath-lo-pho-ros-$1 per bottle. AH
Druggists. The Athlophoroa Co., New Haven, Conn.
Treatise on
free. Write for it.
Not

Rheumatism

auHi

£1Tu/I'liJiuiuc\Y6m

Subject

to

Sale,
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland *>’s due 1907.

City

[

2wteod3m

dec29

Shoes

MEN

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other
$3.00 Shoes. You please examine and

t

Two Grand Recitals l>y the World Renowned Polish Pianist, Mr. Ignace J.

me.,

PORTXjAJSTD.

Pronounced by press and public to be the
greatest living pianist, except Rubenstein. Only
Entire change of proconcerts in the state.

1824.

Incorporated

gramme.

Evening tickets: Reserved seats $1.25 and
$1.50; admission, $1.00 Matinee tickets: Reserved seats.75cand $1.00; admission 50c; now
on sale, or mailed, at Ira C. Stoekbridge’s music
store, 540 Congress street. Half fare on the M.
G. T. K y. and P. & R, R. R.. to all
C. R. R
bolding ''Paderewski” tickets. Late trains.
Out of town orders, with money enclosed,will
receive prompt attention. Programmes sent ou
febl-dlw
application to any address.

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

on

'STdGKBRIDGE'

time

deposits.

COURSE—7 ENT’S.—TICKET SALE,

R. Coding,
Stephen R. Small, Marshall
Cashier.

Mary Howe and others.Feb. 16tU
Fade rewski.Feb. 29t h
JT. Hopkinson Smith and T. Nel-

President.

dtf

febl4

A

Bonanza

the

of

Mechanical

World.

Cotton

plants, by

Stoddard......
Stoddard....
Bostonians...-..

Machine. Programme

Picking

the

!

Seven
Course tickets—$3.00, $3.50. $4.00.
the best entertainments. A few good course
tickets now on sale.feb-ldlw *

The machine, a working model of which is at
the Parker House, is attached to the axle of two
wheels like those of a mowing machine, which
when in motion, operates its various parts to
produce desired results. The wheels are four
feet aDart to enable it to cover a row of cotton
plants, and two mules or horses, walking In the
furrows, drag it along. On the axle is a drum or
cylinder which travels around with it. Around
this drum are ranged at intervals 16 small cylinders. Into a segment of the surface of these
latter, at stated points there are fixed nine
wooden pins or fingers, about a foot in length,
making 144 fingers in the machine. These are
screwed into a socket in the cylinder connected with the beveled gearing on the inside,
which, when the machine is in motion, rotates
them rapidly. It is to these revolving fingers
that the collection of the lint is entrusted. To
enable them to accomplish this work, they are
prepared with 2 longitudinal grooves crossing
each other at right angles, into which are glued
strips of hair cloth, the hair of which projects
about the 20th of an inch outside the surface,
just enough to catch the lint from tire boll and
twist it off. These fingers rotating laterally
gather the lint, and when they are lifted up
loaded, so to speak, on reaching the upper side
of the drum, the lint is quickly removed from
them by brushes, which throw it into receptacles
prepared to receive it. The cylinders and fingers are operated by gearing, and the dip of the
into

an

ingenious

of Saco 4’s due 1901.

City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due

St!Mort.
Croix E. L. & Water
5’s due 1906.

Co.

First

Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
<lu© 1912*
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City ('able Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

will be

enormous as soon as

machines drawn by mules supersede the human
hand picking the crop, Thanks to Angus Campbell, that time is now upon us. It now costs
2!4 cents a pound to pick cotton as weighed in
the bale. This machine will do it for one-half a
cent.

Picking'

Company

short time at $5.00 per
Culling on

H.
W.
eatworth.,
feh2d2w21 MYRTLE STREET.
Dissolution of

Copartnership.

is

hereby given that the partnership
NOTICE
lately subsisting between Clayton,I. Farand Fred R.
rington

Farrington, both of Portland, Me., under the Arm name of Farrington
Brothers, has been dissolved by mutual consent. All debts owing to said partnership are
to be received by, and paid to said Clayton J.
Farrington; and all demands on said partnership are to be presented to him for payment,
C. J. FARRINGTON,
FRED R. FARRINGTON.

I'el)4-.1t

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,

SOUTHERN

PINE

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices

DEEMING, WINSLOW

1(S6 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

&

CO.,

Schottisclio.
Waltz.
La Poursuite.
Waltz.

Class

WALTZING

Keel.

Galop.

Lancers.
Polka.
Schottische.
Waltz.

Monday

Evening,

febl<ltf
THE Y. 3E*. C. XT.
-OF THE-

CHURCH

OF THE

MESSIAH,

IVill give a Course of Four Entertainments in.
the Church, the first to occur ou
MONDAY, FEB. 8th,

an

Organ Recital by

MR. W. H. CARTER,
The other

Organist of St. Luke’s Cathedral.
Three to be given by

The Lilhatansu Quartette of Milford, Mass.
Rev. G. G. Hamilton’s Illustrated Lecture
on

Pompeii.

Rogers of Salem, Lecture on a
Sunday in London.
TICKETS FOR THE COURSE, Sl.OO.
TICKETS TO ORGAN RECITAL, 35 Cts.
feb2dlw
Kev. Mr.

___

Second

Annual

CONCERT AND BALL
Forest City Commandery, No.

1,

Knights of the Golden Eagle.

HALL, TUESDAY, FEB. 9th, 1892.

CITY

-CONCERT BY-

Ceoilian Quartette,

IMPERIA L MANDOLIN & GUITAR CLUB
Miss Eva Goodwin. Violinist.
Miss Mamie Jones, Pianist.

Tickets admitting gentleman and ladies, $1.00.
50 cents.
Reserved seats, 25
Single tickets,
nn.de
ten
fop cola tit Wtiwl’hrlflffo's nuicm
nv

store.

Music by Chandler's Orchestra.

leb4-td_

THEHAYDNASSOCIATION
Programme,

Miscellaneous

KOTZSCHMAR HALL,
MONDAY EVENING, FEB. 8th, 1892,
COMMENCING AT 8 O'CLOC K.
Tickets, 50 cents, to be obtained of the members ami at the hall.febSdtd

THIRD ANNUAL

STOCK
Can be had for a
Share by

Evening,

Virginia

Schottische.
Galop.

The LONE STAR

Cotton

for Thursday

Waltz.

cam

is made vertical and their withdrawal
in the same manner by a forward movement of
the cylinder before engaging with the plants,
and by a retarding movement before withdrawal. At first, glance the machine appears to be
somewhat complicated, but, on more intimate
acquaintance it is not so. Itis claimed that it
will pick from I Vo to a bales of cotton per day,
according to the productiveness of the field, and
would seem to be in the line of vast economy
and improvement, in cotton production.
The I.one Star Cotton Picking Machine Company has been organized to put these machines
upon the market and now offer a limited
amount of stock to raise money for that purpose.
That stock in the company must become very
valuable goes without saying. It owns all the
patents under which this machine can be manufactured. The cotton crop is an increasing one
and that increase

Page.First week in March
Symphony.March 29th

son

Boston

of

THE LONE STAR

fingers

ana Mechanics.
Keen vour Feet, Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S. MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

—

N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,

I MOULTON,

SuDject lo Sale, fi Offer:

Farmers

COTTOLENE
which is composed of pure
cottonseed oil and pure beef
not
suet—nothing else
It is better than
even salt.
either lard or butter for all
cooking purposes, and one
pound of Cottolene will do
as much as two pounds of
lard or butter, and it costs
less than either.
Every housekeeper that
tries Cottolene will find in
it just what she wants.
Beware of imitations—get
the genuine of your grocer.

suffer for his folly in the morning.”
Why didn’t the Journal come out and
been insulted,
say "the English flag had
and thereby do honor to itself? My advice to the Journal man who wrote that
article, is to go home and go to bed and

WOODBURY

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semi-

is because lard is the article
most used, and every physician knows that hog
m

d3m

to grease

—

movement

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.

and the result is unpalatable food. The reason the

please

The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Legislative Act of 1801.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of

are

dee21

Feb. 29th, at 8 o’clk,
Tuesday Matinee, March 1, at 2.30.

Monday Evening,

at

Please Call and See Us.

AVOID GREASE

CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

dtf

THE

EXTRAORDINARY.

-OB'-

janOcltf

,,

febldtf____
ANNOUNCEMENT

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
jlyas

10,

February

NIGHT ONLY.

SIX PER GENT.

Hall.

about to add to our laundry business
a stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
also a choice line of tea. All goods
and
Goods,
are imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

problem

physician objects

—

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

Me.
Portland,
d6m

WHAT TO EAT
a

a

to

prices.

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

is

__dim

NUiilUN & HALL!,

VALVES,
HANGERS,

janl9

100-2.

Splendid Company.

GEO, WILSON'S MINSTRELS,

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Cor. Middle dnd Exchange Sts.
dtf
jan5

{ IJj Exchange St.

Mine.

Wednesday,

Vito of M Duluth, Minn.,

UNDERTAKER,
OFFICES

in

Deposits

BANKERS,

TEXjEPHONTE

Somotlxlng 3XT©W,

ONE

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

Boston,

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 8th and Oth,

A Great Melo Drama. A

—

assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

ports
Journal,

Anvi^ ll.vti..

are

Free.

GOPP,

FITTINGS,

nature comes up I go to the Boston Journal for facts; but in this tirade the Jour“The arrogant Briton will
nal says:

mob.

if you

thin.

For permanent

Factory,

SHAFTING,

one of our fairest dealing papers in New
England, comes out with big letters at
the heading, and says our flag was inWhen anything of an unusual
sulted.

or a

of cod-liver oil,

Prices 15, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

GO!

Supply selected Investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
tlie Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
d.Sm
jams

send you a book on
living and Scott’s

us

careful

BO ILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

of

blunder and farce. 1 wonder that out of
the thousand men as reported in the
papers that came down and demanded of
the English captain to haul down his
flag, some hot head had not attempted to
haul it down, and been shot on the spot.
This blunder might have been of more
the Italian or
serious trouble
than
I want the nations of
Chilian affairs.
that the
understand
to
the globe
American nation is not a nation of idiots

for those who

threatened.

are

Has opened a furnishing undertaker’s Jshop at
Cornish, Maine, and is prepared to furnish
caskets, coffins and all their belongings at
moderate prices and immediate notice. Orders
by telegraph and telephone promptly attended
to. Entire management of funerals undertaken
when desired. Flowers furnished at request,
and all other services performed generally required of undertakers. Especial attention paid
to the arrangement of bodies to be sent away.
diit
feb4

it would have been if she had been a
I ant surprised
thousand miles at sea.

ignornuce

—

REGISTERED-

P.

FURNISHING

of
Are the people of Bridgeport, Conn.,
idiots orlpirates? It was just as much an
act of piracy to haul down the flag from
an English vessel in one of our ports as

maritime law.

prevention—bet-

cure

COAL !

the Press:

sea

for those not

cure

far gone.
There is
ter than

FAHN 1STQCK~&

Play Yet Produced!

Devil’s

dtf

LONDON.

Laughter!
The Best

Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

issue).

Bridgeport Outrage,

our

INVESTMENT-SECURITIES.

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

3«>

Moses Jellison and his daughter Sarah
both found dead in their beds in
Monroe, Saturday, where they had lain
several days.
They had been sick with
la grippe for some time, with no attendance.
They had become too weak to
call for assistance, and had lain for several days previous to their death without
tiro or anv nourishment whatever. A
old grand naugnter or air.
ten years
.Tellison was in the house all the time,
but she was wild with fear and afraid of
strangers, so that she could not be induced. to hail passers by either of her
sick relatives.

in

y

All

Bankers,

318 Middle Street, Portland,
Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

Comedy!

considerable surplus above

a

Play.

A Clean Western Border
Full of

Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.
eocloin

Tssue

LQdo.

Scott & Bownb, Chemists, 133 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod'liver
•fl—all druggists everywhere do. $3.

were

doing injustice by giving some people
advantages over other people. If the
24 hours, then see if he won’t wake
city furnishes land free, or for a small sleep
Every seaman that loves his
bright.
up
sum for manufacturing purposes, it incountry, admires his national flag. 1
directly enters the field as a competitor have commanded vessels for more than
This it forty years and never had a flag of anin the manufacturing business.
other nation on board of my vessels; but
ought not to do.
1 feel proud of the glorious stars and
stripes, the beautiful banner of liberty.
THE LOTTERY SUCCUMBS.
Our flag is “a thing of beauty and a joy
The principal owner and director of forever.” I have been waiting to see if
our papers would not come out in conthe Louisiana Lottery Company announdemnatory terms against this great
not ask for the
ces

v v-i

A

consumption—not

in

gone

for those far

ease

earning

arc

and O.

RANCH!

LUCKY

$10, 00 d eceive

or

ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST., BOSTON.

call at office,

GARDINER,

110V24

There is

5

at the

THURSTON,

even

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

To the Editor

sept)

or

J.B. BROWN & SONS,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
Open evenings until Jun. 1st.

SAUCE”

^fhe

The

N. S.

dec24

All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political deferences, who are iii sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.

CHASE & SON & CO.

made a

S.

Investors of $100

such property.

of

part-owner

Ofkceks : President. K, B. PHI CLIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
A.
WM. APPLETON RUST, Treasurer, Director Blackstone National Bank; Hon. J.
BRACKETT, Counsel.

Write for Circular,

logue.
tuning to ©kder.

Governor.

no longer a popular relish.
popularity nothing equals

perfection.

a

PER ANNUM, BY COUPONS ATTACHEDTO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

o

Comedy Drama,

The

invested only in cent) ally located Business

are

The rentals of Company's property
this amount.

Come and see or send for Cata-

nine o’clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, In order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must bo elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under tills call should not be elected
to the State Convention to he hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for

is

these in

ALSO ORGANS

session m »u«

happy father,

agreed" upon.

In that year the agent
and his oldest
diseases known to
all
the
boy had about
doctor estimated that
childhood,
he was overlf?00 out on the transaction.
was

Supplies

ists.

“CHILI

CEIir

PIAIJO HOUSE

ty-five votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
resiTown, or Plantation can only be filled by
dents of the County in which the vacancy exm

rFK
-—

TBlBSfOK’S

these ques-

tions seems to be well

The silver

for
the purpose of selecting two candidates
of the
electors of President and Vice President
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Convenon
tion to he held at Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Tuesday, June 7, 1802, and transacting any
other business that may properly come "before
it.
folThe basis of represeentation will he as
he
lows: Each City, Town and Plantation will
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate foi
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seven-

The State committee win ok
reception room of the Hall at

°Prj£jQ" stockholder’s

naught can.

for

FEBRUARY 4,

UNITED STATES REALTY CO

Pi

PIANO?

At 11 ©’clock., A. Mu

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Saturday Matinee,

THE FUNDS OF THE

Home Company, under Boston management,

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROPt

Management.

and Conservative

Honest

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

Safe Investments?

are

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

Be move beautiful, more
pleasing,
more annronriate, more greatly desired by WE or DAUGHTER tliau a
really good

to exclude from

fates.
Half square, advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
$1.50 per square.
“A Square" is a space of the width of a

at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, me.

CAN AUGHT

What

amusements.

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS._

BALL

CONCERT

-OF THE-

Maine Central Railroad
Relief Association,
AT

CITY

THURSDAY EVENING,

ZZ^-XiXj,

FEBRUARY 11th.

Concert from 8 to 9 by Chandler's Band
and Portland

Singers

Club.

Refreshments served in Reception Hall at any
time during the evening.
It is intended that this entertainment shall
surpass any previous one given by this Association, and the decorations will be liner than any
heretofore seen in this City.

TICKETS $1.00,
Admitting Gentleman and Ladies, may be obtained of Employes of the M. C. R. R., or at the
door.

The proceeds of this Ball will be devoted to
the relief of sick and disabled employes of the
Xebidlw
M. C. It. XL

MOOSE DEER AND CARIBOU.
The Treasures of the Forest at the
Chicago Fair.

1 managed to
them together.
sleep a little but not much, as the wood
would soon burn out and I would get
chilly and wake up if I went to sleep. 1
stayed there till morning, and nine
o’clock brought me out to a lumber
A green-horn would probably
camp.
have frozen to death. Not many get lost
in the Maine woods, but sometimes a
lumberman does and often lias great
shove

perils.”

CAPTAIN JOCK DARLING TELLS OF
THIS HUNTING STATE.

How to Get

a

Moose in the

Deer’s Great

and

Wildcats

Big Woods—The

Powers of Smell—Bears,
Catamounts—How

Game Paws Should be

the

Enforced—What

Nimrods these City Sportsmen Are—A
Night’s Bivouac in the Dense Woods
Woodsman keeps from Freezing
—Tracking a Moose Days and Weeks.
How

a

Mr. Jonathan Darling, of Lowell,
Penobseot county, known to fame as
us
Captain Jock Darling, of the Mica to
region, was in Portland the other day,
on his way home from attending the
Some
Megantic Club dinner at Boston.
of the Game Commissioners used to suspect Captain Darling of being somewhat
of a Kob Koy if a good big deer happened

“How arc deer compared with moose
for hunting? Is it so easy to get them?”
Deer are no easier than moose to get
in fact, not so easy. On a still hunt declare tile worst animals we have.
They
are all the time on the lookout, and their
are a great, protection
cars
their
and
eyes
i have seen a,
as well as their noses,
deer start and in a moment get scent of
was half a mile from
me even when I
[ have watched one several times
him.
when I knew lie could not, see me, and
seen them start merely from the scent,.
1 sometimes run a deer down. You can
do it on less snow than a moose. If you
are not on the right, side of tile wind
when you see a deer, lie is going to know
it. He scents you before you can sec
him. Always in hunting deer we try t o
travel against the wind. On a still day
when there is not much wind going, you
have got to take your chances. Like
enough he won’t smell you at all.
It would depend on the draft of air. In
the woods, after a, fall of snow, when the
trees are all loaded, is the best time to
hunt deer. They can’t hear or see or
smell so quickly.”
“Are there ahv wild animals in Maine,
such as wolves, catamounts, etc., ot

That only stirs up a prejudice against
I think it
the officers and the law too.
the wardens would let those petty things
where
the
alone, and go into the woods
poachers are hunting it would do much
There is considerable buntmore good.
ing with dogs in the open season. It lias
been a little bit dangerous for the wardens to go into the woods, and the cause
of it is found in the nasty, dirty things
that some of them have done just to get
a few dollars.
They have thus made
themselves enemies with the hunters and
guides. My method has been to talk
with them and try to persuade them that
it is better for the State and lor themselves not to bill the game illegally. 1
have told them that X did not accept the
office to sponge money out of them in any
way, and that. 1 wanted to induce them
not to kill the game. But if they did kill
it, and I could catch them, 1 would make
it warm for them. 1 think this is having
a good effect.
L was appointed a warden
last, summer, but had business of my own
to attend to, and could do nothing until
this winter. 1 am now going to look
around, and if Tcan catch them, X am
(fninfr tn i»nf. ill pm Avap i.lift rnnrl.”
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Another Review of That Famous
Clam Bake.

lars Not
His

for

TO

Frank

vs.

John

w.

Tre-

fefchen.

interesting decisions

Some

were

re-

ceived yesterday from the law court. In
tlie easo of Ponce against the Masons,
whom lie sued to recover $2500 for furnishing a clam bake, and the verdict was
$500, Ponce gots a new trial. In the
case of assault and battery growing out
f-1

hotween

in

the “Tut.

Baldwin,

til,-

the excep-

excitipg tions are overruled and the defendants
The grounds for
border drama was witnessed by a good will be sentenced.
sized audience at the theatre last evening. these decisions will appear below in the
which a hunter need be afraid?”
to tempt mm tuo iiiuuu m
The cast throughout was strong. The rescripts by Chief Justice Peters:
umc,
“I have never been troubled in my
a considerable
Ernesto Ponce vs. A. 1). Smith et als.
but these insinuations were never proved,
hunting by a catamount or Indian dovii. comedy element occupies
Rescript.—Au agreement by a caterer
and now Captain Jock is one of the 1 have seen men who said they have seen portion of the drama. Justin I’aige in
with a committee of Masonic societies to
best-known game w ardens as well as the them, but I did not believe them. The the dual role of Frank and Reuben Faithfurnish, for SlfiOO, dinners on a public
Indian devil is a sort of catamount. They
He is
ul was at bis best and acted with discre- occasion for 2000 Masons, anil also to furmost famous hunters of the East.
have au animal in the northern part of
dinners to as many
a well-preserved, neatly-dressed man of
New York they call a panther, but the tion and spirit. Helen Harr was a charm- nish, free of charge,
musicians as might accompany the Ma62, whose grammar and address give no hunters do not consider him very dan- ing Florida and the other parts were in
sons on such occasion, is, in effect, an
in
indication that his opportunities for gerous. I do not know of any animal
competent hands. The play will hold agreement that the caterer shall receive
the Maine woods now which will follow
the boards through the week.
education have been very slight, or that a man. We have
that sum for all the dinners to be so furquite
including those partaken by the
nished,
his occupation for 42 years has been the
Rossini Club,
A Lot of Bears.
musicians.
the
Maine
woods.
of
in
big game
The Rossini club yesterday morning
hunting
The caterer failing to furnish as good
and I get more or less every year, but I
The Maine World’s Fair commissionThe an entertainment as lie agreed to, ala recital at Kotzschmar had.
I have been up gave
do not fear them.
though acting in good faith, lie may reers, who are anxious that the Pine Tree
was as follows:
the country in a canoe, and programme
the contract the stipulated
State shall show-up at Chicago for all through
l’iano Quartette—La Regina <ii Saba—Gounod cover upon
and
down where moose
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Denison, Miss Blanchard,
price, less a sum equal to wliat it would
there is in her, have been consulting camped right
Mrs.
have cost to supply the deficiency.
Thompson.
deer and bears were traveling without
with Captain Darling about an exhibit of
Vocal Solo—I Love Tee.Godard
If, however, the parties in an action
wild
cats
are
There
harm.
Miss Rice.
He any
for the price of the dinners assent to the
our resources of forest and stream.
From Sonata,
Movement
Piano
Solo—Last
but there is no danger from them
Op. 2, No. 3.Beethoven rule (not strictly legal) that the caterer
is going to get all the mounted specimens
Miss Field.
of
know
that
I
although some
may recover for the value of the food
he can, and only a month ago killed a
Vocal Quartette—The Broken Pitcher.... Pontet
actually consumed on the occasion, it
hard stories of
hunters tell pretty
and
Ricker
Misses
Stockbridge,
Knight,
fine moose, the head of which he is havshould'be the value of the food consumMrs. Morrison.
them sometimes. The biggest wild cats
Piano Solo—Angelus.Bruno Oscar Klein ed by both Masons and musicians.
ing mounted in Bangor. He also thinks
each.
or
more
20
Miss Blanchard.
They
pounds
Exceptions sustained.
that it might be well to have a park of weigh
Tide.Becker
Vocal
climb trees, but I never knew one of
them to light on a man. But I have

Live Moose and Deer.

The moose, however, would have to
be quite young, as it would, in Captain
Darling’s opinion, be a little unhandy to
catch and tame a full-grown one in time
He does not at present
for the Fair.
know of any tame moose in Maine, although one or two were exhibited at
the State Fair by a Frenchman from
But Captain
Molunkus.
Darling is
under the impression that they were
liberated.
In a pleasant half-liour’s conversation
Captain Darling told a Pkess reporter
many incidents of his career of fifty years
'Tf I wanted to kill a
bs a hunter.
he said, in reply to a question,
should go hack into the northern
country where the moose are, sav into
of Washington, Aroostook,
Jthe countiesFranklin
or Oxford, look for
iPenobscot,

moose,”
“I

Ibis

track and follow him up on snowshoes. You must get along as easily and
and may

steal

upon
possible,
quietly
liim, if vou keep the right way of the
wind so tliat he will not scent you. You
can’t always tell how to keep the right
way of the wind. You might be going
up against the wind, and the moose
as

might be partly behind you, and you
could not tell.
They make what we
call ‘yards’ in a good feeding ground and
cruise round in them. The size of the
upon the depth of snow',
included sometimes.
There are from one to

yard depends
several

acres

Eight

beintr

or

Ten Moose in

a

Yard,

and on a windy day they would scent you
■half a mile, so that it is a pretty ticklish

get on to a moose. When they
find you out, they go from you on a run,
and it is then a stern chase. The length
of time required to follow them up depends upon the depth of snow. It sometimes takes as long as three weeks to do
it. I never follow them so long. If the
snow is not deep so that I can do it in a
day, I won’t hunt them. You arc going
to get them upon the start, or probably
Two and a half
not at all on that day.

thing

to

feet of snow, with a crust on the same,
is enough to tire them out.
With this
depth of snow, I used to get one in the
It is just like folcourse of half a day.
lowing a horse. If he is going a moderate pace and you can see him close to
you, you can easily overtake him. But if
lie gets the start of you, and begins to go
fast, you would have quite a job to overtake him. If a moose scents you and
gets a mile ahead, you will have to follow
him till he is tired out, sometimes as far
as 15 or 20 miles. The hunters wear snow
shoes. When hunters start out to follow
a mooso. for four or live days, they carry

provisions

on

their backs—bread

and

and hard tack. They camp at night,
build a fire and keep as warm as they
can and somehow suffer along till morning, and then start again. 1 never have
got lost, but sometimes have got belated
and couldn’t get out on account of the
dark, and have had to camp, sometimes
■when I was unprepared.”
‘Tsn t it pretty tough, Captain, to get
caught out on a freezing night? How do
you keep warm?”
“I build a fire, and sometimes put up
a little shelter of boughs if 1 have time.
1 sometimes have a blanket; but when
you get ‘caught out’ you have no blanket. That was my experience one night
up on the Wesl Branch of the Penobscot.
1 was
1 had neither blanket nor food.
out looking for timber. 1 came across a
spot line where a man had marked out a
lilock of iand, and knowing that that was
the only block in the country recently
spotted out, 1 saw (hat I was not going
1— get to any cam]i that night. It. was
nearly dark. 'When it began to gl ow
dusk I began to think of camping. 1 had
no hatchet to get any wood with, but got
it
into a thick grove where a deal of
was dying out.
Some of the small trees
were dead and dry in a measure so 1
The snow
could break them off easily.
also was light so I could take hold of a
tree, shake it. and break it off. 1 collected enough of these small trees together
to last all night. The snow was probably
two and a half feet deep. I used the
mea t

Toe of my Snow Shoe

for

a

ing

me a

shovel and dug away the snow, fixchance to

stay

all

night by

the

side of a big brook. I kindled up a little
fire by using the trees in whole lengths,
laying them down in the snow witli the
ends in the lire. As they burned I would

heard of a lynx attacking a man. Some
claim that a loupcervier and the lynx
The
are the same, but they are not.
wild cat and loupcervier are entirely different animals irpm the lynx. The loupcervier’s fur is more valuable. I do not
think there are any wolves in the state.
“How does the number of game animals in Maine now compare with that in

years past?”

“Deer never were so plenty for the
last fifty years as they are now. There
is a belt of country all the way from the
eastern coast of Maine.into Canada that
is well stocked with them. It is about
as wide on the coast as from Calais
around to Bangor, and clear up along the
European & North American II. B.
through into Canada, and clear across
from the coast to the Quebec line. All
through the northern part of Aroostook
There
county also deer are plentiful.
are also moose and caribou in Aroostook
although there are none of either in Hancock county. The moose and caribou
are abundant in Washington, Penobscot,
Franklin and Northern Oxford counties.
There are a great many more moose than
1 remember
there were ten years ago.
the state of hunting in Maine for fifty
years. It was better then in the eastern
part of Maine than now, but in the whole
state there never were as many game ani-

of

this

Solo—Spring

Mrs. H. St. J. Smith.
Vocal Duet—On the Sea.Rubinstein
Misses Long and Ricker.
Vocal Solo—The Skylark.Schneeker
Miss

Knight.

Piano Solo—Ballade, Op. 24.Greig
Mrs. A. M. Smith.
Vocal Quartette—Spauish Serenade... Daeggert
Misses Knight. Ricker. Stockbridge and
Mrs. Morrison.
The Devil’s Mine.

The selection of a suitable name for a
is often the play-wright’s hardest

play

task.

It is at this

ple think that the

that many peoauthors of “Devil’s

point

Mine” have failed. What could be more
suggestive, they ask of a full volume of
horrors than the

title

“Devil’s Mine.”

Frank Stanwood

vs.

John W.

Trefeth-

en.

of a cargo of
Rescript.—The
fish, permitting the master of the vessel
on which the fish were laden to sell the
same, wrote the purchaser as follows:
owner

“Should the schooner Midnight, now on
Georges, sell fresh fish in Portland, will
you please see that the check is made
payable to my order, as the captain is a
stranger to me. By so doing you will
confer a favor.” Held, that the notice
was sufficient
cover the

to entitle the owner

to re-

price of the fish of the purchaser, who, notwithstanding the notice,
paid the master, who absconded with the
funds.
Defendant defaulted.
State of Maine vs. Linwood E.

Cram

singularly enough the play is not a et al.
Rescript.—A complaint before a muhit gruesome or blood-curdling. On the
nicipal court, qharging an assault and
contrary, it is a bright, pure picture of battery dees not necessarily imply that
life in the far west, and about as free an infamous crime is alleged- because
such an offense may be punished by imfrom objectionable features as can be.
As the
for a term of years.
It tells a pretty love story, and is brim prisonment
But

statute also allows the sentence to be

no

bright, crisp comedy. The title is more than a nominal fine the grade of the
certainly mal a propos, but better a good offence must be determined by the evitact alplay, ill named, than a good name and a (fence adduced rather than by the
The Devil’s Mine will be seen leged.
poor play.
The lcgisfature is not prevented by an>
at Portland Theatre Monday next.
constitutional provision from conferring
Paderewski.
jurisdiction upon trial justices and poWe again desire to call the attention of lice or municipal courts to sentence a
l have Deen up
mais as there are now.
person to confinement in jail for a perioi
m usical people to the fact that Pardee wski
to the northern part this winter, to Patexceeding 80 days, nor from conferring
at
It
on
sale
are
tickets
Stockbridge’s.
ten, and then went on 40 miles between
jurisdiction upon municipal 01
greater
the east and west branch and got two is too often the fault of those who go police courts than upon trial justices.
killed
had
X
more
X could have
moose.
Exceptions overruled.
only to the entertainments given by
wanted to. The law does not allow me famous actors or musicans, to put oil
to kill a great many. If 1 should kill
securing their seats until the last moPROBATE COURT.
more than my number I shouldn’t want
ment. Then, when they have to take
to say anything about it. I have made
“Hobson’s choice.” They are indignant
BEFORE .JUDGE PEABODY.
$J,000in one season by hunting alone. because they are compelled to put up
That was in 1801 or 1S62. This was made witli
poor seats. If those people had Accounts Settled, Allowed' and Ordered. tic
corded.
largely by sending venison to the Boston gone earfy- to Stockbridge’s they would
market. There is considerable trapping- have had their pick of location.
Thomas Bearing, late of Portland, deceased.
late
of
Jane
C.
Portland, deceased.
Ball,
through our woods now, of fishers, beavNotes.
late of
deceased.
full of

<

There are considerotter and mink.
able many beaver dams in the eastern
part of the state. The otter and mink or
muskrat are all over the state.
•‘I suppose the city sportsmen make
quite a change in your business, Captain,” said the Pincss reporter.
“Yes, they do. For the last 42 years I
have been making a practice of hunting
big game. When X began there were no
hunters that came from out of the state.
1 just hunted for skins and meat. There
have been no foreign sportsmen here to
amount to anything until the last twenty
years, but they are coming fast now.
There are not many hunters in Maine
now who make a living out of hunting
without guiding parties.
Almost all of
the old hunters of this day are guides in
the summer season. In the winter they
Most of the
go hack hunting fur, Ac.
deer that are killed by sportsmen now in
the state of Maine, arc in through the
eastern countries, Penobscot, Hancock
and Washington. They can be secured
1 have
there easier than farther north.
no idea how many men there are in the
state who have camps and take out parties. Down through Rangely and Moosehead and all that country X have not been

Josiah Jones,

er,

fAn

•>

Iaiwv timn

orwl

flmir

ova

rro4~finrr

lots of them. The open lime of deer,
caribou is from the first of
moose and
October till the first of January. The

to come in
city sportsmen
June, and kill lots of game and leave it
right on the grounds. The wardens
ought to punish them for it. Not many
city sportsmen come in the winter. Jt is
rather pleasant togo up where there is a
warm
camp, hut snow-shoeing is hard
work and there is a great deal of exposure.”
“Mow expert arc the city sportsmen in
commence

hunting?”

have been out on the Canadian
Pacific and up through that of the country, and 1 asked the guides, somo of
them, up there, how many days’ work, it
took one of the
“1

Sporting Class
that come there to procure a deer on an
average, and some of them estimated it
at as much as 100, notwithstanding there
are plenty of deer there.
They would
spend, probably, if they had guides, §4 a
day each. 1 do not intend to have it cost
them as much as that when they come to
visit me.”

“Finally, Captain, as you
warden, what do you think

area

game
of the Maine

game law and its enforcement?”
“My idea of the enforcement of the
game law is this. I accepted that office
to try to help protect our game, and in
the belief that it was the duty of the wardens to go into the woods to do this in-

The Lilian Durell Opera Co., gave tho
second performance of “Mignon” last
evening. The audience evidently appreciated the beautiful music of tho opera
and frequently gave tokens of their appreciation.
The tickets are now ready in Stockbridge’s for the beautiful Tableaux d’Art
to be given in the Stockbridgc “Pop,” tho
10th in st.
Mr. Stockbridgc is offering seats for the
remainder of his two courses at figures
that are remarkably low when one considers tho character pi the entertainments.

City Government,
special meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen was held yesterday
A

afternoon tho
Absent

Mayor presiding.

Aldermen

Mcuiutcny

and

Conant.

Alpheus Griffin’s petition for authority to erect a wooden stable at No. 32
North street, laid on the table at the last
meeting, was taken from the table
and granted.
Petition of Stevens & Elwell to move a
stable from 4(51 Commercial to St. John
street, laid on table at last ijicetiug, was
taken from the table and granted, and
three days time allowed for the moving,
with a bond of $500.
Petition of J. E. Nute to erect a carriage shed at No. 21 VVil mot street was
granted, the sides and roof to be of iron.
Alderman Clark asked if anything could
bo done to prevent the horse railroad
company from salting the streets as they
There appeared to be no
were doing.
The Mayor
ordinance forbidding it.
said he had been asked if anything could
be done to stop the salting of the hydrants.
Alderman Lewis said they would have
to bo transferred to the sidewalks. The
salt had to be used on them to keep
them clear.
New time

Company.

The New York, Islesboro and Rockland
Lime Company, capital stock $100,000,
$30 paid in, has been organized at Port-

land, for the purpose of manufacturing
building materials, lime and cement.
President, John 15.
The officers are:
Kehoe of Portland; treasurer, Fred VV.
Chase of Portland-

Emma

repaired

Portland,
McGIiucliy and als.. minors of Port

land.
Wm. S. Perry, late of Brunswick, decased.
Enoch F. Harlow, late of Portland, decased.
John Dunlap, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Sylvanus T. Hinks, late of Portland, deceased.
Martha W. Smith, late of Portland, deceased.
Edith M. Smith and als,, minors of Portland.
Abigail H. Puriiigfcou, late of Portland, deceased.
Salome B. Stevens,, late of Windham, de-

for the

present

Franklin Stevens, late of Windham, deceased.
Pomeroy C. Soule, late of Freeport, deceased.
Susan H. Greenleaf, late of Yarmouth, dtieased.
Will Proved and Allowed.
Joel Mason, late of Raymond, decased; Edward M. Mason, executor

Beni.

deceased;

Geo. H. Jefferds, administrator.
Susan Jefferds, late of Yarmouth, deceased;
Geo. H Jefferds, administrator.
Geo. K. B. Jackson,late of Portland, deceased;
Franklin C. Payson, administrator.
John M. Peck, late of Portland, deceased;
F.IIimi M. Peek, administratrix.
Leonora 1’. Eldndge, late of Cheyenne City,
Wyoming; Joseph D. Deeelje, administrator.

Granted to Sett Peat Estate.
Henry 1*. Bennett, late of 1 leering, deceased.
Daniel T. Richardson, late of Baldwin, deceased.
Edith M. Kldridge and als., late of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Allowance out. of Personal estate of Samuel
Rounds, late of Portland, deceased, granted to
his widow.
Licenses Granted to Sell Personal Estate.
Ahner 0. Hill, late of Cumberland, deceased.
Ebenezer Freeman, late of Portland, deceased.
Lirenses

U. S. COMMISSIONER’S COURT.
BEFORE

COMMISSIONER RAND.

Wednesday—John Morrow of .Sheridan Plantation,, Retail liquor
dealer.
Held to the. present term of court. Committed in default of bail.

Dyer, District Attorney.
Opening ol' Spring Goods.
R. Libby makes an attractive
announcement in our columns of his
opening of spring goods, which will be
of much interest to our lady readers.
Ho invites paelicular attention to an
elaborate display of plain and figured
dress silks, and to a choice assortment
of French, English, Scotch and Herman
Mr. J.

novelties in fine dress suitings, including
a select line of his own importation; and
also to the very expensive variety of
ami printed cotton
Seotcli ginghams
dress fabrics which far exceeds any display lie lias made. Road the advertisement for

S. b.

Life Insurance On.,

on

This club has been sustained for sevenyears,supplying to our little community the best reading matter in the form
of periodicals that the country affords.
While its social meetings have also been
a source of pleasure and proiit developing in some instances a marked literary

nflimviM! Iliey are no or.
uament to your room as a
With
piece of furniture.
tlie Ciuun Bed it is entirely
different, your bed can be
made up and in position
ready for use, yet at tin;
same time a perfect Book,
case, Wardrobe or other
piece (of furniture stand
beside it.
To fully illustrate the
advantage of these beds
we have fitted tip our show
windows in Pearl street
with them, so that you can
sec how easily and con-

WIS.

MILWAUKEEE,

Annual Statement January 1,1892.

teen

talent.
F. J. Leavitt has recently fitted up a
room in the building formerly known as

the “Sam Bradley law office” fox- the
benefit of the Salmon Falls Social Club,

INCOME.

Premiums.$10,111.007.73
Annuities.
Interest and
rents.

0,336.18
2,426,753.51

income..
disbursements.
Total assets.
Total liabilities..

$12,544,097.71

Total
Total

Ktirrilini

mi

r»#*i*

6,409,367.50
48.826,755,45
40,934,964.90
ppnthauis.

8

7 801

79(1.Kii

iu assets over 1800.S 6,472,842.40
recently organized by the young people Gain
Gain in
over 1890.
1.359,465.57
of this place, who are aiming to estab- Gain in surplus
new business written...
6,000,00! i.OO
in
Gain
insurance
in force. 36,765,946.00
lish at no distant day, a circulating libraNew business 1891. 68,000,000.00
enjoying their social New business in Maine.
447,500.00
ry, meanwhile
utmost
and
occasionally
meetings to the
The average death rate of the Comgiving an agreeable public entertainment. pany during the past year, 0.89, and
Many wishes for their success are proff- lower during the past 20-year period
than the death rate of any other leading
ered.
company.
held
are
Sunday
every
Prayer meeting
The supremacy of the Northwestern
evening in this room and are well at- among its principal competitors, in point
bf interest rate, continues showing that
tended.
1891 was
We must not forget to mention the the rate actually earned in
6 1-10 per cent. The •‘Ratio of Expenses
“Juvenile Club” at this village, whose and Taxes
to New Business,” during
youthful members inspired by a desire 1889 and 1890, was lower in the Northfor good reading adapted to their years, western than in any other regular comRelative
determined to organize a club and obtain pany, and lower still in 1891.
to the expense of securing new business,
it. The result is that they are now in our
not
for
has
Company
years, in a
Golden
the l'eceipt of St. Nicholas,
single instance, paid salary to any generDays, and similar reading. We congrat- al or soliciting agent.
The Company, during the past year,
ulate them on the correct taste they have
paid dividends on its first ten-year tonshown in their selections.
tine policies, issued in 1881, that proved
The dreaded fiend la grippe still hov- very satisfactory, and justify the belief
that, whatever the results under such
ers over our town, keeping one’s mind in
be in the future, they cancontinual fear and our physicians in con- policies may
not fail to yield larger surplus returns
stant practice.
for premiums paid than any other form

skilled

Our town may well boast of

of life and investment insurance

Tli©

Northwestern

Insurance

The annual statement of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company will be found in our advertising colIt shows that the
umns this morning.
lias

company

amounting

to

a

nanasome

$7,891,790.55.

two while

prices

goods.
@1.25. down to a>i.oo.

Maine,

$3.10 Brussels at 98c.
Regular Si.00 Kidderminsters at 80c.

ROOM 14, OXFORD BUILDING, 185 MIDDLE ST.

The sooner you make it
to call,
the
convenient
will
better bargain you

get.

a

million and a half. The new business
amounted to $68,000,000 in 1891, a gain
Their new business in
of $6,000,OIK).
this state amounted to nearly half a million dollars. The new business in 1891

New Silk Brocateile
Parlor
Suites, ele$800.
gant,
Silk Trimmed Crushed
Plush Suites at $85.
Crushed Plush Suites,

larger than in any previous year. It
is a well conducted and solid company,
its increasing business showing this fact.
Mr. J. 51. Gooding is the general agent
in this city.
was

Liverpool

ami

London and

Globe

$45.
On the

same

floor.

Insur-

ance
Company.
Attention is called to the annual statement of the United States branch of this
old and reliable lire insurance company.
Messrs. Dow A. Piukham are agents for
Portland and vicinity of this and many

other leading companies.

On Saturday, February 6tli,
shall
tine

/

the extra low
on!

Brussels that sells for

million

nearly

are

Nice Tapestry Brus75c
sels 57 l-2c,

surplus
gain in

Its

assets over 1890 was over six
dollars and its gain in surplus

good range.
Why don't you come in
and pick out a Carpet or
a

Agent,

Portland,

Company.

are

worked.
The chamber Sets that
we reduced in price the
other day are nearly all
gone. Five or six dollars
is as well in your pocket
as paying it out in profit
to some dealer who will
ask you $30 or $33 for
w liat we are selling at $35.
Come in today or tomorrow if
you can and see
these sets.
Two weeks ago we told
you about 130 Quakers
and New Tariff Ranges
that had been out in a
have
We
sleet storm.
sliced off four to six dollars from the
regular
price. There are less than
30 left. They are Just as
good for use as ever they
Save these half a
were.
dozen dollars if you want

in this

GOODING,

they

veniently

in any other company.
physicians. In its southern portion we orThe
new business of the Company was
have Dr, Charles Dennett, formerly of
larger in 1891 than during any previous
F.
A.
Dr.
succeeded
Portland, who
year; the business each month of the
Southwick. He is a young man of sterl- year being larger than in any correspondmonth in the Company’s history.
ing woi'th, i-egarding human life too sa- ing
cred to be dealt with in a trifling manj. w. skinner,
henry e. palmer,
ner.
He devotes time, energy and skill
President.
Secretary.
winto the best intex'ests of his patients,
ning thereby the l'espect and confidence
well as
of the whole community, as
General
J. M.
*
marked success in his profession.

open

elegant

an

line

22 Hall Stands of vaare
that
rious
styles
actually in our way, $3 to
$5 w ill be deducted to get
rid of them. All last fall's

we

patterns and tine goods.
l\'o end to the bargains
during this week and

of

new

_

MARRIAGES.
In Stroudwater, Feb. 9. by ltev. D. G. Domrockor, Charles Root of Barre, Mass., and Miss
51. Liiella Dill of Stroudwater.
In Biddeford. Fell. 9, Frank L. Wilbur and
Miss Haftie K. Stone.
Ill Lyman. Jau. 27, Howard Sttmpson of Lyman and Miss Selina I). Mitchell of Wells.
In Rockland, Jan. 19, .las. A. Spearing of Auburn and Miss Lizzie E. Clark of Kocklaml.
In South Thomaston, Jam 12, Jas. P. Stamp
of Rockland and Miss Emma C. Anderson of
South Thomaston.
DEATHS.

or. years 10 days.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at, the Methodist Church, Bowery Beach.
Tu Brunswick, .Tan. 30, Mrs. Sarah II Jack,
widow of the late Dea. Andrew .lack of Topsham, aged U2 years (! months 10 dais.
In North Yarmouth, Feb. 3, Xsaae S. Stanwood. aged 03 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Brunswick papers please copy.]
In Windham, Feb. 1, John Bacon, aged 76
years,
In Pliipsburg. Feb. 2, Mrs. Sophia T. Powers,
aged 08 years 3 months.
In Pliipsburg, Feb. 2, Mrs. Sarah Black, aged
81 years 10 months.
Ill Bath. Fel). 2, Samuel Oliver, aged 50 years.
In Randolph, Mrs. Mary Wyman, aged 88 yrs.
In Halloweil, James S. Choate, aged 56 years.
In Bowdoin, Jan. 25, William Carter, aged
about 35 years.
In Bowdoin. Jan. 22, Mrs. Hannah Douglass,
aged 72 years.
In Bowdoinham, Mrs. Harriet Campbell, aged
82 years.
[n Center Lineolnville, Jan. 12, Mrs. Asentha
Young, aged 54 years.
In Halloweil, Jan. 17, Nancy Herscy, aged
81 years.
In Halloweil. Jan, 21, Mrs. Mary Myers, aged
34 years.
In Brownfield, Jan. 23, Oliver G. Cotton, aged
about 54 years.

next.

Hamburg’s
and
Embroideries.

I

(■

ft

AIKIMI mm i 111111111 uo„
HEADQUARTERS COR. PEARL

Easton Bros. & Bancroft.

& MIDDLE STS.,

Portland., Me.
Brandies-—adbubx.

At Bowery Beach, Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 3,
Margaret A., wife of Nathaniel F. Staples, aged

bax-

r.OR, BATH. BI DDK.FORK. IOARDIXKK.
NORWAY, Ol.DTOWN, ROC K LAN D AN I >
WATERVILJ.K.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

ESpps’s Cocoa

ISAAC C. ATKlASOJi,
t'el)3

Lieu. Manager.

_dll',

BREAKFAST.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378.

“Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr.
Epps lias provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately flavored beverage which may save us
It is by the Judicmany heavy doctors’hills.
ious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may lie gradually built up until strong
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around
a weak
us ready to attack wherever there is
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame.”—'“Civil Service Gazette..”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins, by Grocers, labelled
thus: JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic
fel)7S&TtkWly
Chemists, London, Eng.

*“

Baker & Co.’s

Breakfast
Cocoa

from which the excess of
oil has been removed, is

Pure
and it is Soluble.

Absolutely

PXTBIjIC sale
OK

No Chemicals

SIDE-WHEEL PASSENGER STEAMER
“FIiORIDA."

used in its preparation. It has
more than three times the strength of
Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot
or Sugar, and is therefore far more
economical, costing less than one cent
are

rFLOWERS Ta^^8 I
Florist,
p DENNETT

F. O.

the

570

Congress Street, g

BASLEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18

As

THE

EXCEPT

year:

an original
“Tongues and Sounds as a
constant diet,” which elicited laughter
Reciand applause from the company.
tations and songs were rendered also in a
very acceptable manner by the young
ladies and gentlemen present.

particulars.

Omaha has'a Real Estate Owners’
soeiatiou.

ALL OTHER FOLOING BEOS,

J. M. Marshall then read

article

ceased.

Administrators .ippointed.
Jefferds,late of Yarmouth,

pleasant

the

to

Vice President—S. I). Nichols.
Secretary—Mrs. J. M. Marshall.
Treasurer—Mrs. Jane 0. Akers.
Executive Committee—K. J. Leavitt,
Milliken, Mrs. Anna Moulton.

KnougU to Recompense Ponce
Cliinis—Derision in (;ase „(

Stanwood

MUTUAL

faithful manner, the hap-

a

President—Joseph P. Lord.

Court Think Five Hundred Dol-

The Law

Wliangdoodles,”

Lucky Ranch.

production

assertion in

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

YOU MUST SHUT

parlors and elected the following officers

BALDWIN WHANGDOODLES
BE SENTENCED.

,.r

The first

The Salmon Falls Literary Club held
its annual meeting at the house of F. J.
Leavitt on Wednesday evening of last
week. A bountiful supper was served
of such tempting variety that the daintiest epicurean taste could well be satisfied. Having proved the truth of this
py company

THE

NEW

Falls.

Salmon

POM AID THE MASONS.

stead of hanging about railroad stations.
1 think it, is an injury to the cause to
meddle with every piece of baggage or
as though it
express bundle that looks
might hold a trout or a piece of venison.

F. O

BA1I.EY.

nia r 14

Exchange

Street.

C. W.ALI.liN.
tltf

Wheel Steamer

EI.OHIDA.” 1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
Terms and full de1802, at 1 o’clock 1’. M.
scription mailed, or Steamer shown on application to
D. J. HILL., Supt. Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMULLEK & CO., Aucts..
11 So. Charles St.. Baltimore, Md.

janl8,20,23,25,80,febl,6,8,iy,15

H. E.

MILLS,*

3Ri^,xxo Tuja.©r.
Order SJat.e at. Chandler’s 31 usic Store 431
iebSeocltf
Congress Street.

a

cup.

It is delicious,

strengthening,

nourishing,

easily

digested,
and admirably adapted for invalids
as well as for persons in health.
Sold

by

Grocers

everywhere.

W. BAKER & GO., Dorchester, Mass.

BOVS

j---X! penny of his modest patrimony had
been squandered upon his enslaver, and
he ha.i no security on which to raise

WANTED

“Wanted—* boy.” How often we
These very oouimon words may see!
Wanted -a boy to errands run.
Wanted for everything under the sun.
All that the men today can do.
Tomorrow the boys will be doing, too;
For the time
coming when
The boys must stand in place of men.

more

Wanted—the world wants boys today.
And she offers them all she has for pay—
Honor, wealth, position, fame,
A useful life and a deathless name.
Boys to shape the paths for men.
Boys to guide the plow and pen.
Boys to forward the tasks begun.
For the world's great task is never done.
The world is anxious to employ
Not just one, but every boy
Whose heart and brains will e’er he true
To work his hands shall find to do.
Honest, faithful, earnest, kind;
To good awake, to evil blind;
Heart of gold without alloy.
Wanted—the world wants such a boy.
-Chicago Post.

money.

the night before the sisters were
to sail, and he was sitting in his chambers. thinking dejectedly over the situafion, when his servant brought him a
somewhat bulky parcel, which had been
left at the door by a-young lady in a
cab. The parcel was placed on the table
and left for some time unnoticed by
him until be caught sight of the writing on the brown paper cover as he
paced up and down the room. In that
casual glance he recognized the pattes
de mouche of his enchantress. He tore
the parcel open in a fever of excitement
and found a good sized wooden box, on
the top of which lay a letter addressed
He tore open
to him in the same hand.
the envelope and devoured its contents.
The lady’s letter was brief and eminentIt

was

ly practical:
Dear Mr. Gladbrooe—A year ago you
made an idle boast and a cruel jest. Yon believed yourself invulnerable and sneered at
two young women about whom you knew

nothing.
Glad brook was a young man

Seymour
promise.

He had just commenced his third year at Oxford, and
every one expected him to take a high
place among the cleverest men of his
year when he went in for his tripos.
But young Gladbrook was no bookworm and owed his superiority in knowledge more to tko brilliancy oi his Intellect titan to studious application. At
the age of twenty-one he found himself
his own master, with an income sufficient to keep a bachelor in every luxury.
This would have led many young men
into excesses, but Gladbrook was steady
as a rock, and above all things prided
himself upon being adamant to the fair
sex—a fatal mistake in most cases, and
suggestive of tfc* Scriptural warning,
“Let him who thinketh he standeih beOn the night of the
ware lest he fall.”
university boat race, in the year 18—,
Gladbrook was sitting in a certain stall
In the
at the Vampire Music hall.
next stall to him sat his greatest friend,
Horace Morton. On the stage the Sisters Pool were delighting their many
admirers with their most fascinating
dance.
“By Jove,” said young Morton, whose
head was slightly swimming, “by Jove,
how those two poor girls whirl!”
of great

“Yes,” replied Gladbrook, “they’re
perfect whirlpools. In fact they ought
to be christened ‘Scylla and Charybdis,’
for they are whirlpools in which many a

craft has gone to destruction.”
Morton was not too drunk to remember
this and not so dishonorable as to try and
palm it off as his own joke. Consequently next day all Seymour Gladbrook’s
friends were talking about his latest witticism.
How Gladbrook was perhaps the only
man of his set who was not more or
less intimately acquainted with Cissie
and Carry Pool, so the whole story was
carried direct to them, together with the
name of the originator.
Henceforth Cissie and Carry were
known faT and wide only as Scylla and

Charybdis, and they pretended tc appreciate the jest, but in their innermost
souls they (especially the elder) cherished
a longing for revenge against their insidioaa detainer.
Cissie (Scylla) expressed a strong desire to meet the young wag who had
given her this Homeric nickname, and
as her lightest wish was law to her ad-

the meeting soon took place.
After this Gladbrook seemed to find
these sisters everywhere he went. If he
mirers

was

on

a race course

they

were sure

to

bo the guests of a friend of his. If he
went out to supper they were always
invited, until he quite unconsciously
drifted into the friendliest relations with
them.
It was quite evident to every one but
Gladbrook that he was under very heavy
iire from the batteries of Scylla,. a fire
which no man had withstood for long.
She was then in the first flush of youth,
faultlessly beautiful in form and feature,
charming in manner and such a master
of tho arts of fascination that they appeared to be part of her nature. Gladbrook’s friends first chaffed and then
warned him. He laughed at them and
called himself a misogynist. At first it
seemed as if he would prove invulnerable to the fusillade to which the lady
continually subjected him. Ho trusted
to hi 3 armor of indifference and was too
proud to retreat from danger. His pride
led to his fall. He fell as only brave
men do, utterly and hopelessly defeated.
The capitulation of young Seymour
Gladbrook, which caused so much diversion and amusement to his fi-iends, was
The fact of his having
sad to behold.
been indifferent to other women all his
life made him give himself heart and
soul to this one. Cissie Pool was jubiShe paraded her tame lover on
lant.
every possible occasion, in order that all
men and women might see how comHe lavished
plete her victory had been.
presents and jewels upon her until she

sparkled

from

brow to waist with dia-

monds, and people wondered how much
longer young Gladbrook’s money would
hold out. But in proportion as the
spirits of the elder Miss Pool rose those
of her sister seemed to give out. She
'became depressed and dull. The few
admirers she had dropped off one by one,
Seeing that it was as hopeless for them
-to try and win her affections as it was
for her to expect one tender glance from
the man she worshiped. Seymour Gladbrook is not the onty man who has deserted the substance to pursue the
shadow, and, blinded by the beauty of
the form, has ignored the purity of the
soul. Carry’s nature was as perfect as
her sister's figure, while in Scylla’s
character there was scarcely a redeeming feature. All men who mako this
fatal error suffer for it either in fortune
or self respect.
The day of reckoning came at last.
The jennesse doree of Loildon was
thrown into the depths of despair by the
news that the divinities at whose shrines
st had worshiped so long were going to
seek fresh devotees in America, and
would make a lengthy tour through the
States.
This blow fell like a thunder-

disyoung Gladbrook. He was
She was far away, and he had
Every
Bot the means of following her.
bolt

on

tracted.

You have run upon the rock and Bunk in the
whirlpool, but the sea gives up its dead.
Inclosed please find all jewels, etc., which
you have given me, and which I now return,
together with two-thirds of all moneys spent
by you in entertainments, etc.
Trusting that yon will Hud the accompanyScyi-la.
S.- You may thank my sister for getting

unwillingly,
P.

your money back.

Half dazed and hardly knowing what
he was doing, ho hastily opened the box
and took out one by one the trinkets he
had given her in their dainty morocco
cases—hearts, darts, anchors for hope,
serpents for eternity; at the bottom ha

found another letter, just like the
former, only more bulky. With a sinking heart he tore it open. It contained
a long bill, stretching over several sheets
of note paper, setting forth every item of
his expenditure at Richmond, at Greenwich, at Blanchard’s, at Kettner’s, at
Epsom, Ascot, Sandown and Kempton
Park; for ices and exhibitions; for carriages, rail and cab; all that ho had
spent from start to finish in entertaining
the Sisters Pool. And with this lengthy
list of expenses were bank notes for £66
13s. 4d. per cent, of the total.
He was allowed to pay for his own entertainment, but was recouped for all
his outlay upon the two ladies. The adjustment of accounts was on the strictest “Yorkshire.”
Was ever a man so humiliated? He
had fancied himself beloved, and he discovered that he was despised. What
could he do? Send her back the money
Useless!
6° in gently returned to him?
The infng was too deliberately done on
her part to admit the possibility of undoing. She meant to insult him—had
been meaning it all the time she was
leading him on with every fascination
she could command. He must stomach
the affront, but he could not pocket that
money, hard up though he was.
In an advertisement in the second column of The Times the treasurer of a
well known hospital for women and
children acknowledged the gift of £379
13s. 7d. from the Sisters Pool.
The people who praised the muniS-

RAPID

TRANSIT

IN

THE

COUNTRY.

It Would Have as Good an Effect
as It Has in the City.

There

Rapid tran£i has long been considered
necessity for cities. City people hail
with delight every saving of a minute in
either the transportation of their property or of themselves. Houses and land
a

ranid transit lines are worth double
theme v that those situated far from
them w i bring. Not so much as the
Wasting of a second will be tolerated in
the town.
Why should there be such a vast difterence between the town and the suburbs? Is the time of a clerk worth more
of a
per watch tick than the time
farmer?
The idea that it is so is absurd. Yet the
clerk husbands his time with the greatest care, while the farmer wastes his
with the most complete indifference.
Hours every day he throws away with
He is
no benefit to him or any one else.
content to jog along through must and
dust, quagmires and ruts, so slowly that
his hours for work and recreation are
materially curtailed. He reads in the
papers about rapid transit for the cities,
but he doesn’t realize that what is so
must be good
very good for the towns
also for the country. The idea of rapid
transit for the country never occurs to
him. “Going" always has been bad
most of the time on the roads around
his hrmie. and he doesn't stop to think
It never will
that it ever can bo better.
be if he doesn’t help better it.
If rapid transit is desirable in the city,
why isn’t it also desirable in the country? If rapid tr ansit enables city sellers
to make more money on their sales because they can get them to market sooner
and cheaper thereby, why shouldn’t it
do the same for the country sellers? If
rapid transit adds thousands to the value
of city property, why shouldn’t it have a
similar effect on country acres?
There is no reason whatever why all
these results should not as surely come
among the farms as they do among the
near

factories.
But how can the country have rapid
transit? you ask. Surely elevated railroads and electric cars and cable systems and street car lines would not be
practicable in the country. No, nor
would they meet the necessities of the
case if they could be built and maintained. What are required and what
are perfectly feasible are hard, smooth,
broken stone wagon roads. Moreover,
such roads would mean not only
rapid transit, but cheap transit; not only
cheap transit, but comfortable transit.
They would cost considerable money,
but they would not cost as much money
as the vile, mud stuck roadways that
now keep the country from progress and
keep it in poverty. The question of highway improvement has as serious a bearing on the future of American agriculture as has the question of free trade or
protection, free coinage or restricted
coinage. There are many thoughtful
men, in fact, who consider road improvement the most important issue that now
confronts the farmer.
A few very simple calculations will
show wherein the importance of road
improvement lies. It is easy to see how
C
Cim_AW.
'1
1.
.1 ,7
the farmer might save a vast amount of
ness of the amount, which was the exact
time every year if he and his men were
total of the sisters’ restitution to their not delayed by being forced to drive
entertainer.
slowly over bad roads. It is equally
A week later a relative, who was a easy to see that if roads were smooth
city merchant, offered Gladbrook a part- and hard he would be obliged to do less
nership in a business which eventually teaming to accomplish the same results
opened up the dazzling pathway to —he could get his produce to market in
wealth.
half the number of loads, because he
He bought an estate in his own county,
stood for his division of Cragshire and To carry this line of reasoning a little
entered parliament.
farther it becomes evident that if the
The American tour of the Sisters Pool farmer’s teaming were reduced one-half
Before he would need less horses than he rewas one succession of triumphs.
they had bien in the country three quires now, and would be enabled to
months Cissie had married a rich stock save not only the purchase price of the
broker. After two years’ domestic un- superfluous animals, but the cost of feedhappiness he lost his entire fortune in a ing them and of hiring men to care for
single day and committed suicide before them and drive them.
In this connection Isaac B. Potter, in
night. Carry remained single. They
returned to England to find other god- his “Gospel of Good Roads,” figured
desses reigning in their stead and a new that the farmers of the United States
fanatics worshiping at new have upon their farms draft animals—
race of
shrines.
Scylla and Charybdis were horses, mules and oxen—numbering 53,never again the attraction they had
393,888. He says: “Making the most
been. Even their old admirers found liberal allowance in favor of the farmer
them wanting. They said, “The elder and granting the necessity for the libone is coarse and vulgar, while the
eral use of horse power in the mainteyounger is doleful and uninteresting.” nance of agricultural traffic, it is easily
Life is short, but fame shorter. That is certain that the farmers of this countrythe history of the celebrated Sisters are keeping at least 2,000,000 horses
Pool, as told me by Gladbrook himself, more than would be necessary to do all
now M. P. from Cragshire, in his study,
the hauling between farm and market
where we sat in reminiscent chat one if only the principal roads were brought
evening, pieced together with much to good condition. If you assume that
which Carry told me long afterward. each of these horses is fed the ordinary
They sank lower and lower in public es- army ration of hay and oats, it requires
timation until Scylla fell a victim to 14,000 tons of hay or fodder and 750,000
alcoholic paralysis, nursed in her last ill- bushels of oats per day to feed these unness by the faithful Carry, who left the
necessary animals, which themselves
stage after her sister’s death and sup- have a money value of $14,000,000. The
ported herseir lor the rest ot ner me uy value of hay and oats fed to these horses
giving elementary music lessons to the per day is about $300,000 (valuing hay
children of the lower middle class. She at ten dollars per ton and oats at twenmade a little money in this way, and ty-three cents per bushel), or something
with this and the interest on some like $114,000,000 a year.”
money left her by an unknown friend,
There, without taking into considerakept herself comfortably for the rest of tion the Unnecessary wear and tear on
the
her days. She alway^read
political wagons, harnesses and animals which is
news when she returned home after her
day’s work. Glad brook never gave up penditure of $114,000,000 a year, aside
his' stall at the Vampire until the Sisters from the interest on and each year’s proPool retired from the boards, and then portionate share of the purchase price
he never entered a music hall again.
—$14,000,000. Is there any other reform
Ho never knew that while the elder which would save that amount to the
sister had pursued him with a relentless farmers in the course of twelve months?
hate the younger had fondly loved him,
But the saving of that sum is only one
and for his sake had refused more than of the profits which would accrue to the
one advantageous offer on “the other
farmer from good roads. Inquiry in
side.”—New York Press.
communities where roads have been improved will develop the fact that land
Smoko Stains on a Ceiling.
values have increased to a really amazSmoke stains can be removed from a ing extent; that a change for the better
calcined or painted ceiling by washing has come over the whole social condithe spot with water in which a handful tion; that crops have yielded profits
of soda has been dissolved, and from large out of all proportion to the inIn crease of taxation; that every one is happaper, by rubbing with stale bread.
either case, all dust and loose articles pier, better and richer because of the
siiouRl first be wiped off with a soft betterment of the thoroughfares.
Ail these things and many more will
cloth. Judgement must be used n> recome into the country when the farmbe
must
entirely ers demand
gard to tbe bread. It
rapid transit as earnestly as
free from any feeling of moisture, but the city men have.
not hard enough to scratch or glaze the
Edward Marshall.
paper.
Good roads mean quick and economIf the spot should happen to be in a
oonspicuor.3 place, and the paper a ical transportation, mean easy and safe
handsome one, it would be best to ex- travel, a saving of teams and vehicles.
periment on some less exposed surface By all means let us have good roads.—
Crowley (ha.) Signal.
first.-<k>od
_—
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Housekeeping.

Tom. Dick anil Harry appear again with their
Grandmother's receipts lor coughs, but the
people stick to Dr. Dull’s Cough Syrup.

“Behold the world rests.”
Headache and
neuralgia have been cured by Salvation Oil, the
great pain-remedy. Price 25 cents.

WHY

DINNER WAS LATE.

THE

WANTED._
which

Gold and Silver
Exhaustive Search Was Necessary te
duplicate
higliest casli price is paid. Also
Discover Important Utensils.
Wedding Presents bought, sold or exchanged.
An incident which occurred two or S. 8CHKYVEK, National Loan office, 400 Lonthree years ago, on the occasion of the gress street, Portland, Me.
one in need of the best
young German emperor’s visit to Greece, WANTED—Any
or the earliest to mature, l ow Is,
illustrates anew the fact, which no one please Laying
call at 105 Green street, and see them,
I keep alii breeds to sell.
No charge to see
sver
doubted, that the etiquette of a as
the fowls. S. YOUNG, 105 Green, street. 3-1
discomfort
court may
to
bring as much
J. G.
public to know thatClark
the king as to the people who surround
WANTED—The
CURKIElt, bell hanger, is at 137
him.
street.
Speaking tubes and bells of every
The kaiser holds the honorary rank of description put into hotels, private houses ana
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
admiral in the British navy. The com- orders by mail attended to.2-1
mander of the British squadron in Greek T17 ANTED—Ladies to know that the famous
waters tendered his majesty a dinner on
V t Blush of Roses is the Eiffel Tower of
board his ship. Of course the banquet toilet articles. The effect is immediate, adelightful, refreshing and charming, ami gives lovely
was to be a most elaborate and magnificomplexion. YOUR DRUGGIST.1-1
cent affair.
\\T ANT ED—A competent double-entry bookThe hour arrived, and the royal guest
▼ T
keeper will post books, make bills and
and assignin
all
brilliant statements for merchants, lawyers
and his suite and officers,
Jind
and correct errors in trial balances, or
ees;
No
uniform, were assembled. Then it was any work pertaining to bookkeeping.
Address,
evenings.
discovered that an important implement objection to working
BOOKKEEPER, P. O. Box, 1775,30-1
was missing.
Where was the emperor’s
persons in want of trunks or
knife and fork?
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 550
but
one
arm
For the kaiser, having
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
our goods, and can therefore give
that he can use—his left arm is with- manufacture
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
ered—ca.u unolH the -center, the sword or evenings until 9.
jn-» 13-4
the pen, but cannot use a knife and fork
[V ui ice.—wanted to buy from siuuu to *!;>,In their place ll 000 worth of castoff clothing; I pay the
as other people use them.
cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
he employs an ingenious contrivance highest
and children’* clothing, and gents’ winter overwhich combines in one implement both coats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
auglOtf
knife and fork, and does very well with it. LEVI, 97 Middle street.
Just at that moment it was discovered
LOST AND FOUND.
that the imperial knife and fork had not
been placed by the imperial plate. It
truth is mighty and will
was sought for, but it could not be
prevail.” I wrote to Miss E. S. Orr, East
Maine.
The
grip left me a hopeless
found. The emperor’s attendants were Harpswell,
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
it
advice
I
was quickly and permanently cured.
where
was.
knew
of;
no
one
inquired
M. A. HALL, Booth bay Harbor,
Then the knife and fork might have CAPTAIN
Me.
febB-d&wow
been left ashore, perhaps. A picked
261 Middle street.
PAGE’S,
crew were put into one of the ship’s
10c. Valentines, 3c.; 16c. Valentines, 6c,;
for Valenboats, and brawny backs bent over the 25c. Valentines, 10c; 50c. Novelties
tines, 31c. and 34c. Envelopes to match, 2. 3,
oars, for the errand was one that called 5 and 10 cents. 201 Middle street.30-1
for dispatch. The emperor's quarters in
have found the greatest cure on
the city were searched, but no knife and
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms; 1 suffered twelve
fork could be found.
Sufferand tried every known remedy.
All this time the dinner was spoiling. years
ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E.
S.
The search had bean made with all pos- ORR, East Harpswell, Me.jaii9d&w2m«
now
hours
two
sible energy, but it was
only place in the city where
since the table had lacked only the FOUND—The
you can get every description of gold,
.silver and nickel plating done; we give special
kaiser’s knife and fork. But the dinner attention to cleaning,
repairing and refimshing
could not be eaten until the kaiser was old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work,
huffing, etc.; lowest prices
ready to eat, and his eating implements for finepolishing,
work; we guarantee satisfaction.
must be found.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Union Sts.
_janlStf
Perhaps before this time the happy
thought had occurred to more than one SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
person, “The emperor may know where
have beer, notified in writing, as required
it is.” But up to this time no one had
bv Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
ventured to ask him. Would he, under 112, by John J. Ileriian, Jr„ of Portland, Me.,
and
the melancholy circumstances, take it that his Deposit Book, No. 47,837, is lost
that he desires a duplicate book issued to him.
amiss if he were questioned? Hunger
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treasurer.
rendered the host bold; with decorns
Portland, Me., Dec. 28,1891. jan293aw3wF
delicacy the emperor was approached,
and the momentous question was put.
FOR SALE.
Could he tell where his knife and fork
SALE—*2600;
grocery and provision
might bo found?
store; best corner in City of Boston; here
William
to
retire
as large real estate
wishes
here
it
12
is,” replied
years;
“Why, yes,
require all his attention; sell fixtures
II; and reaching inside his uniform he investments
at sacrifice and nice clean stock at inventory.
produced the much sought implement E. A. MARTIN, 186 Washington street, Boston, Mass.5-2
from an inner pocket.
SALE—Stable manure. Inquire of J.
The host forthwith led the way to the
FORB. CLARK & SONS, 37 Tyng street. 2-1
table, not only greatly relieved in mind,
NOR sale—Household goods nearly new
but deeply impressed with the fact that
will be sold at private sale Monday and
the affairs of Germany were in safe Tuesday, February 1st
and 2nd, at 35 BROWN
30-1
STREET.
hands.—Youth’s Companion.
for

WANTED—Old

In

_

WANTED—All

An

INOUND—I

WE

Eight
=

Daily

Page
AT

=

Six Dollars a Year il Paid In Advance.
WOT

PAID

aw

ADVAWCE,

$7.00.

Full and Complete Telegraphic News.
Local and

State

Fields

COMPLETELY COVERED.

FOUND.—“That

FOUND—At

it press

ran

FIRST-CLASS FINANCIAL AID HE
DEPARTMENTS.

NEWS
t,

INSTRUCTING
CENERAL

AND

READING

INTERESTING
FOR

ALL

THE

Family Circle Every Day.
Paper

FOR

Printed

on a

New, Fast, Webb Perfect-

ing Press, and Delivered All Over Western Maine in the Morning.

I

WANTED—Butler’s book is ready.
once to canvass In Cumberland
county. Address W. I.. HARVEY, General
agent, 75 Gray street, or call from 12 to 2 p. m,

AGENTS
Agents at

wanted for reliable
WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sin-total since 1885.
life

gle assessments
fund, responsible

management,

or

Liberal terms

features.

Reserve
“endow-

no

any speculato canvassers;

ments,”‘'partnership policies,”

tive

requisite. CorresponPROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
jan20-8

previous experience
dence invited.
Portland, Me.

SALE at cost I have a few imported
domestic overcoatings, suitings and
trouserjngs left which I will sell at cost, to
make room for Spring goods. Perfect fit or no
FEED W. GBOSSTUCK, 10 Free
money.

FOBand

AGENTS.

not

street.

A TRIAL FOR ONE MTH COSTS

_30-1

50 cts. IN ADVANCE

years old, weighs
In good condition: kind in
FOR925 pounds.
and
will stand without

SALE—Horse

seven

hitching,
every respect;
easy driver. Owner lias no use for her, and will
sell horse, harness and sleigh for SI 10.00, or
Can be seen at 203
horse separate for §85.00.
Franklin street.28-tf.
SALE—The fine residence, No. 41
street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street.jan!2-tf

FORThomas

storied

two

MALE HELP.

American

boy
bright
16 to 18 years old to learn the retail busiWANTED—A
from school
from

(one just
preferred); a good
fair penman; to answer in his own hand writing, with references. Address, M., Press oflice.
ness,

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
§5 up, Suits from §20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up, for casli only. Good fit or no money.
F. W, GBOSSTUCK. 10 Free street.
;jan2-7

FOR
my
from

F03FI

situation by a. male nurse of
experience. Address CHARLES PER
4-1
Waterville
Maine.
RY,

WANTED—A

the road to sell

WANTED.—Situation
staple goods, boots and shoes,
groceries,
in the
trade.
line

or specialty
general
years’ experience as salesman. Energetic, capable, reliable. References Al. Address “WORKER,” Press Oflice.3-1

CASTINE,

who

man

a

one

with from $5,000 to 10,000 preferred.

right party

salary

a

dress A. B..

of

$2,000

to

the

Ad-

3-1

Fkess office.
FEMALE

To

$3,000.

HELP.

young lady of experience
would like a position as double-entry
Can furnish best of
bookkeeper or cashier.
5-1
references. Address M., this office.

WANTED—A

a

competent girl,

a

WANTED—Bv
to do general housework in smalt
is

goou
50 men

cook ; co

gins

wameu

101-

chance

family;

iiotei

wora

waiting for employment; teamsters,
wood-choppers, ice and farm hands. Apply at
109

Federal St., MR S. PALMER’S office. 4-1

“VSTANTED—By thoroughly competent and
ti
experienced lady stenographer and typeBest reference.
writer. situation in an office.
Address, M. T.,this office.1-1

WANTED.—A
girl to do
ences

required.

capable

and

Hotel,

ME.

TO LET.

just received a flue line of
for Fainting which I should be
pleased to let at reasonable prices. Come in
and look them over. FRANK B. CLARK, 515
LET—I have

TO Studies

Congress

street.

_5-1

mo LET—Second floor in building occupied
X by the Lakeside Press. This floor has independent street entrance, power, steam heat,
elevator; is well lighted and a splendid opportunity Jor a light manufacturing business.
Apply at office, 117 Middle street, Lakeside
Press & Photo. Eng. Co., N. CRAFTS, Manager.
_3-1

Remington $2;
practically new, to be let. Address REMINGTON, Press Office._3-1

TYPEWRITER—Standard.

4-1

__3-1
good tailoress. Applv
WANTED—A
5481/2 CONGRESS ST., Room 10. 2-1

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

LET—Two

desirable

rooms

Inquire

THE SICK—Any lodge
private party desiring a watcher or
nurse for the sick, can find one ol’
experience,
with the best qualifications, hv inquiring at the
Bosworth Post building, Free St. or the Mason
ic Hall, Exchange St.
__2-4
Those in

want of a
PICTURES!
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money,
Pictures
would do well
a

framed,

skates and skate
Plush goods
straps. E. D. REY'NOLDS, Cor. Oak and Constreets.
2-1
gress

0.1

TO

LET—Two tenements on Preble street.
Inquire of JOHN M. 110VE T, 27 Monu-

Square.2-1

KENT—Tlie four story building, number 241 Middle street, now occupied by
Messrs. Clienory & Co., as a wholesale fancy
goods and manufacturing establishment. The
above is favorably situated and may he rented
Infor a term of years at a reasonable, price.
quire of CHKNEBY & CO., or BENJAMIN
SHAW, 51 lY Exchange street.febl-tf

FOU

rooms,
KENT,—Desirable
suite. Hot and cold water, bath,
TO gle
No. 2

sin-

Gray street, immediately
Apply
posite "The Sherwood."1-1

etc.

op-

mo BE LET—The elegant residence of the
X late N. C. Sawver. with a large and beauSituated at
tiful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords. corner of Deenng and Chestnut
streets, handy to schools, church, stores and
Would lease for a term of years; possescars.
sion given immediately,
inquire of E. A.
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
WATSON, at tile Public Library.2-tf
the spring

LET—Early
P. & K. E.
TO street,
size of
in

near

with steam power,

lighted, high posted,

lit for

on

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY’ is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentyfive Millions of Dollars to its policytheir beneficiaries and
more
than six
assets of
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

THE BEST MARINE NEWSPAPER IN MAINE.
If you are a Farmer you Want the Paper to Keep
You Posted on Prices of YOUR PRODUCTS.

TWO DOLLARS a Year; ONE DOLLAR tor Six Months; FIFTY GENTS
for Three Months; and 25 Cents for Trial Subscription of Six Weeks.

^80-1

TO LET, with board, in a private
Terms moderate.
family.
Reference*
required. 'Please address, A. W., at this ofltee.

*___8o-i_

TO

STATE, NATION, FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and tile WORLD OF ART and LITERATURE.

Kennebec

depot, room,
40x70, well
manufacturing of

kind. Also two rooms 20x70 each,
Address CHAS. BERTRAND,
with power.
Box 208, Woodfords._80-1
LET—Three very desirable tenements,
centrally located; Prices, $9, Slo and SI 2
per month; also for sale 0 houses near Union
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange
0091

IN

11.

most any

street.__

If You Read the MAINE STATE PRESS You
Will be Well informed on the Leading
Topics of the Day

room

TO

possesses

Pages filled with interesting and Valuable
Reading Matter.

THE SEWS OF THE WEEK COMPLETELY GIVES.

with

very
first class table board, good location.
TO
at 92 FREE ST.
Terms Reasonable.

furnished

FOR
WTATCHElt
ii
or

holders and

Twelve

171011

or eir

first or second mortgages on real estate, commercial paper,
or any good collateral securities.
Inquire ol
A. C. LIBBY’, 421/2 Exchange street.
4-1
on

to call on us.
and albums,

AN UNRIVALLED FAMILY WEEKLY.

KENT.—Store No. 259 Middle street.
A good opportunity for a boot and shoe
dealer to continue trade that has been established by the concern just withdrawing from
the retail business. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 Vz
3-1
Exchange street.

ment

TTfANTED.-Girl for general housework.
t T
Appty at 127 Western Promenade, corner of Bowdoin street.
References required.

MONEY

ifSSSS?3!

experienced

general housework. ReferApply at No. 8 Spruce street

TO loan

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

INE STATE PRESS

#

Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; has 52 guest rooms ; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a large owner it will be
J. E. MOORE,
sold cheap. Address
Thomaston, Me.
jan22FM&Wtf

any
Fifteen

thoroughly
understands the business to take the
WANTED—A
of
first-class resort hotel,

91

SALE!

Acadian

or

hotel

CO.

-THE-

6-1

management

of

large

one

Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
JOHN J.
and terms.
LANE, Publisher,
11-4
Laconia, N. H.

on

corner

PUBLISHING

PORTLAND

SALE—A
house,
WANTED to sell the history of
FORSheridan and Monument streets.
Apply at
the Dr. Graves, Sawtell and Almy murders,
AGENTS
8-4
87 MONUMENT STREET.
the
house,
illustrated, all in
book.

profusely

/

LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cumberlana street,

Address, PORTLAND PUBLISHING C0„

_18-4

mO LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
X Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, <;
oetT-tf
Danfurtli street.

PORTJLAA1K

-

Street,
TtlAIAJE.

t

Feb. 3.

|

New4’s reg...316V«j
N e w 4* s coup..1 3.6%
United States 2s reg.N.... 3 00
Central Pacific lsts.106*4Denver & R. G. 1st..13 7V-:
Erie 2ds...3 08%

Feb. 4.
11<>V2
116 J/a
100
108 Va
117

106%

Consols.100
>regon Nav. lsts.110 la

3 00
31 • %

'vansas Pacific

Quotations

of Staple Products iu tlu

Leading Markets.
and

Stocks

Strong

Minn, dr Kt. Louis

Nonnwesu.Mii

Quotations.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May.
90%
99%
199%
99%

CORN.

Opening.
Highest.

I.owest....

49
49

4S%

48%

May.

Jan.

July.
99

90%

Opening.

96%
Highest.
96%
Lowest.
Closing.96%

113

48%
113%
12%
4G
49

13Vs
29%
86%
80%
14%
70%
90

ordinary’ $11@$14.
$14;
J’otatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at

100%
99
100

Feb.
A

_:_

(IX/.

50

Highest..

40%
50

Lowest..

^losing.

J

May.
A Q

Opening.

Feh.

May.
41%
41%

May.

88%
85%

Opening.

Closing.

COBN.
40 4,
40%

v u

<11111

iiuiiuoiu

n

Domestic Marktes.

May.

Feb.

uuuico

CHICAGO. Feb. 4.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 11,000; shipments4500; moderately
active and steady to shade higher; gooo steers
4 50@4 80; no extra steers; others 3 20@4 40;
Stockers 1 85@3 25; cows 1 25@2 95.
Hogs—receipts 27,000; shipments 110,000;
opened active and strong;ciosed weak to lower:
rough and common at 4 40®4 45; mixed and
packers at 4 50 24 60; prime heavy and butchers' weights 4 6:>@4 75 ; light 4 25774 55.
Sheep—receipts 6000; shipments 400; slow
and steady,to weaker; ewes 3 0023 25; mixed
4 50@4 75; wethers at 4 80@5 35; Westerns
6 00®5 20.
Lambs 5 00(26 05.

May.
88%
88%

WHEAT.

Feb.

p uui,

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)

CORN.

Opening. 40%
Closing. 40
Thursday's quotations.

ou

brons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 5021 65; Maine
and N. H. choice Baldwies. 1 65@1 75; Greeu; Kings $2@2 50.
ngs 1 50® 1 62

40%
48%
49%

WHEAT.

Lowest. 84%

J.

and, N. YJSurbankS and white stars 45 ©- bn;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook He-

Wednesday’s quotations.
Feb.

Of-yatM

H

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

(By Telegraph.)

41%
415/s

NEW YORK,Feb. 4,1892.—The Flour market—receipts 39,936packages; exports 1200 bbls

weak and irregular;

and26,300 sacks; dull,
sales 18,3'0 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 25®3 85;
city mills extra .4 9025 10; city mills patents
5 10775 35; winter wheat, low grades at 3 25®
3 85; fair to fancy at 3 90@4 80 -patents at 4 4 >
@5 15; Minnesota clear 4 00 24 75; straights
no at, 4 85:2:5 00; do patents 4 50,25 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00 @4 75; superfine at 2 85(23 45;
fine 2 40® 3 15. Suothern flour dull and weak
at 3 9025 15; Rye flour dull and lower 4 00®
4 60. Buckwheat flour dull and weak at 1 60®
170. Buckwheat at, 52 Vz @57%. Cornmeal is
quiet and unchanged; Yellow Western at 2 75
(23 10. Wheat—receipts 33,000 bush; exports
354,464 bush; sales 11,200 bush; higher and
quiet; No 2 Red 1 0014@1 00% store andelev,
1 00%@1 02% afloat; 1 00%®1 03% f ob;
No 3 Red at 98c; No 1 Northern at 1 03; No 1
hard at 1 05; No 2 Northern at 06%®97%c;
No 3 Spring —e. Rve dull aud weak; Western
at 88@91. Barley'is dull and steady; No 2 Mil
_c.
Corn—receipts 135.625 hush; exports
169,538 hush; sales 137,000busli;higher and
firm with fair demand; No 2 at 4U%®60c elev,
c’f o b ;No 2 White 52%;
50% (a50% c afloat,
No 3 at 48@48!/2C; steamer mixed at 49C250
bush; exports 84,658
in,500
Oats—receipts
husli; sales 77.000 bush; stronger and quiet;
No 3 at 35c; White do 37%c: No 2 at 36%@
37c; White do a.t, 38@38%c; No 1 at 36VzC; do
White at, HOVzc; Mixed Western 34V5®37c; do
White 37@42Vze;White State 37«42%e; No 2

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
l’ar Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
Casco National Bank...100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
116
118
National Traders’ Bank.... 10O
103
105
Portland National Bank.... 100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
120
Portland Railroad Comnauyloo
110
115
Portland Water Co-....100
115
120
Maine Central K K.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
.102
103
1902—1912
Portland 4s,
Funding.
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102
110
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R. aid.108
121
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898, R R. aid.105
Bath 6s. 1897. Municipal..*... 102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 98
Belfast 6s, 1898.R, R. aid.IOC,
98
Belfast, 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding.. loo

Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.loo
Maine Central R. R. 7s,1898,1st. mtgll 3
7s, 1912, cons. mtgI34
«
“4%s.103
“g6s, 1900. extens’ulio
6s, 1895—1905 l>’bl02
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s, 1896.105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895.... 103
Portland & Ogd’ggBs, 1900, lstmtglos
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899... .108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

—

104
102
100
108
100
101
114
102
102
115
136
105
112

103
106
105
110
110
98

Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe E. 3914
C. B. & Q.107V*
Mexican Central. 19
Union Pacific. 46
Boston & Maine E..161V2

pfd.

BelliTelephone.209

New York and New England K. 47
do pfli.194
Wisconsin Central.,19
Ho
Maine Central.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth E.
Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 4. 1892.—The following
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.36Vi
Hocking Coal..'.16 50
Homestake.12 00
Ontario.44 00
Quicksilver. 4 00
r

are

ptd.20

00

Mexican. 2 00
2 90
Best & Belcher.
Horn Silver.
Con. Cala. & Va.
Could & Curry. ISO

Plymouth...

The

78%
124%

poor to

COHN.

No 7 at ]4Awl4Vi. Sugar—raw in demand
and firmer ;market tor refined steady and quiet;
outside quotations are those posted by trust;
inside figures cover rebate; No 6 at 3 9-167/
3 11-1 He :No 7 at 3 7-16&3 9-l«c ;No 8 at 3%<S
3y2c; No 9 at 3 5-107/3 7-1 Uc; No 10 at 3Vi
ra3%c;No 31 at 3 3-16S3 5-1 Gc; No 3 2 at 3 vs
&8%e: No 13. 3 3-ltta3 8-16; off A 3%@3% ;
Mould A 4Vsffi4V4C; standard A at4s4Vfee;
Confectioners’A 3% @4c; cut loaf at 54*5 Vs c;
crushed at 5;n,5 c; powdered Vs4S4I4c; granulated 4«4‘/4C; Cubes at 4Vsc4cqc. Petroleum quiet and easy; united at GOVac. Pork
dull amt firm;Beef <miet;beef hams active; Merced beef quiet; cut meats firm; middies steady.
Lard quiet and firm; Western steam closed at
6 72
; city steam at 0 35; refined is quiet and
unchanged; Continent at 7 00C7 35; S A 7 70.
Butter is quietand weak; Penn, oral 3iy2;<*32;
Western erm at 22 7i32; Elgin 32c. Cheese ill
fair demand and linn;,state 9%®12c; fancy 12.
Freights to Liverpool heavy and dull; grain
steam 2 V3d.
CHICAGO,Fety. 4.1892-The Flour market
is quiet; spring patents 4 30j*4 60: winter patents 4 307*4 50; bakers at 4 50 " 4 60; sM'uights
4 257*4 -10. Wheat closed firm and liigher;No2
Spring wheat at 8544c ;No 2 Red at 88c. Corn
more active and strong; No 2 at 40*4c.
Oats
quiet and firm; No 2 white at 28% (jSOc. No 2
Rye 78c.No 2 Barley at 66«.68c. No 1 Flaxseed
93@93%c. Provisions firm; mess pork 8 50.
Laid at 6 38«6 40. Short rib sides at 5 72%@
5 75.
Dry salt meats—shoulders at 4 G2y2(o;
4 75; short clear sides at 5 95ft6 00.
Receipts—Flour, 19.000- hills; wheat, 53,000
buslij’corn 157,000 hush; bats, 170,000 bush;
rye, 19,000; barley, 50,000 bush.
‘Shipments—Flour. 18,000bbis;wheat. 27.000
hush; corn, 190,000 hush; oats. 749,000 bush;
rye, 6.000 bsh; barley, 71.000 bnsli.
ST. LOUIS. Feb. 4. 1892.—The Flour market is steady and unchanged; family 3 15(63 20;
choice 3 30 A2 40;fancy 3 7063 80; extra fancy
Wheat higher;
4 00 6,4 10; patents 4 35 4.445.
No 2 lied 87@87V2'e, Cornhigher;No 2 at SGVt
Oats strong and quiet; No 2 at 29% c.
« 364c.
Rye—no Made :No 2 c. Barley quiet, steady;
Minn B144C; Iowa —e. Provisions linn; pork
at 9 25 for old, and 11 50 for new. Lard at 6 15
tills side, 6 207*6 25 east side. Dry salt meats—
shoulders 4 65; long and ribs 5 95; short clear
it 6 3 5. Bacon—shoulders at 5 25; longs and
ibs 6 40; short clear 6 50/77/ 0 55.
Hams 9 00(6,9 10.
—

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Feb. 4, 1892.
following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

41%
90%

^

<By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL; Feb. 4, 1802.—'The Cotton
market is steady; middling 3 15-16d; sales 12,000bales; speculation and export 1500 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Feb. 4. 1892.—Quotations—
Wheat at 7s6%d@7s7d; Spring
Winter
Wheat at 7s 8V2d.«7s 9d; Mixed American
Corn 4s 3bid. Cheese 58s.

PORTLAND. Feb. 4, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.;
Superfine &
Cprn, caialots.65V2@56
low grades.4 75@5 00 Com, bag lots.. 58@59
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots.. 56@57
XX Turing. 5 00@5 25 > Oats, car lots... 43@44
Patent Sprng
Oats, bag lots.. 45@47
Wheat... 5 50@5 75 Cotton Seed,
car lots.. $27@27 50
Mich, str’ght
bag lots. $28@29 00
roller.$5%@5l*t
clear do.. .4ys®5 10 Sacked Br’n
lots.. $21 @22 00
car
StLouis st’gt
rooler
5s/s®5 50 I bag lots. $23@24 00
clear do... 5 25®5 37 [ Middlings.. $22@2o 00
I bag lots. $23@26 00
Wnt’r wheat
Provisions.
patents.. 5 50®5 75
risk.
Pork, Bits.15 25(0)16 00
....

Cod—Large

clear... 15
short ctsl5

00
25
25
50
50

.0 75@7
do.. 5 00®5
.... 3 25® 4
Haddock... 3 2553
Hake.2 00@2
Shore
Small
Pollock

...

Beef,extra
mess...

50@15
25@15

8
10

25
50

50@

9 00
00@10 50
50@11 00

plate...
ex-plate.10
Lard, tubs. 6V4@ 7%
14@18c nerces... 6%@ 7%
pails- 6% @11

Herring, box

Scaled....
Mackerel, hi
Shore Is..8 24@®2G
pure leaf.loy2@ll
Shore 2s..$ 14®$l(i Hams-10 @10%
docovTd.il @11%
Med. 3s...ll50@§13

Large

3s..
Produce.
Cpe Cran’s.. 6 60@8 50
Pea Beans.. 2 00®2 15

Oil.

I Kerosene, Portland ref. pet... 6%

Ligonia.6%

I Centennial.6%
75@2 10 i Pratt’s Astral.. 8y2
90®2 25 ; llevoe’s brilliant 8%
Raisins.
65®2 75
45® 50c i Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
5o®3 oo | London layT2 00@3 50
Oupura lay’r.8 @9%
6y2@7
65®2 75 :Valencia.
Sugar.
14®16c
15 a\ 7 It I Ex-qiial’ty fine'
13® 14c
granulated.. .4 7-16
Turkeys.... 17® 18c Standard do... 4%
Extra
C. 3%
I
Apples.
Seed.
No 1 Bald|
1 90@2 00
00
I
2
Red
wins .1 7 5®
Top.
ating.2 26®2 50 Timothy.. .1 50@1 60
t
10c
Clover.10 @17
vap ft lb..
8®

Medium do.
Ger. med... 1
Yellow Eyes.l
Cal. Pea. ...2
Irish Potat’s
Sweets
2
Onions—Natives.2
Geese.
Chickens...
Fowls.
....

..

Butter.

Lemons.
4 00@5 00
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50®4 50

Creamery.28@30
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29
Choice.20@21

...

Oranges.
Valencia—4 50®5 00 Good.19@20
2 00®3 00 Store.18@19
Florida
....

CTippkP.

Malager gpes6 G0@8 00

Eggs.
|N. Y.fet'ry.l2y2@13ya
ext_25<®26 Vermont.. 12y>®!3
Held.21®22 I Sage.14 ®14'A
Eastern

Limed.2021

Leather.

Bread.

Piot Sup.7 Vi® 8
do sq.5 Va®G
5
Crackers
®<3
....

Coal.

[ New York-

Light.10@20
Imw weight-21@22
Heavy.22@23

Cumberland.4 50®5-00 S laughter.31® 2
(iood d’mg.19®20
Acadia.
6 00 Am. calf..... ..60®70
Chestnut_
Lumber.
7 50
Franklin....
0 00 S'tli pine.... $30®$40
Lehigh.
Clear pine—
Coffee.
Rio, roasted.... 18® 21 Uppers..«65®70
Java do.21K®30 Seiect.$46® 62
Fine common. ..$38®45
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & lids—
spruce.$ o(0i4:
Mol. city. 2 00®2 10 Hemlock.$11(012
Clayboards—
Sug.count'y 90c®
Country Mol,
Spruce, X.$36038
hhd sliooksl 15®1 20 Clear.$34035
2d clear.$25028
lihd hdgml
No 1. $15020
32 in. 24®26

Spruce35in 20®22
Soft pine36 20S22

Hardpnesi 26®30
Hoops 14ft.
Hoops -13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Ainer’u H ltiiotis®ll
Manilla
12®14
Manilla bolt
@14
rope.
Russia do..
17®18
Sisal.9Vi®10*4
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.... lS@l 4
Acid tart.40® 42
Ammonia-- 15®20
....

A uling

nhr

Pine.$25050
Shingles—

X cedar-3 6003
cedar. 3 0003
X No 1..... 2 0002
No 1 cedar. .1 2501
.1 2501
Spruce.
Laths,spec. .2 200 2
Lime-Cement.
I Lima,IP* csk. 1 000 1
:Clear

I

..

Cement.1 4001

75
25
25
50

50
25
05
60

Matches.

50

Star,IP gross
JDirigo.
Meatls.

39040

Copper-

.00019
14048 com.
39
Polished copper.

id) 8

....

Bals copabia.. .6F®70 14x48 planished.

Beeswax.35®40
6
Blcli powders...

35
20

Bolts.
Y M sheath....
Y M Bolts.

27
J 2®14
.2 Vs® 5 Bottoms.28030
43
Cochineal.40®
Ingot...13014
Copperas.1 Va® 2
TinCream tartar— 30®36
Ex logwood... 12® 16 Straits .22@24
22
Gumarabic.. .70@1
English.23025
Aloes cape.15®25 Char. I. Co. .7 0007 50
Camphor.60@62 Char. I. X. 9 2609 65
Terne.0 000 8 50
Mytrh.52®55
16018
Opium.2 25®2 50 Antimony...
Shellac.36@40 Coke..6 0008 50
00
1
Zinc.7
60@8
Indigo.8 c®$
15 Va
Iodine..... .3 75®$4 Solder Va x-Va
\.
Borax
Brimstone.
..

....

Ipecac.2y0®2

25

Molasses.

15®20 Porto Rico.30040
Lac ex.34®40 Barbadoes.32033
Morphine.. 1 9o®2 20 Cienfuegos ....38040
Oil bergamot4 00®4 25 Boiling.
Cod liver.. .110@1 35 Fancy Ponce... 39040
Lemon.3 00®3 25
Olive.1 00®2 60 Cask,cut.... 1 9002 00
2 1502 2d
wire
Peppt.3 25®3 50
Naval Stores.
Wintergree n2 00®2 12
Potass br’mde. .28@33 Tar IP bbl. .3 6003 75
Chlorate.17®18 Coal tar....5 2506 50
.2 86®3 00 Pitch.3 0003 25
Iodide.
.90®95 Wil. Pitch. .3 0003 6
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31®30 Rosin.3 0004 00
Rheubarb, rt.75c@l 50 Tupentine, gal.. 40@50
Rt snake.3o®40 Oakum.80 9
Liconce, rt...

..

Oil.

Saltpetre.10® 10

Linseed.38043
Boiled.41046
900100
Whale.. .65065

Senna.25®30
Canary seed.... 4@4Va
Cardamons .1 00®1 75
Soda, by-earb3®0%

Sperm.

Sal..2Va®3 Bank.40045
Shore.35040

Sulphur.... .3Vai®3
Sugar lead.20®22
White wax-55®60
Vitrol, blue-8 ®10

Porgie.35040

Lard.60070
Castor.1 2501 35
.90c@l 00
$10®13 Neatsfoot

Vanilla,bean

..

Elaine.26050

Duck.

Paints.

No 1.32
No 3.28
No 10.20

Lead—

8 ..12 Pure ground.7
10 dz... .15 Red.7

0007

50

@714
@3 Va

Eng V en Recl3

.Gunpowder—Shot.

Blasting.... 3 50®4 00 Am Zinc... .5 00@7 00
2 Vs
Rochelle...
Sporting.. .4 «*0®61 60
50
Rice.
Droi) s)iot.25 tbs.
Carolina
.f>%@7
Buck, B, BB,
OV20G
T. TT, F.1 76 Rangoon
Saleratus.
Hay.
....

Saleratus
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OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FOR
TIMK
FROM
Now York.. Antwerp.. .Feb b
Waesland
City AlexandriaNew York.. Havana.... Feb b
Fennland.New York. Antwerp.. Feb b
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janero Feb b
Rugia.New York. Hamburg Feb 4<\
Arizona.New York. Liverpool Feb
Aurania.New York. Liverpool.. Feb 0
...

..
..

Race Hoi\se,

bay.
Mary Elizabeth,shore
ponton, Boothwith
main
hslung,
Amy Wixon,

broken.

Cleared.
Tf

Steamphip Sardinian, (Br) Hughes, Liver-

A Allan.
Sch Kail-Hoad,
*

Simmons, rnenasmp—J n
Blake.
Sch Chaparral, Teel, Port Clyde—,T H Blake.
Sch Shepardess, fibbetts, Kew Harbor—J H
Blake.
Sch Danl Webster, Hatch, Pemaquid—J H
Blakesell Bozella, Torrey, So-West Harbor—J H

Blake.

SAILED—Sehs Jos 'W

Hawthorne,

Matilda

Borda, Brigadier, Charley Wooisey.

exchange dispatches.
Ar at Cadiz 3d inst, sell S G Haskell, Richardson, Boston.
Passed Brow' Head 3d inst. steamer Texas,
Portland for Bristol.
Arat Demerara 2d mst. barque Leventer,
Gerry, Greenock.
Ar at St Jago .Jan 16, sch J H Convers, Drisko
St Thomas, to load for North of Hatteras.
Ar at St Pierre Jan 6, sch Jas Boyce, Jr, Dun_

Philadelphia.

Memoranda.
Sch Tin T Donnell, lately ashore at Westport,
is discharging her cargo of ieo at railway wharf.
Cape Elizabeth, preparatory to hauling on the
railway for repairs.
Barque Golden Sheaf, Chandler, at Philadelphia from Cienfuegos, reports heavy weather on
the passage, split several sails, and carried away
goose neck to truss on lower topsail yard.
Sch Norman, Sargent, from New York Jan 26
for Para, put into Bermuda 3d inst with cargo
shifted.
Salem, Feb 3—Capt Richardson, of schr Sea
Foam, from New York for Lubee, reports, 2d
inst, SSE from Thatcher’s Island 18 miles, saw
a schr of about 80 tons, apparently a fisherman,
bottom up.

Vineyard-Haven, Feb 3—Sch Zamora, before
reported ashore, was towed off to-day, apparently uninjured.
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, steamers Cuvier. Santos
Jan 6; Niagara, Sagua; barque Mary E Russell,
Nichols, Philadelphia; sells R D Spear. Farr,
Manzanilla 27 days: Drisko. Drisko, Norfolk;
Fred B Balauo, Suffolk; G M Porter. Johnson.
Calais; Leora A Thurlow, Roberts, Bridgeport
for Norfolk.
Cld 3d, barque Virginia, Pettigrew', for Buenos
Ayres; sch Stephen Bennett, Anderson, Fernandina.
Sid 3d, barque Chas F Ward, Buenos Ayres.
Passed Hell Gate 3d, sehs Orizimbo, NYork
for Calais; Hattie Turner, do for Portland; DJ
Sawyer, do for Boston; Cathie C Berry, do for
do; Charley & Willey, do for Rockland; G L
Dickson, Hoboken for Bostou.
Sid fm Hart Island Roads 3d, barque Hepry A
Litchfield, from Port Johnson for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sehs Everett Webster. Endieott, Philadelphia; Metropolis, Smith, Deer
Isle-

►MU

4l.ll,

»UU3
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j.uiuuuu,

Florence E Tower, lor Vineyard-Haveu.
ASTORIA—Sid 2Uth, ship Reaper, Taylor,
(from New York) for Portland, O.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2d, barque Portland
Lloyd’s, Forbes, Iquique.
Sid 3d, ship Manuel Llaguno. for New 'Vork.
PORT BLAKELY—Ar 28th, ship Prussia,
Reynolds, San Francisco.
PENSACOLA—Cld 3d, sehK H ,J Cottrell, Haskell, Havana; E H Cornell, Wass, Galveston.
FERNANDINA—Ar 3d, schs Harry White,
Hopkins, Brunswick; William Smith, Babbidge,
New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 3d. schs Lizzie Chadwick,
Clark, New York; Harry White, Hopkins, Fernandina.
Sid 3d, sch Abbie C Stubbs, Pendleton, New
York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 2d. sch A D Lamson,
Smith, New York.
Cld 3d, sch Jennie F Willey, Bulger, St Simons
to load for Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 3d, sell G H Holden, Carlisle. Port an Prince.
NORFOLK—Ar 2d, sch G H Sprague, from St
f
Vincent.
Sid 3d, sell Augustus Hunt, for Hoboken.
NEWPORT NEWS-,Sid 3d, sell C A Campbell. for Boston.
SCOTLAND—Sid 2d, sell Fannie H Stewart,
Lane, New Haven.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 3d, sch Henry Souther, Chadwick, Port Spain.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, sch Charles E Young,
Savannah.
Ar 3d, sells Cactus, Wiley, New York; Independent, Case, Portsmouth.
Cld 3d. sell Walker Armington, Drinkwater,
Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d, sch Rob Boy, for
Matanzas.
Ar 3d, barque

Cieufuegos.

Goldon Sheaf, Chandler, from

Cld 3d, sells Ellen Crusoe,Tapley, St Thomas;
Lois V Place, Willey, Caibarien.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 3d, sell Henry S
Woodruff, Maeorris.
Sid I'm Delaware Breakwater 2d, barque E O
Clark, for Havana.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 3d. sch Annie F ConIon, Muuroe, Portland; Lizzie Ileyer,-.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, Lena White, White,
Rockland via Providence.
VINEYARD HAVEN— Ar 2d, schs Danl B
Fearing. Elizabethport for Boston; Maggie Hurley. Rockland for New York; E H King, Eastfor Fall River;
port fo.i do; Albion, Millbridge
Edw Lamever, Hoboken for Portland; Joe Carlton, Newport-ior kockpuiu
In port 1st, sells Elizabeth S Cook, Chas E
Sears, Telegraph, Zamora, Ella Frances, Nellie
J Dinsmore, Oliver S Barrett, George M Adams.
Sarah Louise, Eva May, Myra W Spear, and
Dora Matthews.
FALMOUTH, MASS—In port Feb 2d, schs
Olivers Barrett, Wallace, and Geo M Adams,
Standish, Portland for Philadelphia.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 2d, sch Telegraph, from
New York.
SALEM—Ar 2d, schs Wit Chester, Maeliias
for New York; Ella F Crowell, Tliomaston for
New York; Ella Pressey, andB H Jones, Rockland for do; Ella Francis.Boston for Mt Desert;
Abbie Bowker, Friendship for New York; Sea
Foam, New York for Lubec; Clias E Sears, fm
Elizabethport for Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, sells Martha Innis,
and Mary J Lee, Rockland for New York; Catawamteak, do for do; Nelson E Newbury, Horse
Island for do.

Finest and

& ttamford Falls
LINE. Portland

BLUE

Safest Trains

Washington

Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Sa turdays at (S p. ni. Returning, leave Pier 38,
Fast River. New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p.'m.
J. k COYI.E, Manager.
*7 00
General
Agent.
j F. LISCOMB,

STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILY—Froth W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sunnier and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dix(ieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
J-- !,. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

leave

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
dtf
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
je27
feb4__flH_
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
DOMINION LINE.
ltoyal

21.

Mar.

II.
25.

Feb. 13.

Mar. 10.
34.

Mar. 13.

Apr.

Apr.

Fel).

LABRADOR,
OREGON,
SARNIA,

4.
18.
3.
17.

LABRADOR,
OREGON,

TABLE NOVEMBER
New York from foot of

27.

7.

in..

Parlor ears
1 rains.

Royal

ISLAND

HARPSWELL

Line

I

From

and after

Jan.

11th Feb.

4th

Sardinian,

Feb.

“Numidian, 18th

3rd Mar.

From

TIME TABLE, commencing
WINTER
day. November 1, 1891:

m.

F’or Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Mexico,

of Panama.
For

Japan and China,
NEWPORT—sails WednesdayJfeb. 10, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
F'or F’relght, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,
dtf
jeio

PHILADELPHlI

band’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a

Wednesday and Saturday.
Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

From Boston every

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. in. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Inof sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip #18.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 81) State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dl£
Mass.
surance one-half the rate

thrill of new life ; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
and his former condition, lie was a walking
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a iitfle of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.

Boston Steamers.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FARE OILY
STAUNCH SEAGOING

reeling

$1.00.

uiat >ve
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migc
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ui

gratitude, and this acknowledgement ot the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. PEKCIVAL F. MA11ST0N,
Andover, Mass.
janllM,W&F'tf

STEAMERS,

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, 7 Portland,
o’clock;
every evening, Sundays excepted, at.

arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B.,COYLE,
J. F. LISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager,
dtf
sepl G

HAYNES"
^VRABIAN,
nR.

BalsaM
One of the Best Medicines Eves
Invented for

PERFECT AND 1DI8IEDIATE RELIEF

Spoken.
29. lat 28 54. Ion 67 45. ship Isaac Reed,
from Kong Kong for New York.
Feb l, lat 40 40, Ion bo, ship Swanhilda, from
Havre for New York.
Jan

IN CASES OP PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound is achieving the most
eignal triumphs, astonishing many who have occu*
sion to use it by tbe certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and in^rnrlly. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys' 'fas, Inflammation
oj the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, \eaj'ness, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back 01 shoulders. Piles,
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchiti

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, G boxes for $5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each

purchaser

of G boxes, when

p. m.; Night Pullman
^Sundays included.

purchased

at

one

time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

Price 25c. and

$1

at al.

druggists.

E. MORGAN & SONS, Prop’s,
PKOVXBENUS, R. I

aplo

eod&wly

*1.40 a.

m.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent,
nov24dtf
Nov.
20, 1801.
Portland,

Boston Jk Maine R.
In Effect October

R.

1891.

4,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beacli, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. ill.; Old OrchardBeach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. ill., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00. 8.45
a. ill., J 2.40, 3.30, 5.f5, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. in.; Manchester
ami Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
111.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
J8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. in.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. 111., 1.00,
4.00

n.

m.

.Sunday Trains from Union Station, tor Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., 0.00 p. 111.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. m. daily) tO.OO a.
m., ($1.00 p. iw. daily) 16.00 p. in.
Boston lor Portland, 7.00 a. ill.. (+9.00 a. in.
daily) 12.30 p. ni., (*7.00 p. in. daily.)
ton

Andover, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
A. I,. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our ex
perience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my hus-

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

THE

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc.. 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowhegan anil Lewiston,
12.25 p. m. ; St. John. Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.: Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans. Bridgton, 8.00

307 Wall street, 1
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9, 1891. j
Gents—X have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds, lust August
I tried your Food, and have used it up to this
date daily. 1 have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Bespectfully,
W. C. HUG UNIN.

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

From

Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Jolinsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. ill.
The 8.45 a. in. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire,
Vermont, Chicago and
the West: and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. in. train
cific Coast points.
counects at Montreal with trains via “boo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

—

Centra! and South

America and

Sunday mornings.

on

White Mountains and

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your liquid
Food. I have taken live 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I w ould have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall como out
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
I
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
wc have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of savimr her life.

On and after Nov. 2. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Kastport, same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. !3?“Freiglit received up to 4.00

BOSTONAND

yond Bangor,

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

mus

Mon-

QONSUMPTION!

and all parts Of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on.
St. Andrews, N. B.

California, Japan, China,

m.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St'. Jolin, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and til.30 p. in.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.; St. Andrews, 11.30 li. ill.
*Ruus daily, Sundays included. tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night,. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or be-

~

FOR

a.

in.

Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. in.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
octSOdtf
General Manager.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

LINE

tu

ISllsworth

Leave

International Steamship Co.

—

oiumap vniy

Bangor & Piscataquis R* K. via Dexter, J .15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

6th Feb.
20th ',
5th Mar.

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galwav. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30 Apply to H. & A. ALLANS’ and T. I*.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24

p.

at 6.40

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

STATE LINE {

FOR

MERRY-

and Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

Circassian,
cattle
will
*S. 1si Numidian
carry
cabin
and only
passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60 according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
Service 0f Allan Line Steam-

—

STEAMBOATTo.

Nov.

8.30

a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, J.15 p.
ni.;
and for Raugeley at 8.30 a. m.
Oakand
Readtield
Monmouth, Winthrop
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, $11.30 p. in.
Skow'liegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. ill.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., 1.15, $11.30 p. in.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. ill.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. TU.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on

STEAMERS.

2,1891, steamer
Orr’s Island
ON CONEAG, will leave

Liverpool I Steamships I Portland. [ Halifax.
21st Jan. 23rd Jan.
31st Dee. ! Parisian,
14th
28tli

p. m.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston,

n. m.. for Portland and Intermediate landings.
ruiruiiN leave rortianct nerior urrs isianu

Steamships.

I

night

dtf

ilec22

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
I

on

Boston office, 211 Washington street.

o-

Mail

day trains-Sleepers

on

England.

A ironic

Allan

night.

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

_

__

12.15

On and after November 2b. 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. in.. 1.10, 5.05 p. ni.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. in., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox arid Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., i.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallo-well and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30

For Baltimore anil Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a, m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.

30.
l>.

31.
SARNIA,
j
_23.
“Cabin. $40 to $G0; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmouth Pock Direct.
I
From
7 I „K™m
Avenmoutb. I
Steamship. I_Portland._
January 23i IDOMINTON, | February 10.
22.
I
February 4. I TORONTO,
7.
18.
1 March
| TEXAS,
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
iiiry^uuu

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Ouebec, Montreal
and tlie West.

I.eave
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 a, m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m.,
12.15 night,
Sundays-9.00,
10.30. 11.30 a. m., 1.80, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.

_:ik

__

service.
15, 1891.
Liberty street,

car

TIME

Calling a! Halifax Outwards and Homewards
From
Eimir
j From
Liverpool.
Steamer._Portland, j llalitax.
Jan. 30l
Jan. 28.
Jam 7i SARNIA,
Feb.

Unequaled dining

gas.

Steamships.

Mail

Foreign Ports.

Chadwick, Washington.
Ar at Cienfuegos 2d Inst, barque John Swan,
Peterson, Barbadoes.
Ar Matanzas Jan 28, brig Ernestine, Doull,
Boston.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 28, barque Au Sable, Loring. Baltimore.
Ar at Bermuda’3d Inst, sell Norman, Sargent,
from New York for Para, cargo shifted.

Railway.

Id, 1891.

Leave Portland via (;. T. lUiilway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. ni.
HETUBNINC -Leave Cantufl 4.30 and 9.30 a.

—BETWEEN—

Ar at Nanaimo Jan 28, ship Tacoma, Sheldon,
San Francisco.
Ar at Frey Bentos Jan 2. sch B C Cromwell,
York, Portland via Montevideo.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Jan 11, barque Archer, Haney, New York.
Sid 9th. brig J H Crandon, Norwell, Imbetiba.
sch J W Fitch, do.
Ar at Cape Town Jan 9, barque Lillian, Hinds
New York.
At Cienfuegos Jan 2o, barque Elmiranda, for
North of Hatteras, to commence ldg 26th; schs
Chas L Davenport, for do. nearly ready; W H
Swan, do do; Geo E Wolcott, and Nina Tillson,
wtgrweiSGii Bartlett, do; Fostina, and Frank
T Stinson, disg; S C Ropes, wtg.
Sid fm Port Spain Jan 9, sch Henry Souther,

Iu Effect November

th© World

in

York, Philadelphia. Baltimore and

New

City

Steamers Manhattan and Cottage

KA1 LROA I»S.

RAILROADS.

ROYAL

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.

From

FROM OOR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HABBOB, Feb 4—Sid, sehs El
len Merrlman, Low, Beltast for Boston; Odell.
Wade, do for do; Byimette, Knox, Searsport for
do; JW Denning, St John. NB, for New Bedford ; Frank G Rich, Reed, Belfast; Geo Washington, do; Carrie C Mills, Rockland for New
York.

can,

Steamship Company.

Maine

••

Steamer Cumberland1. Thompson, Boston for
NB.
EaStport and St. John,
Sell J W Durant, St Jolm, NB, for NowBed-

j

STEAMERS.

IfonoMdar?:iJ>S^WUldel;; ™«]n

..

Pressep.$12@13 j

■

c,
0
(i
(i
(i
o
6
to
11
13
13
19

Millbridge.
f'Soil Lulu, Wilson,Rockland
tor New Vork.

Portland Wholesale Market.

garian, 90c@$l.
Hay—Choice.—$@19 00; some fancy higher;
fair to to good at $16®$17; Eastern hue, $12@

WHEAT.

Foreign Markets.

37
188

Beans—N Yk band-sicked pea, 1 9o@$2; marrow pea, SI k5@l 90; choice screen pea, 1 60®
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 85@1 90; choice yellow eyes. O 00 ®1 90; California pea beans,2 30
@2 40; hand-picked, 2 50@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55@1 65;red top. 1 75®.$2;
Western Jersey. 2 00@2 25; clover, 8@9c;Hun-

May.

Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.

New York Stock and

18%
ini's

14c.

Feb.
49%
49%
49Va
49%

Jan.

do

22

—

__

New York

114%
19%
75

11 00.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTF.DBY PULLEN, CROCKER Si CO.

do

lays

141

Hams at D 'k c; small do 1 Oe; pressed hams
11V2C.
lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
Lard—Choice 7c
pails in cs 7Vsc.
dressed
6%c t> lb; country
Hogs—Choice city
do 5%e.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 30@31c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24@’29c;
extra imitation creamry 25@26c factory choieee
@31c;
—@23c; Northern creamery, choice
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
24@2Ge; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
29®30c. Tile above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12@12%c; fair to good at 8@ll%c;Western choice 11 %@>12e; fair to good 8%@llc;
sage at 12%@13c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 27@28c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 26@—c; extra Vermont anu
New Hampshire at 27@2Sc; Western 27i®28c;
Michigan firsts 26c; held stock at 18®20c;
limed 17@18c. .Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 16@18c; fowls 13.® 14c; fair
to good at 10@14; Western dry packed turkeys
choice 15@j—e; fowls 12@13o; chickens 13@

cheese 11,000 do dross i 1,300 do zinc 66.880
do butter 1120 do fish 650 cs match splints 26
do leather 222 do matrasses 3i do organs 255
canned fish 5968 bbls apples 457 bdls mdse 23

Opening..
Closing.

1

pju.141

BOSTON, Feb. 4, 1892.—T^e following are
quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50; short cuts at
00 00@14 75; backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

Foreign Exports.
E1VERPOOL. ENG. Steamship Sardinian8425 bush wheat 11,500 do peas 10,925 do oats
1.061.280 do bacon 3000 do pork 496,340 do

NEW YORK, Fell. 4, 1892.-Tlie Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales 10b hales ;
ordinary uplands 0 1-1 Be.; do Clull 5 o-l be; good
middling uplands
ordinary stained at 4 9-1 be ; stained
7 13-lb.
7 7-ltic; do Gulf 7 13-lfic;do
Cotton
1892,-The
Fell.
4.
NEW ORLEANS,
mm-k-Al is stf'ndv: middling
CHARLESTON. Feb. 4. 1892.-T1J0 Cotton
market is quiet; middling 0%b.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 4. 1802.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 6%c.
MOBILE, l-'eb. 4. 1892.—The Cotton market
is quiet; middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS. Feb. 4. 1802.—The Cotton marmarket is easy; middlings 6 13-16c.

23%
87

Knis""*

vMINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB.

(By Telegraph.!

117

to-dav’s

PORTLAND, Feb. 4.

Jan.

82%

Boston Produce Market.

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland. 71 cars mis'cellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 159 cars.

4

20

20

..

Receipts.

96

73

North American. 15%
Pacific Mail. 37%
Pullman Palace.180%
Reading. 41Vs
Rock island. 9U%
St. Louis & San Fran.
ilo pfd.
do 1st.
St. Paul. 78%
do pfd.124%
St, Paul, Minn. & Mann.113%
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%
do pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 12%
Union Pacific. 45%
U. S. Express. 49
13
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd. 20%
Western Union. 86%
Sugar Trust. 80 vn
do pfd....
Richmond & West Point. 14%
do pfd. 72
Oregon Nav. 90

Grocers* Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6e j coffee crushed, 3% e; yellow, 3c.

Highest...
Lowest.
Closing.

122%
118%
107 Va
8 Vi

New York Central.114%
New York, Chicago & St'Louis. 19%
<Io pfd... 75%
Ohio & Miss.
Out. & Western. 18%

Retail

96%
963/s
95%

22

Missouri Pacific. 82Vi
New Jersey Central.115
Northern Pacific common. 23M:
.Northern Pacific pfd. 88%
Northwestern.117%

Transatactions the Stock Exchange aggregated 418,300 shares.

July.

pfd.

a

XU8

Manhattan Elevated.117%
M ichiaran Central.107
Minn.-dr St. Louis.
8%

trading.

Jan.

<1

72%

Louis & Nash.

point was 4V4 Deiow uinii
Sell& New England displayed some weakness.
Louising in Western Union, St Paul, Atchison,
markville and stocks mentioned was shown by
ed increase in business done. The pressure
material
was removed toward 2 o'clock when
in the
recovery occurred, Coal stocks leading
upward movement- During the last hour the
market was mnch less active. Lackawana con.
tinned to advance on large business reached
147%, Jersey Central scored handsome gain,
Reading held steady. The general list displayed a firm temper, closing active and firm, at
generally insignificant changes fromjirst prices,,
the advance of 4 in Edison being the feature of

Opening.

gt%

.108%
Central..
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 21%
132%
Lake Shore.

At New York money is easy, ranging from
la(a>2 per cent.; last loan at 1 V-i, closing at 2
per cent. Crime mercantile paper at 3Vi@6>/a
per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and strong
with actual business iu hankers’ hills 4 84:;i
for 60-day bills and 4 87 for demand; posted
Commercial bills 4 8414
rates at 4 86@4 88.
@4 86j/2. Government bonds dull and steady.
Bailroads have been active and firm.'
In the stock market after 12 o'clock a most
determined drive was made at Distillers, and it
which
was knocked off from 4814 to 45%, at

Grain

16%

Illinois

1

sundry pkgs.

124%
147

Erie..go
714/8
Erie preferred..

Firm.

Railroad

330
160
1 <)7*

_New York- -Bremen-Fab
Ems
i'itv WashiimtuNevvYork. -Hav&Mex. .Keb
Now York. Liverpool.. Keb
Arwona
New York. Liverpool .Keb
Mirania- •'
Bremen.... Keb
New York
York. Lotterdam Feb
Wei'keiidam Now Yoj
k. Kio .Janeiro Feb
Alllanca _New
.Feb
.New 'Nork- Laguayra
Venezula
Feb
Cienfue&os*... .New York- Cienfuegos
Janeiro
Feb
New
Vigilaueia
Y°r\c
Feb
New York. Kingston
Alane..
Atlios ....»- New York Costa Rica Feb

Cotton Markets.

3J%
2514

Hudson Canal Co.. 124 Vb
Delaware. Lackawana & West..] 44
Denver & Rio Grande........ 17
Vs

Exchange Quiet
Bonds Dull and Steady—Kailroads Active
and Firm—Stocks Closed Active and

bills; wheat. 11,000bush;
^Receipts—Flour,
2,000 bush; oats, 9400 bush.
corn.

143
3 16

Delaware 6:

Government

luisli; corn, 202,000
hushrve. 2000 bush: barley, fi.ooo
Idd.s; wbeat, l-t>,ooo
'.shipments—Flour 2.000
bush;
oats,
22,000 bush;
1
LO.OOO
bush; corn,
bush.
J
rye, 4,000 bush; barley, ,000
DETROIT Feb. 4. 1892.—Wheat—White at
n 1Vi c; No 2 Red at ill Vi -. Corn-No 2 at 40e.
Oats—No 2 at 31 %«; No 2 White at o2'/c. Rye
—

Chicago & Alton preferred-160
'hicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 108

Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling
and

107 Va

Kansas Pacific lsts.107 ?j*
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express..145
American Express.116
Central Pacific. 3lVa
25*4
Ches. & Ohio.
Chicago & Alton.140

bids: wheat. :>7.00p
Receipts—Flour, fi.ooo
hush; oats, 42,000 bush;

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 n.
m.
(Connects with Kail Lines for New York,
South anil West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
-Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station. Congress street, and
at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FURBER.
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
NT. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
OCt3

__dtt__

Portland & Worcester Line.
\

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1391, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton. Ayer -Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
in.

and 12.30 p.

ni.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester. Springvalc, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., J2.30 and
5.30 p. in.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. in.
UV«.

ml.i.el

.,sl

a.

in..

AT 1

< _

12.30,
Wowf.

brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 3.80 0.20 and
11.15 p. in.
For Forest Avenue (Deeving), 0.20 p. in.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line.” lor Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with til©
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland' from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in.,
1.30 and 6.50 p. m.: from Gorham at 0.4-0,
8.35 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.3o, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORD WELL, Ticket

Agent. Portland, Me.

J. W. PETERS. Supt.
0. 3. WIG GIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent,

_dtf._^

octo

Orainl Trunk Railway of Canada.
On

and

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1891,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m„ and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. ill. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. ill. For Quebec, 1.30 p. in. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, S.25 a. 111.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. ill. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m„ 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. ill. From Quebec, 12.10 p. 111.
TICKET OFFICE
50

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

MISS A. L.

The Premiums upon the
the UNION MUTUAL

Policies of
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range anil
hence are suited to all circumstances.

SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand

and

Typewriting

BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send lor circular.

jny29codtf

J

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junc
tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago $20 and $15.75; Detroit 810.75
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
via
St.
Louis
Detroit
and
$27.25
;
$23.75
$31.50
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $20 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$00.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager,
decs
dtt

THE_
NEW

BOARD OF TRADE MEETING

PRESS.

ADVEltTISEMENTS

ter. P. S. Nickerson.

TO-DAY.

Meteorological Committee—D.
X. Rich, Cyrus Farley.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Dow Si Pinkham, Insurance.
AMUSEMENTS.
M. C E. E. A. esncert and ball.
Haydn Association, Kotzsclnnar hall.
SECOND PAGE.
Dr Woodbury’s antidote.
FIFTH PAGE.
Eastmaa Bros & Bancroft.
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
A card.
Bines Bros—2.
Owen, Moore & Co.

Discuss the Proposed Sale of the
Market Lot.

Mr. C. R. Millilcen Presents the
the

Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
ICttia

rut)

Umm/Jio vi

their children while Teething, with perfect
the child, softens the
It soothes
success.
Gums, allays I’aln, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
for

causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. lie sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s

Soothing Syrup. 25c

a

bottle.

was

sick,

wo

gave her

Castoria.

eod&wly

For additional Local News
Fifth

see

Page.__
BRIEFLY TOLD.

The Falmouth Club held a social last
evening and enjoyed steamed clams and
coffee.

Yesterday
spits of snow

partially clear,
heavy clouds
with

was

at times and

at others.

Wednesday afternoon a young son of
Charles E. Rainey of Westbrook broke
his leg while coasting.
The Portland Young Men’s Democratic Club has invited the Young Men’s
Democratic Club of Lewiston to be present at their banquet this month.
Rev. M. 8. Hughes will lead the Bible
class at the Y. M. C. A. this afternoon at

All interested

4.3C o’clock.

are

invited

to attend.

The committee on February 22nd held
meeting yesterday afternoon, but are
not yet able to report a programme for
the exercises at City Hall.
Daniel W. Thomas of Belfast reported
at station 3, in Boston, Wednesday evening that he had been huncoecl out of
8100 hv a plausible stranger in the Eastern depot.
a

TviA+f

PahIts

Tslanfl

wn*

his way to his boat Wednesday, when
he slipped on the ice and fell, striking

on

hip against tlie sharp edge of a
projecting log and received very severe
on

his

bruises and contusions.
Cumberland No. 3 celebrated

its

Re

on

the

Reduced—Mr,

Resolution

on

the

the managers of the Board of Trade held yesterday morning President Winslow presided, and there was a good attendance.
At tlie

February meeting

of

Reports Presented.
The reports of the committees were
called for.
The report of the committee on railroads and steamboats was £rst in order.
A communication from Hon.

George

P.

Wescott, the chairfnan, stated that the
commitiee had not been called together
during the year, as no complaint had
tuem

which

requnuu

tiuuuu.

28th

anniversary with a supper at the house
Wednesday evening. Mayor True, Chief
Leighton of Westbrook, the city fire committee and others were guests. The supper was good and the speeches also.
There will be a meeting of the Port-

at the

United States Hotel for

JJUft&lUlC,

111

giving

luiuimawun

m

lation to the organization and suitable

locations for such enterprises, and in
securing favorable water rates, low taxation, etc. They have investigated existing corporations with a view to recommending investments, and have secured
investments in manufacturing concerns
here by the effort of individual recommendations of the board.
They have

C. E. Mil liken,
Charles S. Fobes,
W. a. Dana,
E. B. Winslow,
T. S. Laughlin,
Setii L. Lakrabee,
Lewis A Goudy.

a

Irvine G. McLarren of Eastport, on
motion of Isaac W. Dyer, United States
Attorney, has been admitted to practice
in the United States Circut Court.
At tlie last class meeting of the senior
class

of Mount

Holyoke College,

Miss

Meeting of the Veteran Firemen.
A meeting of the Veteran Firemen’s
Association was held last evening at the
There
wardroom in the City Building.
Secwere quite a large number present.
retary Ball reported a membership of
104, a gain of nine since the last meeting.
Two new members were elected last evening, Nahum Mureh and Fred N. Dow.
and Plummer, deleMessrs. Plaisted
gates to the convention of the New Eng-

Portland Asland League, reported
sociation had been accepted by the New
England League, which consists now of
The relief associabout 7000 members.
ation has about 700 members.
After the report ox the delegates the
meeting adjourned to the evening of
the

February 18th.

Accepted.
The committe i on rules and orders
met yesterday afternoon and opened the
bids for the publication of the revised
The bids were;
rules and orders.
Charles Paine, S4 cents per page; Southworth Bros., 81 cents; Brown Thurston
& Co., 7:5 cents; IV. M. Marks, 58 cent :
and W. M. Marks secured the contract.
Bid

,,

Relating; to Dues.

be
Mr. Atkinson moved tliat the dues
increased from $3 to $5 a year, so that
of
the secretary can notify the members

meetings by postal card.
A. IS. Hall

rose

and

inquired

if this

njceting of the hoard of managers,
On receiving an affirmative reply, he said
he didn’t think Mr. Atkinson had a right
was

a.

to make a motion.
Mr. Atkinson said lie didn’t know
about technical distinctions of the board
but he merely meant to suggest that the
dues ought to he higher, because at
are lower than in other

present they

cities.
President Winslow said the motion was
out of order, but the remarks were not.
Mr. Rich explained that the fee was
once reduced to $1, without an increase
in membership, and when it was made
..

§5 tiie membership decreased.
tile

w iiiLe

oi]uauiuii

u«iuxo

When
..v-

lied all the members by postal card, and

got

11 out to the

meeting.

President Winslow instructed the secretary to notify all members of meetings
by postal card the coming year.
The

Market

I.ot.

In reference to the Market lot Mr. C.
K. Milliken said he did not believe in the

34th

l°r

Selected

hle

Date.

The Republican city committee met
in Brown
last
evening at their room
Block, and 'fixed upon February 24th as
the date of the Republican caucuses to
nominate candidates to be voted upon at
same rules
the March
city election. The
that were
for
conducting the caucuses
used last year, were adopted, with a few
minor amendments.
It will be remembered that last year an Australian ballot
This year the
was used in the caucuses.
committee will print upon the ballots
the names of candidates who are entitled
by usage to a renomination. New candidates for ward officers in order to go

ballots, must present petitions
signed by twenty-live Republican voters
upon the
in

tlie.il- u-ni-do

The

noils will bo Onen

for an hour.

Election of

Committees.

The arbitration committee had no report to make and last years committee

re-elected.
When the election of a committee on
railroads and steamboats came up Mr.
Isaac C. Atkinson moved that nominHe
ations be made from the floor.
thought that all the committees ought to
was

be

changed,

at least once every two or

three years.
Sir. Fritz Jordan thought that some
members except railroad and steamboat
men ought to be put on the committee.
Mr. Rich suggested that the committee be increased for this purpose.
Sir. Goudy endorsed Sir. Jordan’s remarks.
Sir. C. S. Fobes thought the same. He
thought that the reduction in Slainc
Central mileage tickets had been made
voluntarily. If the board of trade had
attended "to the matter, it might have
been done sooner, and even now it may
he possible to get the rate down to the
same figure that prevails on the Boston
& Maine.
Sir. E. B. Winslow moved that Slessrs.
Atkinson and Goudy be put on the committee.
These committees were then

elected:
Committee on ltallrnals and Steamboats—
George T. Wescott, J. it Coyle, Frederick

JfKW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

board of manufactures can go to Gardiner and find out the merits of this pro-

posed enterprise. In the same way the
plush industry which he is promoting
can be investigated and people can be
told with authority whether it is good
The cold facts will be of service
or bad.
to intending investors.
Ik
Winslow said Mr. Curtis has
Mr. E.
asserted that if he buys the market lot
Mr. Curtis
lie proposes to let it lie idle.
had said he wished he had been one of
synaicaxe lusxeau oi uppusuu lu il.
Mr. Winslow said lie belonged to the
The agreement is, if the
syndicate.
land is not improved it shall' revert to
the city. If the syndicate offer is accepted they will go ahead and erect a brick
building with steam plant in the centre
He
of the lot and gradually extend.
thought Mr. Atkinson’s idea that he had
raised the price is erroneous. He thought
tne

with a guarantee,
advantageons than the last offer
without a guarantee.
Mr. Goudy said that lie liad met a representative of Mr. Curtis on the day the
tlie original offer,

offer
demonstrated which
he easily
would he tlie more advantageous for the
city, SI5,000 without a guarantee, or $5,He then offered
000 with a guarantee.
tlie following resolution:
Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting
that tlie city council should not accept any offer
for the market lot, without first advertising it
for sale, and a request for specifications as to
how it shall he used, and that no offer should
he accepted unless full cash value is received
for it without suitable guarantee being furnished that it shall be used for manufacturing purposes.
Mr. Atkinscn said the resolve did not
specify that foreign manufactures shall
he brought in. He thought it would be
no advantage to move a shoe factory
from Union street to the market lot and
leave the Union street building vacant.
Mr. E. B. Winslow said that there was
no such intention, hut circumstances
might arise when even a removal of a
local business to the market lot might
be of advantage.
Mr. Rich said that the added value of
property surrounding tlie market lot
worm

considering.
Hr. lilabon said the city is able to hold
He did not doubt that
the market lot.
in 10 or 10 years the city would require a
lot for a large market.
President J. S. Winslow endorsed Mr.
Blabon’s views.
Mr. E. B. Winslow thought a market
would never be built down there because
the place is not central.
Mr. F. E. Richards thought it might be
desirable to sell the lot if the city was to
receive added valuation by its improvement.
He could see no advantage in
selling the lot to lie idle.
Mr. Atkinson stated explicitly that, of
course, he could not guarantee that Sir.
Curtis would improve the lot, but lie believed that he would put up a building as
valuable at least, as the one the syndicate will erect. He bad assurances from
Mr. Curtis that lie would do so, notwithstanding all that has been said at this
meeting to the contrary.
The resolution offered by Mr. Woodwouia

oe

bury was unanimously passed, and the
meeting adjourned.
A Fine Work of Art.

The litter of Irish setter pups in C. H.
Guppy & Co.’s window, painted by the
celebrated animal painter, Alexander of
Boston, drew crowds of interested spectators yesterday.
This
beautiful oil
painting is the property of Dr. J. M.
Grosvenor of Bostou, who paid the artist $1000 for it. The poses of the pups
are admirable.

fair.
Friday, February 5, 1892.

THIS

is

M. E.

Church.

street Methodist
At the Congress
church last evening the following trustees and stewards were nominated to be
presented to the next quarterly conference for election:
Trustees—H. A. Hallett. H. H. Shaw, J. L.
Watson, A. Lamout, IT. W. Davis, L. McKenney,
J. Knowlton, S. Skillings. G. C. Blackwell.
Stewards—J. D. Houghton, L. B. Grifliii, J. H.
Boothby, G.
Montgomery, A. Tuckwell, E. A.
J. D. Erskine, G. M. Dinsmore. IT. Straw J. D.
Snowman, E. Kamsdcll, A. J. Eickett, W. E.
Holden, J. W. Proctor.

all sorts of

tain conditions.

There

diseases ana

people, auu m
conditions to develop

only

needs

impulses

the

are
m

them. Insanity is a peculiar disease,
and to a greater or less degree exists in
a pretty large proportion of mankind.
“In most cases it is shown in a harmless idiosyncracy and excites no more
comment than mild ridicule, but in
many cases it has a homicidal tendency
that is suddenly and unexpectedly developed. Can this bo through natural
and general causes or is it imitation that
produces these mind waves? I believe it is
the former—that general causes similar
to the conditions that produce the grip
wave, the cholera wave, the horse distemper wave or any other disease of a
season also tend to unbalance the badly
balanc ad mind.”—New York Herald.
The

good

a

break in
Shirts and the

time to
new

best time of all the year
buying them.
The stock is fresh and

Table Linen

for

during the dull

new, made

when time wasn’t
very valuable, and so the
and
Shirts are better

BRAN NEW PATTERNS ON SALE

season

more

carefully

made.

Antiquity

<x

1U1

dl

Congress Street

more

It was then said that
offer was made.
Mr. Curtis wanted to buy the land for a
speculation and hold it for a rise.
Mr. T. Q. Woodbury said it ought to

BARGAINS IN

The weather today
is likely to be

-AT

BROTHERS’.

RINES

■rt

__

days.

Annie A. Gould of this city was announcThe highest rank
ed as valedictorian.
during the eoursd obtains the honor.

Manufactures—C. R. Milliken,
S. Dana, E. B. Winslow, T. b.
L.
Lamibee, L. A. Goudy.
Laughliu, Setli

February

—

tlo

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

follows:

I’m

few

W. Clark,

Ar
m.

Committee of
C. S. Fohes. W.

train

carefully avoided any public endorsement or guaranty of any proposed individual manufacturing enterprise iu any
such way as would place the responsibility upon the board of manufactures
or upon the Board of Trade.
They have
been constantly employed in the legitiland Commercial Association next Mon- mate work which they understand they
Few
day evening at the Weber Club rooms at have been appointed to perform. have
new manufacturing
enterprises
8 o’clock. The question of winding up
been established during the year, or old
the affairs of the body and distributing ones
resuscitated, that the members of
memthe
the treasury balance among
tbe board of manufactures have not been
instrumental in encouraging and supbers will be discussed.
In many instances they have
The steamer Sardinian sailed for Liv- porting.
encouraged manufacturing
personally
erpool yesterday with the following car- industries to the full extent of their perhundred
and
four
thousand
:
financial
sonal
ability.
Eight
go
An erroneous idea seems to prevail
twenty-five bushels of wheat, 11,500
with many of our citizens as to the dubushels of peas, 10,925 bushels oats,
ties and offices of the board of manufacof
3000
of
241.280 pounds
bacon,
pounds
tures.
Some have an idea that the
pork, 490,340 pounds of cheese, 1350 board can establish, equip and furnish
boxes of meat and 1854 barrels of ap- capital to run great plants, exempt propples. She took several passengers but erty from taxation, etc.; and others that
will receive the most of them at Halifax. poor, languishing concerns ought to be
stocked and placed in flourishing condiPERSONAL.
tion by the board, and sometimes they
find fault and complain because the
J. F. Nourse, Esq., of Biddeford, was board does not do these things.
The board is well satisfied and glad to
in the city yesterday.
give much time, whenever called upon,
General and Mrs. H. M. Plaisted leave to assist in
formulating plans, in answervery shortly for the South, to remain the ing voluminous correspondence, in securing sites, and obtaining investments,
rest of the winter.
and establishing new plants, and to help
Mr. Henry Fox is quite sick at his
existing manufactures, without pay and
home, and was unable to attend the Vet- without price, if the public and members
eran Firemen’s convention at Boston, to
of the general board of trade will only
which he was elected a delegate.
at least to secure the co-operMr. Joseph A. Linscott and daughter, sufficiently
ation of all the members of the board.
of
in rrtnn
are
back at their old
Respectfully submitted,
home

REPUBLICAN caucuses.

city selling out to a speculator or retainThe Average Sleeping Room.
He thought
undesirable property.
ing
Look into the sleeping room of the
To the Managers of the Board of Trade:
the lot and
In accordance with an expressed de- that if a concern would buy
laborer, the clerk, the mechanic, where
sire at the annual meeting for a report of erect a manufacturing establishment, it
spend from seven to nine hours of
they
manufactures
the doings of the board of
would be a good thing.
the twenty-four.
Generally they are
the
board
submit
the
for the past year,
Mr. J. E. Blabon concurred with Mr.
smallest and most inconvenient
the
following:
Milliken. The city ought to have a perrooms in the house: on the shady side,
Some two years ago the board gave manent
guarantee that the lot will be
several weeks of patient and laborious improved by its purchase. He thought with one window, precluding any thorthis one winwork in formulating plans for the im- the
city ought to erect a large maket ough ventilation. Even
provement and development of a large there.' The present one amounts to dow may be so arranged that the wind
and unproductive lot of the city’s real
nothing. The city can’t afford to sell will blow directly on the sleeper’s head
estate by placing thereon a large and sub- the lot for
$20,000 or $25,000. The city if left open at night. Perhaps there is
stantial building for the exhibition of can afford to keep it, for it may be
a small closet where, for want of other
Rome
machinery and the products of
wanted some time.
room, soiled clothing, boots, shoes and
manufactures, believing that such an exMr. Atkinson said he had opposed the
other belongings are kept. Oftentimes
hibition and massing of our industries
for the
of
the
oiler
of
$5,000
acceptance
would attract capital and stimulate man- lot. Mr. Curtis had made an offer of a row of hooks on the wall is the only
ufacturing interests in Portland and $15,000 and the offer is yet to be acted apology for a closet, and the clothing
throughout the state more than could be upon. He had no idea that Mr. Curtis hung on them adds to the general stuffiHe beaccomplished in any other way. These intends to let the lot lie idle.
ness of the room.
plans were of a public nature and requi red lieves it is Mr. Curtis’s intention to exIn this small, ill ventilated room two
the co-operation and endorsement of the
AtkinMr.
it.
on
or
more
pend $72,000
gentlemen who then represented our cit- son claimed that by his efforts he grown persons sleep, with a baby or
sometimes both.
izens in the city council.
The
small child added
raised the price of the lot.
Three different plans were in turn suboffer
who have made an
What wonder that the children are cross
syndicate
this
mitted for the development of
pub- for the lot have shown no plans of the and have no appetite in the morning?
lic enterprise to the city council, and all
If they
building they intend to put up.
How can the parents be fitted for their
board
Your
received.
were unfavorably
had gone to an architect and put their
daily labor, after sleeping in such a
were obliged to abandon any plan of this
guarantee on paper and had produced room? The boarding houses are no betcharacter for the general public benefit their matured
a
be
plans, that would
and advantage of Portland’s manufac- different
thing. He believed the lot was ter, especially among the cheaper class,
tures because of lack of co-operation on worth
$25,00i), or all that could be got many sleeping rooms being hardly
the part of the gentlemen who, it seemed for it. He said he was pleased with the
larger than a closet.—Good Housekeepto the board, should have lent great enreport of the committee on manufac- ing.
couragement.
tures. He wished to correct an idea that
Since meeting with such discourageHe had not
had gained circulation.
Queer Theory About Insanity.
ment your board have not attempted or claimed that the Board of Trade can di“There is so
thing in the atmosundertaken any further public enterrectly aid new manufacturing industries. pheric conditions that develops insanity
of
the
for
or
development
projects
prises
But they can investigate them and find
Portland’s manufactures.
They have, out their merits and be able to tell the and murderous impulses,” said a student
however, meantime given their atten- citizens exactly what they amount to. of human nature. “That is my theory.
tion to many propositions for starting He understands that the GardinerGraphIt is like the grip and other diseases that
manufactures here anil assisting, as far ite
The
Company wants to locate here.
prevail at certain times and under ceras

gave them Castoria.

deell

a

of

and
steamboat service had given satisfaction.
Mr. C. II. Milliken presented the report of the committee on manufactures,

a

When she had Children, she

Can

This would indicate that the

Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she was

Report

Manufactures—Mr.

Market Rot Which Passes.

come to

febGMW&F&wly
Whcr, Baby

Central

Woodbury Offeres

The attention of our readers, who are interested in stocks, bonds and investment securities, is called to the advertisement of Messrs.
Corey, Milliken & Co., In another column.

UVUI

on

Thinks Mileage Tickets

Maine

New Wants, To Let. For Sale, Lost,
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropiatc headings on page (i.

useu

Committee

Fobes

Found

Mrs.

Smith, Payson Tucker. M. L. Williams, Isaac
Atkinson, Lewis A. Goudy.
w
Committee on Merchants’ Excliange-M.X.
neuRich. W. Allen. Jr., P. II. Brown, William

<J.
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size 52 inch Night Shirt,
You’ve been paying a
dollar, perhaps, for no betMade of fair

ter.

quality

Cotton,

Dwight

double

stitched, filled seams, pearl

pocket and deep
collar—50 cents

roll

Extra

pays for the stuff
that’s in them. You can
have trimmed ones for

hardly

same

money, but

they

are

marvel

you’ll

their

bit at

a

Dress

White

Shirts!
We think

a

Clearly Defined.
Teacher—Define devotion.
Little Girl—Losin a spellin match
when you don’t need to.
Teacher—Um!—you’ll have to explain
further.
Little Girl—Why, when Dickie White
and Johnny Brown called off sides for
th’ spellin match Friday Dick chose
Nellie de Pretti the first one, an she’s
the worst speller in school.—Good News.

good

deal

of our 46c line, and you’ll
wonder how we do it.
It’s a full size shirt,

plenty of cloth in it, a
good linen bosom and

After the

Grip

re-inforced

(double) back
and thoroughly

and front

You, person-

well made.
al Ur

mav

J

nrpfpr

hptfpr

-'A

ones, and

we

have

them,

—but after all there’s no
difference in the wearing
and when

they’re

laun-

dered they all look alike
—that’s why so many
critical buyers take these

Left in Bad

HOOD’S pills act easily, yet promptly and
efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache.,

cents to $1.00 per

yard,

Napkins at $3 doz.

BROTHERS.

RINES

WOOL WRAPPERS!
We are selling Ladies’ Wrappers
made from flannel that costs 59 and
75 cents per yard, with tight lining
®nd full fronts for

$5. H

to order.

Pajamas.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

in Black, $lue, Garnet, Grey, Stone
and Wine Colors.
Samples of the
Wrappers will be in our Congress St.

window, Friday.

card!
of the

ROBERTS, formerly
WILLIAM
firm of MeLellan, Mosher & Co., lias
nected himself with the well-known blank hook
W.

con-

and stationery house of HALL L. DAVIS, of
this city, 49 Exchange St„ where lie will be
pleased to serve his former customers.
feb5d2w

S

TR

RINES

_.-g

The Old Standard Family Medicine,
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation. Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 60c.. and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F* TRUE &. CO., Auburn, Maine.

TT&S&wtl4

jyl6

MANCHESTEli, New Hampshire.

John C. French,
James A. Weston,
President.
Secretary.
>
in
Cash.S700,000.00
Capital Paid Up
1891.
DEC.
ASSETS,
81,
Beal estate owned by company,
unincumbered.$
9,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
650.096.86
liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by company, market value. 1,072.134.96
Loans secured bv collaterals.
23,750.00
Cash in company’s principal office
and in hank.
103,123.87
Interest due and accrued.
16,123.00
Premiums in due course of collection.
65,732.51
Aggregate of all admitted assets of the company, (at their
actual value.).$1,839,961.20
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$
93,717.20
Amount required to safely re-in632.215.66
sure all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the
13.146.50
company, viz: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except

capital stock and net surplus....
Capital actually paid up in cash..
Surplus beyond capital.
&"'£>****'

IMHUUUU

739,079.36

700.000.00

400,881.84

ui

ties including net surplus. .$1,839,901.20
janaolawhwS

NEW YEAR.

Office Stationery
-X3ST-

BROS.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Incorporated in 1869. Commenced business >n 1870.

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

Sheriff’s

All "errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

OPTICIAN

TAKEN

VO-HCll)

lUCliee 11 Will 8<UU GUI 11C1

dec2(i

801U

Portland & Rochester railroad; thence southfour
erly by said railroad twenty (20) rods and west
(4) links to a stake; thence south 81%°
seventeen (17) rods and nine (9) links to said
Cedar street ; thence north 8%° west oit said
Cedar street 8Vs rods to the first mentioned
bounds, containing one acre and a half; intending
by foregoing description to describe property
James Jack by
conveyed by Thomas A. Foster to
warranty deed dated October lo. A. D. 1867,
and recorded in the Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, Book 357, Page 103.
Given under my hand at Portland in said
County, this twenty-ninth day of January, A. D.
LEANDER E. CRAM. Sheriff.
1803.

__dlawBwS

A Famous
French Chef
once

wrote: “The very soul of

is the stock-pot, and
the finest stock-pot is

cooking

1-3 Congress St.

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”
Genuine only with signature. Invaluable m

CONSULTATION FREE.
eodtt

VJ1

°
ley’s land north 42% east by said Manley’s
land eighteen (18) rods and five (5) links to the

OREAT VARIETY.

LORING. SHORT & HARMON.

Sale.

State of Maine.
Cumberland, ss
this twenty-ninth day of January,
A. D. 1892, on execution dated January
28, A. 1>. 1892, issued on a judgment rendered
by the Superior Court, for the County of Cumberland, at the term thereof begup and held on
the first Tuesday of December. A. D. 1891, to
wit, on the thirty-first day of December, A. D.
1891. in favor of the inhabitants of Deering, in
said County nf Cumberland, against Charles E.
Jack of said Deering, for the sum of fifty-five
dollars and seventy-seven cents, debt or damage, and forty-eight dollars and seventy-six
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
auction, at the Sheriff’s office in the City Building,
in Portland in said County, to the highest bidder, on the fifth day of March, A. D. 1892, at
three o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, the following described real estate, and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Charles E. Jack lias in and to the same or had
on the twelft h day of December, A. D. 1890, at
eleven o’clock and fifty-five minutes in the forenoon, the time when the same was attached on
A certain
the writ ill the same suit, to wit:
parcel of land with the buildings thereon situated at Morrill’s Corner ill Deering (formerly
Westbrook) and bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the southwest corner of land now or
formerly of Ellen Manley on Cedar street (so

janSO
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla
surely a good medicine.” Levi r.
White, Mosely& Stoddard’s Co.. Rutland, Vt,

75,89

75 cents yard.
55 and 59

It will pay customers to take a look at these
goods, for they are as good values as we have offered in this department for a long time.

We make Dress Shirts

Shape

Is most

*

yard.

Good Napkins for $1.00, $1.10, $1.25, $1.39,$1.50,
$1.75, $2.00 dozen and up.

46c Shirts.

Convalescence is very slow, and to recover the
health-tone a good tonic is absolutely necessary
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been used with wonderful success as a building-up medicine and blood
purifier after attacks of the Grip, after Typhoid
Fever, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, Pneumonia or
other prostrating diseases. It possesses just the
building-up effect so much needed; it vitalizes
and enriches the thin and impoverished blood,
and it invigorates the kidneys and stimulates
the liver so that they resume healthy action.

“The Grip left me in had shape; no strength,
no appetite, and with a bad cough.
I heard
what Hood’s Sarsaparilla had done for others in
similiar eases, and decided to give it a trial, and
I have seen no reason to regret my choice, for
after taking three bottles, consider that I am as
well ase ver I was in my life.

cts a

waistbands—not fine but
substantial and good—

Nocash’s Credit.

Mr. Slimpurse (hankering for a suit of
clothes on ticki—I—aw—presume you
are acquainted with my friend, Mr. Nocash. He has a running account here, I
believe?
Tailor—Yes. We do the running.—
New York Weekly.

only 50

See tlie 3-quarter size

cheapness.

And

at

ALSO BARGAINS IN NAPKINS.

This

and

quality

Also a lot of unbleached Linen at
And a lot of Bleached Linen at
A lot of choice Bleached Linen,

coarser.

morning we will
begin selling a lot of these
half dollar Night Shirts

LINEN,

CHOICE PATTERNS IN UNBLEACHED

buttons,

of Wheat.

The Chinese cultivated wheat 2,700
years before the beginning of the Christian era, always considering it as a gift
direct from heaven. Scientific agriculturists are of the opinion that it was
widely known and cultivated by prehistoric man. At the present time it is the
principal bread com of the leading European nations, and is fast supplanting
the use of maize, or Indian com, in the
The Egyptians atAmerican states.
tributed its origin to Isis, and the
Greeks to Ceres.—Exchange.

We have a large lot of New Table Linen which
will be sold at very low prices during
the next few days.

jan21

improved and economic cooker}7. For Soups,

eodtf

Sauces

—»

jail??

Dishes.
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Made
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